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A HISTORY OF GREENSBURG HIGH SCHOOL
GREENSBURG) INDIANA
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Greensburg High School has been and is highly
regarded by the residents of Decatur County as shown
by various newspaper reports, personal interviews, and
school records.

Its scholastic standards, its curric

ulum, its administrative personnel, and its student
body unite in striving to build an institution that
will raise the social and economic conditions of the
community.
There are but few residents who remember the early
days of the school, but on their part there is a feel
ing of gratitude and appreciation for those early
leaders of education in this community who had the
foresight to see the importance of higher education
and the strength to see that the school was instituted.
Statement of the Problem
This

study has been made in order to bring to

gether some of the historical facts of Greensburg High
School and to retain them for posterity.

The specific

purpose is to answer the following questions:

1.

2.

3•

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

,hen a;'1d why was Greensburr, High School
established?
~fuo has contributed to the development of
Greensburg Hi~h School?
How has Greensburg ~Iigh School aCCOI"lLlodated
educational expansion?
~fuat developments of curriculvl", have been
made throughout the life of the school?
How has the school extended its services to
the cormmmity and school po~ulation?
at kind of activity pro~ram h~s been
developed in the school?
How has the co~nunity shown its interest in
the high school program?
. OVol does Greensburg High School rank v,rith
other high schools of its ~izl?
ethod

A survey 1-vas made of aVc-'ilable material which con

tained school facts and this material compiled and
then evaluated for importance in the discussion, truth
of

state:/::~nts,

D:r:rl.

interest to the reader.

Notes and

references were made and tabulated with each tabulation
grouped

tor":~ther

under the proper chapter head i

tlgS •

en a chapter was J2ing developed, these notes were
utilized and the

1(: ·~erial

arranged in logical form.

Sources of !mterial
The chief sou.rces of material were the Greensb
. 
Greensburg Standard, Tree City 13reeze, Tne
Tower Tree, A History of Decatur County by Lewis A.
Harding, The IJIinutes of the Board of Education,
Book!
School Boards, and personal interviews with those who
have attended Greensburg High School throughout the
years.

Survey of Related Studies
In the past there has been but little done in the
preparatioh of an adequate written history of Greens
burg High School.
County

~

Harding, in his history of Decatur

devoted a small section to a general discussion

of the school up to 1915.
Limitations
This study deals only with Greensburg High School
of Greensburg, Indiana.

Since this is a historical

sketch, there has been no attempt to evaluate the
statements made but merely to set down the chain of
events as they happened.

If there are gaps in the

tables or in the discussion, these have been caused
by lack of data on the sUbject under discussion.
References which pertain to the years before 1869
are used only as a background for the study for the
report deals primarily with the years from 1869 to

1948 except in such cases where information was
able and included the school year of 1948-49.

avail~

L:HAPTElt II
A BRIEF HISTORICAL SKETCH
Beginning
The educational history of Greensburg, Indiana,
falls into two divisions, the period from the founding
of the town, until 1$57, when the present system of
public schools was adopted, and from that date to the
present.

Free schools were provided for by the Indiana

State Constitution of 1$51, but it took six years for
the city to avail itself of this opportunity.
1

The early schools

during this first period were

known as subscription schools, parents paying the,
teacher so much a term for each pupil they sent to
scho~

The curriculum of these early schools con

tained only the three ft's.
secure a higher

For those who wished to

education~private

schools that pre

sented high school subjects were started.

Une of the
2
most popular of these was begun by Miss Abbie Snell;
a New Englander, who taught a class of twenty regular
high school subjects.
1.

Harding, Lewis A.: Histo~y of Decatur County,
p. 182. IndianCl'Dolis: B. F. Bm"Ten Co., 1')1-5.

2.

Ibid.:

p. 187.

5
According to a local history:

3

The first free school in Greensburg "'laS open
ed on July 20, 1857 with four teachers: Hrs,oi
McCullough, Miss Eunice Paul, B. F. West 1 and
I. G. Grover. Text books used were: MCGuffy's
readers, Ray's arithmetic, Pinea's grammar,
Goodrich's history, Bullion's languages,
Comstock's philosophy and chemistry, and Davie's
l£gends. The higher branches were taught by ~tr.
Grover. The first school trustees under the new
system were VI. N. Lowe, A. L. Hobbs and B. H.
Harney. The primary department, taught by Mrs.
McCullough, was located in the basement of the
Baptist church; the next grade, taught by Miss
Paul, met in the basement of the Presbyterian
church, and the other two teachers held forth in
the seminary.
In 1861 the first graded school

in Greensburg

was started in the basement of the Baptist Church with
Miss Drucilla Wartline as principal.

Town pupils

we~e

admitted free, but those children who came from the
country were charged six dollars for the three-months
term which offered in addition to the common school
branches of learning, philosophy, algebra, and ancient
history.

The school trustees were Doctor Moody, A. R.

Forsyth, and U. B. Lathrop.

There

~ras

only sufficient

money to run the school for a term, with no allowances
for incidentals so each pupil was assessed fifty cents
to pay a janitor.
Schools of

n,~t

4j
folloWing quotation:

day had problems as shown by, the

It NaS during this term that IJootbr Moody
dispayed true Solomonic wisdom in settling a

3.

Ibid.:

pp.187.,

40

Ibid.:

p. 188.

6
rather delicate matter. One of the patrons of
the school come to him and protested because a
little negro girl was attending the school. He
said he would take his own daughter out unless
the colored pupil was remotred. The colored girl
was very light in color, ",rhile the protesting
citizen's daughter was a dark brunette. flVery
vlell," said Doctor }:~oody. flu've will send a man
around tomorrow to~)ick out the negro. If he
picks out the negro, she goes out, and if he
picks out your child, she goes out. If The irate
citizen was content to drop the r~tter.
According to the school law of 1853, the civil
township trustees were authorized to establish schools
to care for the education of white children.
did not admit

ne~roes

This law

or mulattoes and provided that

they were not to be taxed for school purposes.

But

the few negro families who lived in the city objected
and presented a petition to the school board re
questing admission to the public schools.

This petition

is still preserved in the City Library and reads:

5

"We, the colored people of the city of
Greensburg, respectfully ask that our children
be admitted to all the rights and privileges of
the public schools. We beg to say that we make
this request for the reason that there are not
sufficient colored children in the city to
justify the organization of a separate school for
them:
Signed J.W. Therman
Richard Lewis
Levris Tracy
H.B. Scott
S. Crewett
T,'l. Sanders
John }J[organ
George W. Lee

5.

Harding, Lewis A.: History of Decatur County,
p. 188. Indianapolis: B. F. Bowen Co., 1915.

7
During the school's history there
few negro graduates from Greensbur.Q' Hj.

-ve been tut
chool, hov,;eve

a son of Richard Lewis, one of the signers of the a.bove
petition, graduated

~rom

the local school and became a

.matics at He

professor

on Institute, Hampton,

Virginia.
In 1870 a negro school was opened but soon closed
because of lack of funds.

There were few colored

'tea showed but little interest in

families, and the

theLr education and welfare.
there are no negro children in

At the time of writi
Gree~5burg,

Indiana.

The first school building was completed in 1863 by
. B. Thomson at a cost of twelve thousand dollars.

6

It

as located on :-ionfort Street between North and Wa3hin

CT 

ton Streets.

The erection of this building was begun by

the school board comp,osed of Samuel Christy,
and Barton \oHlson.
1~77

was added in
school buil ..

TfiJ.

A. Donnell

The hifh school addition of tvoJO stories

and was used until the present

1

•

as opened in 1914.

uring the construction of this first buildin,11;, a

workman fell from its walls and was killed.

7

For many years so tradition goes, the ghost of
the unfortunate workman lingered in the dark base
ment of the huilding and many a child followed t
straight and narrow path of school discipline through

6.

Harding) Lewis A.: History gf Deca~r County) Ind
ianapolis: B. F. Bowen Co.) 1915. p. 192.

7.

Ibid.:

p.192.

v

fear of being sent to the basement in punishment
of misdemeanors.
B. F. Brewington was superintendent when the new
building was first used in the fall of 1862 and remained
for four years to be succeeded by J. R. Hall in 1866.
J. W. Culley was head of the schbol in 1867-68 at

which time the records show an enrollment of six hundred
sixty-nine pupils.
On April 16, 1868,the following item was published
in the local paper by a visitor to the school and would
seem to indicate the growing consciousness on the part
8

of Greensburg citizens for the need of a high school.
'._' " Greensburg school was unusually large. The
reading in some of the rooms was very fine. Other
departments excelled in other branches. A large
number of pupils were in attendance from the
surrounding districts.
A high school is a necessity in Greensburg
and should be so arranged that pupils may be
graded from the present school into it and com
plete a scientific course and languages, as far as
the Junior year in college.
Probably thirty persons are now p,oing to school
outside the county, who could be accommodated in
such a school. These persons spend not less than
three huhdred dollars each annually. This amounts
to the nice sum of nine thousand dollars, which
might as well be spent at horne.
In addition to this, it is very desirable that
children should be at home when the same facilities
for education are at hand.
Plans were therefore put forth for a high school,
but objections were raised by a froup of citizens, and
an injunction was obtained by Barton H. Harney, the
8.

Greensburg Standard, April 16, 1868.

9
treasurer, against Caspar W. McLaughlin and John L.
Wooden, school trustees.

The board was finally allowed

to continue, and on July 29,

186~

the Greensburg

Standard carried the news that there would be an addi
tion of a high school course for the preparation of
students who desired to enter collepe.

C. W. Harvey

had become superintendent in 186$ and took the lead
in the fight for the high school course.

The first

teachers were Re'becca Thomson, principal, and the Rev.
J. B. Walker who taught Latin and Greek.

Growth
The high school did not have a mushroom growth
b'ut a gradual development.

The first commencement was

held in 1$71 when two students were granted certificates.
According to the Greensburg Standard , the first
commencp'mo~t

must have been a bedlam for it remarks as

follows~

Ovr public school closed on Friday afternoon
last, commencement exercises of the High School
department were held at the Bzptist Church in the
evening. At the appointed hour for assembling,
the church was filled to overflowing with one of
the most disorderly audiences that we have ever
witnessed on any similar occasion. Laughing,
talking, and passing in and out were indulged in
during the progress of the exercises to such an
extent that it was impossible to catch but an
occasional word from the rostrum. Greensburg
audiences should have learned ere this, that stamp
ing and whistling as expressions of appreciation
are, to say the least, in very bad taste. They are
coarse, very coarse, ~nd if upon an occasion appro
priate, certainly not at such an entertainment as
this especially when held in a church. We managed,
by the very closest attention, to hear a consid
erable portion of the graduating essays of Miss
Annie Myers and Miss Ida Stout; they are very

10
creditable productions. The subjects were well
chosen and ably nresented.
The following year there were five

graduate~

and

according to the weekly paper this audience was well
behaved.

9

By 1876 the attendance had so increased that

added quarters were necessary, and a brick addition
was built which is now used by the elementary school.
The first principal following the erection of this
addition was W. P. Shannon, who served until 1883
when he became superintendent of the city schools.
There have been graduates every year since 1871
except in 1883 when, because of the institution of a
fourth year to the required high school course, no
commencement was held and no graduation certificates
issued.

By 1900 the school was graduating classes

in the twenties, and by World
increased to forty-eiGht.

~lar

I the classes had

There was but little change

in the size of the enrollment from then until the
depression years when the average jumped to sixty
seven.

The largest graduating class in the school's

history was in 1943 when eighty-seven young men and
10
women received diplomas.
The school had grovm so large by 1912 that new
quarters had to be found.

Contracts were let, and the

new building was occupied in 1914.
9.

Greensburg Standard: ~fuy, 1872.

10. Students'Scholastic Records. 1929 to 1939.

Present Status
Greensburg High School has grown from a one
department, ohe teacher appendage to the public school
system to a school with an enrollment of three hundred
twenty-five and a staff of twenty-one teachers.

It has

five well defined curricula that have been developed as
the needs of the community were discovered.
Buildihgs
The original high school department was located in
the public school building that had been completed in
1863 at a cost of twelve thousand dollars.

In fact,

this high school had but one classroom with very little
other equipment available.

In 1876 all the students

still met in this one room, which was heated by a stove,
but the attendance had so increased that added quarters
were rendered necessary and a brick addition, fifty by
eighty feet, was built in 1877 at a cost of fifteen
thousand dollars.

The trustees at this time were W. A.

Donnell, Samuel Christy, and

'ton· \'lils.(m •.

The high school had reached such proportions by
1912 that it was deemed necessary to provide larger and
more modern quarters.

~~en

it became known that the

board was contemplating a building program, numerous
citizens had just the right plot of land for the pra
II

ject.
11.

The board finally selected a plot on West
School Board Minutes: ~~rch 5, 1912. pp. 18-22.
At this meeting 7 plots were proposed.

12
Walnut Street known to the residents of the city as
the Orphans' Home plot.

It consisted of an entire

block 271.25 feet east and west and 260 feet north and
south.

It was centrally located, two blocks from the

Carnegie Library Building and two and one-half blocks
from the West End School.

'i'he pDoperty cost the city

of Greensburg sixty-four hundred dollars.
1he contract for the new building was let to Pulse
and Porter, contractors, for $65,410.09.

It was a

three story building of brick, cement, and steel.

On

the first floor are lockers, girls' gymnasium, indus
trial arts rooms, home economics rooms,and toilets,
while on the second floor are located the superinten
dent's office, principal's office, library, assembly
room, business education department, English department,
history department, and the mathematics department.

On

the third floor are found the agriculture quarters,
music, science, art, and social studies departments.
In the beginning of the school's occupancy the gymnasium
in the high school building was used for boys' physical
education classes and home basket-ball games J but the
facilities were not adequate.
12
On

~harch

27, 1925, a petition

signed by seven

hundred or more citizens and taxpayers of the vity of
Greensburg was presented to the school board request
ing it to proceed to construct a building within said
12.

School Board Minutes: "1915-192-5. pp.363.

city

suit~ble

for instruction in physical education.

-The petition was received and placed on file.

On

March 30, 1925, the board decided to employ McGuire
and Shook, architects of Indianapolis, Indiana, to
draw and submit to the board plans and specifications
and an estimate of the cost of such a building.

Since

the city already owned a plot of ground west of the
East School Building, the board asked for this site
and obtained permission to place the new gyrmasium on
this plot.
The plans for the bUilding were presented and
accepted.

In general the building is about 103 feet

by 143 feet, exterior dimensions, playing floor about

57 by 96 feet.

Permanent bleachers, which will seat

3000, were placed in the form of a horseshoe with a
speaker's platform about 20 feet by 38 feet in the
north end below which is the heating plant, with dress
ing rooms on basement level at either end and coal bin
to the rear, all below ground.

Dressing room space was

also placed under the side bleachers.

Some excavating

was necessary to secure ceiling height..

Toilet rooms

and storage rooms were placed in front under the
bleachers and the four entrances, each sixteen feet
wide, were placed at the respective corners of the
building.

The Community GYmnasium, while controlled by

the School City of Greensburg, is used for all public
functions which require a large seating capacity.

'fhe Shelby Construction Company of Shelbyville,
Indiana, was the low bidder and received the contract.,
The total cost for the building was fifty thousand
dollars.

In 1947 addjtional bleachers were installed

at two corners and moveable ones put on the speaker's
platform.
Curriculum
In 1$69 the curriculum of Greensburg High School
was classified as college preparatory.

Three years

were required for graduation with each year divided into
three terms.

The following subjects were required to
13
be taken by all students:
First Year
1st 3mo.period

2nd 3 mo.period

3rd 3 mo.pweiod

High Arithmetic
Algebra
English Analysis
Latin or German

General History
Algebra
English Analysis
Latin or German

Latin or German
General History
Algebra
Physical Geograp¥y

Second Year
Rhetoric
Geometry
Physiology
Latin or German

Rhetoric
Geometry
Moral Philssophy
Latin or German

Trigonometry
Moral Philosophy
Natural History
Latin or German

Third Year
Elem. Astronomy
Mental Philosophy Geology
Mental Philosophy Chemistry
Chemistry
Natural Philosophy Natural Philosophy Botany
Latin or German
Latin or German
Latin or German

13.

Scrap Book: Carnegie Library, Greensburg, Indiana.

15
In 1883 a fourth year was added to the course with
little change in the curriculum.

The additional year

merely gave more advanced study ih the regular subjects
of the day.

By 1897 there are different subjects offered
14
in the program as shown by the following curriculum:
First Year
English - A general study of the classics
Latin
General ~athematics
Physics
Second Year
English - Orations and Essays
Latin
Algebra and Plane Geometry
Chemistry
Third Year
English
Cicero
Plane and Solid Geometry
Botany
General History
Fourth Year
English - Debating
Commercial Arithmetic
Bookkeeping
Zoology
English History
Gradually changes were taking place.

A department

of music was established in 1901, dropped in 1905, and
introduced again in 1907.

It now includes courses in

music appreciation, chorus, band, harmony, and voice
culture.
14.

Art was introduced in the school in 1908 and

Scrap Book: Carnegie Library, Greensburg, Indiana.

16
manual training and domestic science in 1909.

The manual

training hns developed into the department of woodwork
where boys are trained to become cabinet makers and
carpenters.

Although many of the boys do not go into

this type of work upon the completion of their high
school courses}their training in this field does help to
make it possible for them to improve their living condi
tions since the instruction in these classes is designed
to give the boys a knowledge of how to improve and repair
their own homes as well aw prepare them for future
occupations.

This department also gives training in the

use of the lathe and in printing.
In 1916 state approved vocational courses in
agriculture and home economics were started.

The

vocational agriculture classes provide a maximum of basic
agriculture training

at the same time fulfilling high

school graduation requirements.

The vocational home

economics department provides basic training for home
makers and workers in home economics.

Units include

foods, clothing, home management, home nursing, child
care and development, and home furnishing.

The comple

tion of this curriculum meets college requirements for
those who wish to enter an institution of higher learn
ing.

Federal funds are used to carryon these two

programs as they are found in Greensburg High School.
A department of physical education was established

17
in 1916.

Training in athletic sports, posture, pygiene,

and rhythm were given to both boys and girls.

During the

war this program was expanded to include physical fitness
classes in the junior and senior years, but at the close
of the war these classes were discontinued.
A commercial department was founded in 1924 and has
contributed much to the opportunities of the stud,cmts.
This curriculum has been outlined to meet the require
ments for graduation and to include the maximum amount
of training for clerical work.

It is especially de

signed for those who expect to enter

8.

clerical type of

occupation immediately upon graduation and includes
typing, shorthand, and bookkeeping.
Honors and Awards
·There are several honors and awards given to
selected students each year. In 1913 Nelson Mowrey and
15
Carrie Mowrey, his wife,
presented to the Greensburg
High School the sum of four thousand dollars ($4000.00)
in trust.

The annual income fDom this money was to be

distributed annually in prizes to the English, Manual
Training, and Domestic Science Departments.
16
The Class of 1921 Athletic Fund

provides for the

purchase of an athletic medal each year to be presented
15.

School Record: The

16.

School Record: The Class of 1921 Athletic Fund.

Mo~~ey

Awards.

to the Greensburg High Schoolrs
commencement time.

ou~standing

athlete at

The medal is paid for with the income

from a gift made by the Class of 1921 of the Greensburg
17
High School together with the Schuck flmd . and other
donations, amounting in all to $150.00.

The purpose of

presenting the medal is to encourage athletics and clean
sportsmanship.
In 1926 a thousand dollars (*1000.00) was given in
trust by James H. Hamilton in honor of his father Robert
A. Hamilton.

This fund provides for an annual essay

contest in agriculture.

It was given for the purpose of

encouraging students in agriculture to extend their
18
studies.
In 1936 by the will of Anna C. Goddard, a one-half
interest in two hundred acres of land in Winnebago

County~

Iowa, was received by the School City of Greensburg to be
19
held in trust by the school board.
After a study of the
matter by the school officials, it was decided to offer
citizenship prizes to the senior boy and girl who make
the best citizenship records during their high school
courses.

Three other awards were to be given to public

speaking students who won in an annual contest.
17.

School Records: The Shuck fund was a gift from Sarah
F. Shhak amounting to :~32. 50.

18.

School Records: Robert A. Hamilton Awards.

19.

School Records: Anna C. Goddard Awards.

19
Other awards include the American Legion Auxiliary
Citizenship Award which is given to the freshman or
sophomore girl who excels in honor, courage, scholarship,
leadership, and service.

An award of ten dollars is

given each year by the Psi Iota Xi to the senior boy or
girl contributing generously to the music activities of
the school.

A medal is awarded each year by the D. A. R.

to the senior girl selected as the best citizen by the
class and faculty.

Another medal is awarded by the Tri

Kappa to the §enior girl who has the highest scholastic
average for the four years.

The Kiwanis gives awards

to the three senior boys who have the highest scholastic
averages for the four years while the Rotarians give
cas~

prizes to the winners in a discussion contest.

Each year, too, an Athletic Victory Award is given to the
athlete who has displayed the best citizenship qualities
in his daily life.
There are numerous other awards given by the several
departments which may be of importance but which change
from year to year.

Each is given in the hope that it

may encourage the students in the Greensburg High School
to take full advantage of the educational opportunities
offered by the school.

CHAPTER III
EDUCATIONAL LEADERS OF GREENSBURG
HIGH SCHOOL
The School Board
The school boards of Greensburg, Indiana, have
been composed of men representing many businesses and
professions.

For example D. W. Weaver was a doctor;

Oscar A. Hurt, an insurance man; E. O. Carney, a farmer
and storekeeper; Robert Woodfill, a banker; D. C.
Shazer, a dentist; B. F. Havens, a minister, and D. R.
Ford, an abstracter.
Samuel Christy,

vJ. A. Donnell and Barton Wilson

were the trustees at the erection of the first school
building in 1863.

vmen

there was a public demand for

the addition of a high school department in 1868, the
board consisted of Caspar U. McLaughlin, E. L. Wooden,
and Barton H. Harney. A group of citizens led by lftr.
20
Harney
objected to the high school department and
were able to obtain an injunction against Messrs.
McLaughlin and Wooden prohibiting them from continuing
the project.

Late in 1868 the court handed down a

decision in favor of the trustees.

Harney, as far as

school development was concerned, passed into oblivion.
Of the other two the Greensburg Standard of November 19,
20.

Greensburg Standard: Nov.,19, 1868.
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1$68, paid the following tribute:
"Our public school has at no former period
given so universal satisfaction, and for the good
of the rising generation in our midst and for the
sake of the reputation of our city, we trust that
all factious opposition wi~l hereafter be frowned
dO\\TI1 and men who are determined to "rule or ruin",
regardless of the wishes or interests of the
people, be given'to understand such a policy
cannot bo endured. All honor, we say to Messrs.
McLaughlin and Wooden, who h~ taken the respon
sibility of the present school and who have shown
a determination to stand firm in the maintenance
of the interests of our people and city."
At the time of the building of the high school
addition in 1876, B. N. Wilson, W•• A. Donnell and
Samuel Christy were the trustees.

They were well known

and well liked members of the community.
22
Greensburg Standard comes this report:

From the

These gentlemen are all well known in town
and indeed throughout the county. They are old
citizens and highly esteemed. Each pays largely
in taxes to the support of the schools, each one
has a full appreciation of the value of general
dissemination of knowledge in a community, each
has children of his own to educate and is thus
directly and personally interested in the pros
perityand improvement of the schools
We
need not tell our readers that they are deserv
ing of the confidence and support of the people
and are doing their whole duty.
By 1912 the school population had so increased that
new quarters were needed.

The board at this time was

John F. Russell, Will C. Woodfill and Dr. R. M. Thomas.
23
On February 20, 1912,
this board adopted a resolution
to buy a site and to build a modern high school building.
21.

Ibid.:

Nov. 19, 1868.

22.
23.

Greensburg Standard: March 29, 1$76.
School Board Minutes. p.15
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On August 1, 1913,

R. M. Thomas was replaced by Harry

Boyd who was elected treasurer of the board 2nd who
25
held this office until June, 1914,
when he resigned
and was replaced by Richard Ray Hamilton.
26
Another change took place in September 7,
with the resignation of John
was taken by T. J. Magee.

F,~Russell.

19l~

His place

The following resolution was

adopted by the new board to show its appreciation of
27
the work of Vrr. Russell:
-hereas, ~~. John F. Russell has resir.ned as a
member of the School Board of the Greensburg City
Schools to accept a position as a member of the
Board of Directors of the Southeastern Hospital for
the Insane, which position was tendered him by
Governor Samuel M. Ralston, and
Vfuereas, Mr. Russell has served as a member of
the School Board for more than three years during
which time many problems concerning the advance
ment of school interests have arisen, including the
construction of a new High School building, and
Whereas, ~tr. Russell, in his every act, has
proven himself an honest, conscientious, energetic,
and capable official, devoted solely to an im
partial service in the interests of the schools and
public, and
~lliereas, he has made many personal sacrifices
in the administration~o~ his duties,
24.

School Board Minutes:

25.

Ibid. :

p. Ill.

26.

Ibid. :

p. 12$.

27.

Ibid. :

p. 128.

p. 97.

23

Be it Resolved, that we, the members of the
School Board including the Superintendent, take
this means of expressing to Mr. Russell our
sincere appreciatian of his excellent judgment,
his fairness and untiring efforts; and our deep
regrets that the pleasant relationships and the
mutual co-operation of the last three years must
be broken. We predict that his broad business
experience and his devotion to duty in his broad
er field of usefulness will reflect credit upon
the Governor in the selection of ~tr. Russell for
so important a position.
Signed:
Will C. Woodfill
R. Ray Hamilton
J. T. Magee
Elmer e. Jerman
Upon this new board fell the task of finishing and
furnishing the new high school bUilding.
the board has always co-operated and helped to

They did

initiate new curricula to the school program.

much toward bringing vocational home economics and

28

vocational agriculture into the curriculum.

~~en

the

dem.and arose for a cornmuni:ty gyrrmasium in 1925, the
board which was composed of D. W. Weaver, Charles H.
Ewing, and Guy H. Guthrie, met the demands and built
the present community gymnasium.

The present board

has continued this cooper2tion in the bUilding program
with the addition of an athletic field.
Table I show the personnel of the boards from the
establishment of the hif;h school department to the
present time.

As can be

repeated far beyond one

28.

note~

some family names are

thr~year

term.

School Board Minutes: 1915-1925.

B. F. Bennett
p. 19.

1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1899

Date

President
E. L. Wooden
E. L. Wooden
Put,'Da n Ew ing
Putman Ewing
Putman Ewing
Putman Ewing
B. W. Wilson
B. W. Wilson
B. W. Wilson
Rev. B. F. Havens
Rev. B. F. Havens
Rev. B. F. Havens
Dr. William Bracken
Dr. William Bracken
Dr. William Bracken
Dr. William Bracken
Thos. M. Hamilton
Dr. William Bracken
E. R. Forsythe
A. C. McCoy
A. C. McCoy
A. C. McCoy
J. R. Billings
J. R. Billings
J. R. Billings
John Lugenbell
John Lugenbell
John Lugenbell
John Lugenbell
John_LuE:':enbell

Trea surer
Samuel Christy
Samuel Christy
Samuel Christy
Samuel Christy
Samuel Christy
Samuel Christy
Samuel Christy
Samuel Christy
Samuel Christy
Samuel Christy
Samuel Christy
Samuel Christy
Samuel Christy
Samuel Christy
Samuel Christy
Samuel Christy
Dr. William Bracken
Thos. M. Hamilton
Thos. M. Ramil ton
E.R. Forsythe
E. R. Forsythe
Louis Zoller
Louis Zoller
Louis Zoller
B. F. Bennett
B. F. Bennett
B. F. Bennett
H. H. Dowden
H. H. Dowden
R. W.Montga.mery
Secretary
Ca sper McLaughlin
Ca sPar McLaughlin
Caspar McLaughlin
Chas. A. Woodward
Chas. A. Woodward
W. A. Donnell
W• .A. Donnell
W. A. Donnell
W. A. Donnell
w. A. Donnell
W. A. Donnell
Thos. M. Hamilton
Thos. M. Hamilton
Thos. M. Hamilton
W. S. Woodfill
W. S. Woodfill
W. S. Woodfill
W. S. Woodfill
W. S. Woodfill
S. F. Rogers
B. F. Bennett
B. F. Bennett
B. F. Bennett
F. M. Dowden
F. M. Dowden
F. 'M. Dowden
Chas. Zoller, Jr.
Chas.Zoller, Jr.
ctas. Zoller, Jr.
B. F. Bennett

The Composition of the School Board 1869-1948

TABLE I

1'0
{:

President
John Lugenbell
B. F. Bennett
B. F. Bennett
B. F. Bennett
B. F. Bennett
B. F. Bennett
B. F. Bennett
B. F. Bennett
B. F. Bennett
B. F. Bennett
B. F. Bennett
B. F. Bennett
John Russell
John Russell
John Russell
John Russell**
T. J. Magee
T. J. Magee
T. J. Magee
T. J. Magee
T. J. Magee
Chas. Ewing
Chas. Ewing
Dr. D. W. WeaVer
Dr. D. W. Weaver
Dr. D. W. Weaver
Dr. D. W. Weaver
Dr. D. W. Weaver
Boyd resigned and R. Ray

Trea surer
R. W. Montgomery
R. W. Montgomery
Robert Na egel
Robert Na egel
Robert Naegel
Robert Na egel
Robert Na egel
Robert Na egel
C. B. Ainsworth
C. B• .4insworth
C. B. Ainsworth
R. M. Thoma s
R. M. Thomas
R. M. Thoma s
Harry Boyd*
R. Ray Hamilton
R. Ray Hamilton
R. Ray Hamilton
R. Ray Hamilton
R. Ray Hamilton
Guy Guthrie
Guy Guthrie
Guy Guthrie
Guj Guthrie
Guy Guthrie
Guy Guthrie
Guy Guthrie
GUy_Guthrie
Hamilton was appointed.

1

,

*>1 John Russell resigned and T. J. Magee was appointed.

pate
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926 _
* Harry

Continued

TABLE I

Secretary
B. F. Bennett
Will C. Woodfill
Will C. Woodfill
Will C. Woodfill
Will C. Woodfill
Will C. Woodfill
Will C. Woodfill
Will C. Woodfill
Will C. Woodfill
Will C. Woodfill
Will C. Wood.fill
Will C. Woodfill
Will C. Woodfill
Will C. Woodfill
Will C. Woodfill
Will C. Woodfill
Will C: Woodfill
Will C. Woodfill
Will C. Woodfill
Dr. D. W. Weaver
Dr. D. W. Wea ver
Dr. D. W. Weaver
Df. D. W. Weaver
Chas. Ewing
Chas. Ewing
Chas. Ewing
Chas Ewing
Harry Howard
N
\Jl

1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948

Date

Guy Guthrie
Harry Howard
J. H. Christian,
J. H. Christian,
J. H. Christian,
J. H. Christian,
Robert Woodfill
Robert Woodfill
Robert Woodfill
Robert Woodfill
Arthur M. Lynch
Dr. D. C. Shazer
E. o. Carney
Arthur M. Lynch
Daniel R. Ford
E. O. Carney
J. Frank Russell
Daniel R. Ford
E. o. Carney
J. Frank Russell
Oscar A. Hurt
A. L. Westhafer

President

Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.

J. H. Christian, Jr.
J. H. Chr i s t ia n, Jr.
Robert Woodfill
Robert Woodfill
Robert Woodfill
Robert Woodfill
Will H. Lanham
Will H. Lanham
Will H. Lanham
Arthur M. Lynch
Dr. D. C. Shazer
E. O. Carney
Arthur Lynch
Daniel R. Ford
E. O. Carney
J. Frank Russell
Daniel R. Ford
E. O. Ca rney
J. Frank Russell
Oscar A. Hurt
A. L. Westhafer
J. Frank Russell

Trea surer

Continued

TABLE I

Ha rry Howa rd
Robert Woodfill
Locke Bracken
Locke Bracken
Locke Bracken
Locke Bracken
Locke Bracken
Dale Myers
ArthurM. Lynch
DI=. D. C. Shazer
E. O. Carney
Arthur M. Lynch
Daniel R. Ford
E. O. Carney
J. Frank Russell
Daniel R. Ford
E. O. Carney
J. Frank Russell
Oscar Hurt
A. L. Westhafer
if Frank Russell
Oscar A. Hurt

Secretary

""l

'\)
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was on the board for nineteen years, and the

Woodfill

name appears for thirty-two years with W. C. Woodfill
servinr, for eighteen years.

Other family names stand

out as these families, too, have given of their time
and energy with fathers

followin~

sons as in the case

of John F. :'.ussell whose son J. Frank Russell is a
member of the present school board.
So it has been with the boards down through the
years with members serving for many years and giving
unsparingly of their time and effort to build a better
school system and thereby make a better community for
themselves and their children.
In most cases the board held their respective

posi~

tions year after year until 1937, but from that time on
the offices of the board have rotated from one member to
the other.

The members of the board are appointed by

the mayor and approved by the city council for a three
year term.

They have several duties as they oversee the

school plant, appoint the superintendent of schools, con
firm the appointment of principals and teachers, pass on
the school budget, and formulate the school policy.
They are the connecting link between the school and the
general public and in many cases have served for more
than

~

one three-year term.

2

Superintend_ents
The seat of learning was transferred in 1862 from
the old seminary to the new building that was nearing
completion.

B. F. Brewington was superintendent at

this time and remained for four years.

He was succeeded

by J. R. Hall, who was at the helm in 1866-67 with J. W.
Culley following him in 1867-68.

The school had grown

in 1867 until the enrollment was six hundred sixty-nine.
A new era dawned in the fall of 1868 when C. W.
Harvy became superintendent.

He led the fight for a

high school departmentJand in 1869 a three-year high
school course was set up in the public school building
on l\'lonfort Street.

The curriculum worked out by Mr.

Harvey was the usual subjects of the day with the idea
in mind of preparing the students for college.

Besides

being the general overseer of the whole school program,
~tr.

Harvey conducted glasses and held high school

entrance examinations.

More and more students saw the 

value of higher education, and by the time of

~~.

Harvey's

retirement in 188) there were twelve graduates.

w.

P. Shannon, who had been the principal,

the superintendent in 188).

beca~e

He was born near Spring Hill

in Decatur County and spent his entire life as a resi

29

dent of the locality.

He was a lover of nature, a

gifted scientist, and for years gave diligent study to

29.

Greensburg Standard.:

June 16, 1884.

?9
the geoLogy, the botany, and the animal life of his
native

co~nunity.

He loved to take a class of seniors

for a stroll among the mysteries of nature and in 1884

30

conducted a summer school/

where he stressed botany and

zoology, and had his students obtain materials for their
studies from excursions to the fields and woods of
Decatur County.
The Greensburg Standard describes him as a qmiet
31
. unassuming man without the art of flattery.
He was
sincere and always willing to grant a reasonable favor.
He loved and was beloved by his students,and it is said
that his greatest enthusiasm was shown when students or
teachers would ask him for advice or help.

During the

fourteen years he was superintendent, one hundred sixtyfive young people graduated and the condition of the
schools steadily improved.

His philosophy of education

is shown by a letter written to his teachers at the
beginning of his illness, his last, as printed in the
32
December 24, 1897, edition of the Greensburg Standard:
••..• Among the Christmas nresents that you
may buy for ... please allow me to suggest one of
the following books .... Either of these books are
such as your child may read at home, alone, or by
some assistance from you •. ". .
. .. .,

30.

Ibid.·

31.

Ibid.

32.

Ibid.

30
the idea is to connect the home and school in such
a way that the parent may assist the teacher. Teach
ing is building upon a foundation, that foundation
is the child's stock of knowledge, much of which is
gained out of school as well as in school, and the
child who gains little out of school gains little in
school. If the teacher knmV's what the child is do
ing out of school, she. nows better 'What she has to
build upon. In teaching the correct use of languar:e
the pupil must have thoughts of his own to express.
This gives life and meaning to what he says. The
child gains thought material from read:; ng and ex
perience; his experience comes from his contact
with people and with nature. The child that is
gaining in thought material is gaining also in the
use of language and in the application of numbers
i.e., in grammar and arithmetic.
~r.

Shannon died on December 16, 1897) from typhoid

fever.
George L. Roberts, the high school principal, was
appointed superintendent at the death of Ptr. Shannon and
remained in this position until 1901 when he went to
Frankfort and later to !<uncie.

He left lIiuncie to be

come the head of the Department of Education of Purdue
University.
Roberts was succeeded in 1901 by D. M. Getting, a
former State Superintendent of Public Instruction.

He

was a man of broad experience and was thoroughly ac
quainted with school work.

He served until 1903, when

he left Greensburg to become deputy state statistician,
a position he held until his death.
The growth and development of Greensburg High
School is the story of the life of Elmer C. Jerman,
who succeeded D. M. Getting in 1903.

Mr. Jerman was a

31
native of Ballstovm community in Ripley Gounty, Indiana.
His father was a prominent physician who en8aged in the
practice of his profession at New Point, Indiana, from

1887 to 1915.
After attending elementary school in Ripley

~ounty,

Mr. Jerman entered Franklin preparatory school in 1884.
When he had successfully finished this course, he enter
ed Franklin College from which he graduated with the
class of 1892.

He received his

this same college in 1895.

~~sterrs

Degree from

He took some post-gradua6e

work at Indiana State Normal College at Terre Haute.
Prior to the completion of his college courses,

~~.

Jerman taught several terms in the schools of Franklin
and Ripley counties.

In 1893 he was selected as prin

cipal of the St. Paul, Indiana, school where he served
untiili 1897.

In that year he became Superintendent of

Schools in Decatur County.

He served in this capacity

until his appointment as City Superintendent of Schools
in Greensburg in 1903.
For a period of thirty-four years Elmer C. Jerman
geaded the public school system of Greensburg and had
a leading role in the development of the city schools.
It was he who guided the school from a one curriculum
school to a school of five curricula.

He was the lead

er in the drive for the addition of vocational courses
in agriculture and home economics in 1916.

He saw the

32
need of

inclu~ing

a course in business and was

successful in having it placed in the curriculum of
the school.
I'·'lr. Jerman came into the sc

-'~hen

.... , t. hO

school classes were meet:i.np: in the 8e-me bu.ilding
grades.

the

<=l.S

He was the leader in promoting the present high

school building and in 1925 the comnrunity gymnasium.
He was very active in

state educational circles.

33

He served as chairman of the executive committee of the
Indiana State Teachers 1 Association in 1920.

In 1938

he was the recipient of the distinr'·uished service award
of the City and Town Superintendents' Association and
was granted a life membership in the association.

~~.

Jerman retired as a school official in 1937.
Outside of the public schools but closely connected
with its work is the local Y. M. C. A.

Mr. Jerman was

one of the group of nine representatives called together
on July 25, 1914, by Nelson

~owrey

to further the move

ment for betterment of youn'· men in the conmunity.

He

was active in the organization of the local Y. M. C. A.
plant and until his death served it in some capacity,
either as a member of the board of directors or as an
official.
33,~
~l~.

34

Greensburg paily News:
Ibid.
~lmer

February 28, 1949.

C. Jerman died February 27, 1949.

33
IVJr.

Jerman

viaS

followed in the office of superinten

dent by Carl Billings, a local student, who had graduated
with the class of 1906.

Having obtained his A. B. degree

from Colorado University, he took additional work at
WyoTIling University, Beaune University, France, and
Indiana University

where he was granted his M. S. degree.

He taught for a number of years in Montana and Wyoming,
saw active duty in France during World

t~ar

I, and then

taught for one year at Burney High School, Burney, Ind
iana, before coming to Greensburg as high school prin
cipal in the fall of 1922.
The 1936 Tower Tree gives a word picture of Carl
Billings as those who know him see him:

35

His cheery smile, kindness, and broad-minded
understanding of young people have won for him the
respect and admiration of not only the student
body but the citizens of the conununity as '-Tell.
That Greensburg High School has no serious
problems of discipline may be attributed to his
quiet, assured and tactful administration of school
problems. Few people ever see him discoura?ed or
angry. His unfailing courtesy and fairness always
win the confidence and trust of his students •
. During his years a0 superintendent,

~IT.

Billings

has instituted salary schedules for the teachers based
upon training and service.

He has endeavored to improve

the teacher's standing in the cOTIhnunity and to break
down the aId antagonism between high and elementary
teachers.

He has seen that visual educational equipment

has been supplied for all the schools.

The library

facilities have shown a marked trend toward betterment.

35.

Tower Tree: 1936. p. ,.
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When Mr. Billings became ill in the school year of
1948-49, the high school principal, Orner Warneke,

"'laS

appointed acting superintendent for the rest of the
year.
The Principals
The first high school principal was Miss Rebecca
Thomson.
College

36

Miss Thomson was graduated from Shepardson
in 1867.

During the following ¥ear,she

taught at Shepardson.

Miss Thomson came to Greensburg

in 1868 as a teacher and became the first high school
principal in 1869 where she served for one year before
accepting a position as an instructor in Indianapolis
Institute.

In September, 1872, she was called by the

board of directors to a position in Franklin College
where she served as a professor of mathematics and
college librarian for twelve years before her retire
ment in June, 1910.
!iliile in Greensburg Miss Thomson spent most of her
time in teaching classes.

There "'Jere not enough pupils

or subjects taught during that first year to pay to hire
an assistant.

Miss Thomson was the only woman principal

in the school's history.
She was succeeded in 1870 by John T. Bliss who re
signed in April, 1871.

36.

Alfred Kummer from Akron, Ohio,

Greensburg Sta:ndard:

Obituary.

36
took his place and was principal from 1871 to 1874 and
was considered a very successful teacher and conducted
a very successful school.

37

as principal in the fall of

Frank Hornin&who came in
187~

quit on January 4,

and W. P. Shannon was hired in his place.

187~

The Greensburg

Standard of March 29, 1876J remarks in a discussion on
"Our Schools"·,
Here as indeed in all the departments, the
studies are classified with reference to a future
course in college, especially as regards the course
in the state university.
A. L. Hottell followed

r~.

resigned on February 1, 1884.
I~.

C.

Alliso~,

assistant

Shannon

a~

principal but

His place was filled by

principa~who

continued in

this position during the school year of 1884-85.

In the

fall of 1885 David Curry was appointed principal and
served for two years.

Money was short in 1880 and the

city council had to appropriate eight hundred dollars to
finish the school

yea~

and the next term was reduced

from nine months to eight.
George L. Roberts, who had a Bachelor's degree from
Indiana University, came to Greensburg in 1887 and
remained for fourteen years.

Upon the death of

Shannon, he became superintendent.
and remember

~rr.

Those who knew

Roberts speak of him as an excellent

executive and scholar.

37.

r~.

He left Greensburg in 1901.

Greensburg Standard: May, 1874.
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The next high school principal was Edgar N.
~Iendenhall

who served for six years and resigned in

1903 to become County Superintendent of Schools of
Decatur County in which capacity he served for several
years.

J. W. Rhodes was called to fill the vacancy caused
by the election of
dent.

I~.

~~.

Mendenhall as County Superinten

Rhodes was a native of Shelby County where

he received his early education.

His advanced education

was obtained at Indiana University and the State Normal
School.

He taught at Gings, St. Paul, and Lorristown be

fore taking the position of principal at Greensburg,
where he also had charge of the mathematics classes.
In 1906 L. P. Stewart became principal and remained
in the local system until 1910 when he 'moved to Cincinna
ti, Ohio.

Vfuile principal

Stewart also

I~.

tau~ht

mathematics in the high school.
During the school year of 1910-11 R. S. Baker serv
ed as high school principal.

He was succeeded by Fred

C. Townsley in the fall of 1911.

~tr.

educated at Crawfordsville, Indiana.

To~msley

had been

He served as

principal for three years and was followed by Guilford
r,iley in 1914 who came to the scIJool

hir~hly

recommended.

By unanimous consent of the school board lftr. Wiley was
employed as principal and mathematics teacher and such
other subjects as might be assirned at a salary of

38
fifteen hundred dollars.

38

Since

Vrr.

Wiley was the

first principal in the new high school bUilding, it
fell to him to help devise plans and create attitudes
that would go with a new modern school plant.
Guilford Wiley was replaced in 1918 by Everett
Wiley who had become principal of the West BUilding on
December 31, 1917.

This Mr. Wiley remained in the

system until 1922 when he resigned and was succeeded
by Carl Billings who served in this capacity for fif
teen years before becoming the present superintendent of
the Greensburg City Schools.

The Tower Tree of 1934 well expresses the high re
gard in which

1~r.

Billings was held by the students of

Greensburg High School:
Hvmat traits does an ideal man have? There
are many we say. One, seldom found to any gre at
extent, which would be absolutely necessary in
this ideal would be fairness. It is this character
istic, perhaps, which first comes to the mind of
anyone who has met Carl Billings, G. H. STs.
Tlgrand-man n - its principal. He has dedicated his
position to the promotion of the scholastic, moral,
and social welfare of the students. The lives of
those in his classes have been enriched because
they have come in contact with a truly great mind.
His quiet forcefulness, his habit of saying some
thing every time he speciJ:\:s, his ready smile, his
never-ceasing activity, his courtesy-all these
have made every student of G. H. S. his staunbh
friend
.
Small boys may be accused of hero worship,
Boys in G. H. S. will admit that they have a yard
stick by which they can measure themselves--Carl
Billings, a man so wholly admirable that any boy

38.
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who follows him must be fine.
Mr. Billings was succeeded as principal by J'::r.
Paul Alexander.

~tr.

Alexander, a native of Decatur

County, was born in the Burney community
Greensburg.

,rest of

Here in the Burney schools he received his

elementary and high school education.

Later he got his

A. B. degree from Depauw University and his M. S. degree
from Indiana University.
He became a teacher in the Decatur County schools
and held the principalship at Burney, his home school.
In 1929 he was elected County Superintendent of the
Decatur County Scgools in which position he served for
eight years or until 1937.

In that year

I~.

Alexander

was appointed as principal of Greensburg High School
where he remained for seven years. He was well liked by
the student body who sometimes took advantage of his
consideration.

In 1938 the Tower Tree carried this word

picture of his character:
His friendly smile and hearty salutation
signify llwelcome" to the students as they enter
the principal's office. Not many have come to
his office as disciplinary problems, but many
come as good friends seeking a rlfather confessor".
Up to this time the principal's duties had also ineluded classroom teaching, but with the coming of

~rr.

Alexander the job of administration and supervision was
stressed and left very little time for class work by the
prin c i pal c.

L",O

~~.

Alexander resigned in 1944 to go to Purdue

University where he had been offered an assistant
professorship in rural education.
Upon the resignation of Mr. Alexander,
Warneke took his place in the high school.

~~.

Orner

V~.

Warneke's family came to Sandusky, Indiana, a small
community six miles nothh of Greensburg, from Milan,
Indiana, while

~~.

Warneke was still in high school.

He graduated from the Sandusky High Schbol where he
was a member of the ltSandusky Wonder Five Basket Ball
Team" of the early twenties.

His advanced education was

received at Franklin College, Indiana University, and
Butler University where he received his B. S. and M. S.
degrees.
Mr. Warneke taught at 'Milford and Middlebranch

country schools in Decatur County and at Milroy in
Rush County before going to Rushville, Indiana, as an
elementary principal for thirteen years.

He then

served as basket-ball coach of the Rushville High
School for two years before eoming to Greensburg as
high school principal.

1'he Tower Tree of 1945 makes

these remarks about hr. Warneke:
His personal consideration of each individual,
tireless zeal in enforcing justice, coordinating
activities, and protecting the rights of all, com
bined with his Tlsolemn" wit destine him for a
lengthy and successful term.
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Because of the illness of Superintendent Carl
Billings, on

~furch

14, 1949, the school board assign

ed l;rr. Warneke as acting superintendent and Floyd Davis,
social science

instructo~as

acting high school

principa~

CHAPTER IV
THE BUILDING PROGRAM
The building program of the Greensburg City
Schools has never been extensive.

The public demand

has had to be very strong before the various school
boards and other school officials were willing to
find ways and means to carry out any suggested project.
The first public school building in Greensburg was
completed in 1863 by H. B. Thomson, a contractor.

It

was located on Monfort Steeet, midway between North and
Washington Streets, on what was then
lot.

kno~~

as the Luther

The erection of this building was begun by the

town school board composed of Samuel Christy, W. A.
Donnell, and Barton Wilson.

It was a three story brick

building with four classrooms on each of the first two
floors.

The third floor was not as large but did con

tain classrooms and an a.ssembly room which was
first used for the higher elementary grades and later
by the high school when it wa.s established in 1869.
The furnishings were meager.

Double desks were used and

a stove at one side of the room provided the heat.
By 1876 the attendance had so increased that added
quarters were thought necessary.

The sentiment of the

town was expressed by Barton Wilson, a school board
member, when he presented the problem to the public as
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recalled by Mrs. C. C.
that year.
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1~.

Low~,a

member of the class of

Wilson said in Dart at that commence

ment,which was held in the Baptist· Church:
The only auditorium in which school functions
can be held are those of the several churches.
There should be and must be a place on school
property where the comoencements, class plays,
and various other school activities can be held.
The addition was started in the summer of 1876 and
completed in 1877 at a cost of

fj~een

thousand dollars.

The trustees then were Samuel Christy, W. A. Donnell,
and W. B. Wilson.

This addition which was attached to

the south side of the old building was a brick, two
story structure, fifty by eighty feet, with class rooms
on the first floor and an auditorium or hall on the
second.

The auditorium was known for years as Alumni

Hall and was used in ·thebeginning as a place for
commencements and social gatherings of the school and
the community but is now used as a junior high school
study hall and assembly.

The floor slanted toward the

front with the back half raised a step higher than the
front.

\"fuen it was finished l it was thought to be very

fine) and the school and community were proud of the new
addition.

The building continued to house the high

school until 1914 when the new high school building on
Walnut Street was opened.
The drive for this new building started several

39.
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years before 1914.

The School Board Minutes of February,
40
1912}made the following statement:
For some time the board has felt the need of
Greensburg for additional achool facilities. The
crowded condition of the grades and the extr.eme
disadvantage at which both teachers and pupils are
placed in high school is a decided disadvantage.
It was the general opinion of the board which was
made up of John F. Russell, 'dill C. vloodfill, and R. M.
Thomas that they should consider the problem of a new
building and talk over the matter with the leading tax
payers of the cornmw1ity in order that they could act
more intelligently on the proposition.

For the next

few weeks the board talked with school patrons and in
spected the school facilities.

After these interviews

and inspections, they were of the opinion that the
congestion in the grades was too great and that teach
ers and pupils in the high school were placed at great
disadvantage by the widely separated class rooms and
unsanitary conditions prevailing especially in the
basement and third floor.

The board, therefore, passed

the following resolution which was presented by Dr. R.
41
M. Thomas:
,bereas prevailing conditions are such that it
is deemed necessary to increase the school facili
ties of the School City, therefore be it,
Resolved, that the Board proceed to the selec
tion and purchase of a site s\~itable for the
erection thereon of a modern -i~h School building.
40.
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That, the selection and D11rchase of a suitable
site be made a special order of- ";-lUsiness for the
next regular meeting, Tuesday, i"larch 5,following.
That, the purport of this resolution be given
publicity.
That, the general public be given an invitation
and the opportunity to present on or before that
date proposals for a site, giving rlescrlbptions of
the site proposed and the price, and that the board
have the right to reject any or all such proposals
or in its wisdom to select and purchase the one
deemed the best suited for the purpose, taking into
eonsideration area, location, and price.
In the next few weeks the board and Superintendent
Jerman visited high school buildings in Shelbyville,
Coll~bus,

Seymour, Rushville, Anderson, Richmond, and

Cincinnati.

They obtained much information fDom these

visits which later was of much value to them.
On March 5, 1912,)the board met for the purpose of
receiving proposals and suggestions for the site for the
location of the proposed high school building.
seven sites were

sug~ested

to the board.

various sizes, locations, and prices.

In all,

They were of

No action was

taken at this time as the board wished to take the matter
under consideration.
In the meantime the board had been looking for an
architect.

Several had been recommended and after due

investigation, Herbert Foltz, an

In~ianapolis

architect,

was selected.

The following agreement was entered into
42
by the board and Mr. Foltz:

42.
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This agreement, r~de and entered into by the
School City of Greensburg, Indiana, by and through
its Board of Trustees, party of the first part, and
Herbert Foltz of Indianapolis, Indiana, party of the
second part, witnesseth:
1. That said party hereby employes said second
party as archetict for the purposes and on the con
ditions hereinafter designated and set forth.
2. Said se cond pa.rty is to prepare and CO·
plete, subject to the approval and with the co
operation of the first party, all drawings and
specifications necessary to the erection and com
pletion of a new High School bUilding on a site to
be hereafter designated in the City of Greensburg,
Indiana, including the heating, ventilating, plumb
ing, wiring, and other features and fixtures re
quired to make the structure ready for occupancy,
at a total cost not to exceed $65,000.00 exclusive
of furnishings and architect's commission, except
ing with the consent and written approval of the
first party, for the expellditure of'a fixed addition'
al sum to the above amount.
3. The second party is to assist the first
party in securing bids. In the examination of same,
and in the preparation and letting of contracts
for building construction and installations.
4. The second party shall supervise the var
ious constructions and installations necessary to
the completion of the building, by and through a
representative who shall be acceptable to the first
'party, this representative to be known as the
Superintendent. He shall visit the building daily
when any work thereon is in progress, shall give
the contractors such instructions ~s in his judg
ment are necessary, shall pass upon the merits of
mateFials and workmanship, and do all in his power
to maintain an effective working organization
amongst the several contractors engaged upon the
work. The second party, either by himself or
through his Superintendent, shall demand 0f the
contractors proper correction and remedy of all
defects discovered in the work and shall assist
the first party in enforcing the terms of all con
tracts, but his supervision shall not include
liability or responsibility for breach of contract
by any contractor.
5. In consideration of the performance by the
second party of the stipulations and agreements
herein contained the first party agrees to pay and
will pay to the second party, as full, compensation
for his services a sum equal to five per centum of
the amount of the total completed cost of the build
ing and installations, exclusive of furnishings,
plus actual traveling expenses incurred by the
second party on account of inspection trips made at
the request of the first party, in installments as
follows:
(1) One half on or before January 1st, 1913.
lI



L~8

(2) The balance when the building is
completed ready for occupancy, excepting only
in case of abandonment or postponement of the
construction of the bUilding when payment shall
be made as hereinafter provided for.
6. Should the first party decide not to pro~ ,
ceed with the construction of the building after it
is determined from preliminary drawings and esti
~ates that the bUilding cannot be erected within the
appropriation available for this purpose, then the
first party shall pay to the second party on de
mand a sum equal to l~ of the estimated cost of the
building as fall compensation for his services to
that date.
7. If after the completion of the IJreliminary
drawings and the payment of 1% therefor, it is lat
er decided by the first party to proceed with the
erection of the building it is agreed and under
stood that the second party shall proceed, at the
option of the first party, with the supervision of
the building construction according to the terms
of this agreement, any Tevious payment made to be
applied as on account of amount due for complete
services herein provided for.
8. Should for any reason the erection of the
building be abandoned or postponed, it is agreed
that the amount to be paid by the first party to
the second party as full compensation for all
drawings and specifications shall be a sum equal
to 3~% of the amounts of the contracts or the
total combination of lowest bids and for super
vision l~;~' of the amounts paid or due on contracts
at time work af construction is stopped.
9. Should the total cost of the building, as
shown by the aggregate of lowest bids received, ex
ceed the cost estimated by the second party, said
second party shall have the right to revise said
dnHWings and specifications to bring the cost of
the bUilding to within the original estimate, if
possible.
10. It is agreed and understood that the work
ing drawings and specifications are to be completed
ready for bids within thirty days after the approv
al of the preliminary drawings by the first party
and that said drawings and specifications shall
conform to all laws governing the construction of
school buildings in Indiana.
On Friday, April 12, 1912) a group of interested
citizens offered to the boarrl a tract of land contain
ing about five acres in the ":':ilder addition free for the
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purpose of erecting a gtgh school building.

The tract

of land contained enough land not only. for the

buildi~(·

but also enough space for athletic fields, play grounds,
and other improvements.
The Board discussed the several sites suggested at
this time and came to the conclusion that it would need
sixty-five hundred dollars ($6500.00) to purchase
on which to build.

I~nd

The board, not having that sum of

money, petitioned the Common Council for this sum.
At this same meeting

w.

43

Orlando Doles and Charles

Woodward made a written offer to the board for real

estate known as the Orphans Home Grounds for sixty-four
hundred dollars (U6400.00).

The board accepted the offer

and on the same evening the petition was presented to
the City Council and was adopted by a vote of four to
two.

The site was duly purchased.
On June 12,

1912~the

board adopted a resolution to

erect a new high school building one hundred seventy
eight feet long by eighty feet wide, with basement and
two stories above, containing a gymnasium, assembly room,
twelve classrooms, two laboratories, and other rooms.
The general construction was to be of brick and cement,
with tile or gravel roof and fire proof corridors and
stairways.

43.
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the resolution stated that bonds totaling ..~69, 500 bW
issued payable in ten years at

4k% interest.

L~en

the

bonds were finally issued,they were for the amount of
d65,000.

The resolution further provided that a

notice of the board's intentions be published in the
Greensburg Standard, a weekly

spaper, for three con-

secutive weeks.
Later on July 15, 1912,the following resolution
44
was adopted:
Resolved, that pursuant to a resolution
adopted by this Board on the 12th. day of June,
1912, that the Board now issue and cause to be
issued ~65,000.00 of bonds against the School
City of Greensburg, that said bonds be in the de
nomination of j500.00 each, bearing interest at
the rate of 4 1/4 %, r~yable semi-annually at the
Indiana National Bank of Indianapolis, Indiana,
and dated August 1, 1912, as follows:
11000.00 Due July 1, 1913.
~2500.00 Due January 1, 1914.
2500.00 Due July 1, 1914.
2500.00 Due January 1, 1915.
'2500.00 Due July 1, 1915.
"D3000.00 Due January 1, 1916.
3000.00 Due July 1, 1916.
'3000.00 Due January 1, 1917.
?3000.00 Due July 1, 1917.
)PJ500.00 Due January 1, 1918.
43500.00 Due July 1, 1918.
'3500.00 Due January 1, 1919.
500.00 Due July 1, 1919.
4000.00 Due January 1, 1920.
w4DOO.00 Due JUly 1, 1920.
4000.00 Due January 1, 1921.
~1;4000. 00 Due Jib.ly 1, 1921.
~12000.00 Due January 1, 1922.
Said bonds shall have coupons attached thereto
payable at the Indiana National Bank, of Indiana
polis, Indiana; and said bonds shall not sell for
less than 100 per cent on the dollar, and they are
now ordered advertised for sale.
44.
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And now notice of the sale of bonds is order
ed published, sale to be had on the 19th. day of
August, 1912.
Also notice of letting of contract for the
erection of new High School buildinv is ordered
pUblished.
The City Council granted the request on JUly 18,
1912.

With the Council in agreement the board sold on

August 19, 1912, the $65000.00 worth of bonds to W. W.
Bonner at a premium of ,.. 750.00.
The public was notified that the board was receiving

,

bids for the new bUilding, and accordingly, met on August
21 and 23, 1912.to consider them as shown by a copy of
the bids 'on the following pages of this report.
A contract for general construction was awarded to
Pulse and Porter of Greensburg, with the right reserved
by the board to select the clock and vacuum cleaning
systems for use in the project at a later date.
The contract was drawn and

si~ned

Pulse and Porter on August 24, 1912.
sum of

46~,,~~O.09.

45

by the board and
It called for a

It also called for the completion

of the work by September 1, 1913.

The work on the

building started almost immediately,but as it pro
gressed minor changes in construction and materials
were made from time to time, and as September, 1913,
approached it was seen that the building would not
45.
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Gen t 1
Canst·

10595
11167.50

11165
11286

12308

H. & V.

...

6653

Plumb.

16413

17649

18750

H.V. &
Plumb.

.... ......

1490

1445
1490

1774

2100

Wiring
& Te1i.

810

775

1728

2-660
885

750

650
750

858

674
983

1400

V. C. Clock

Alternate bids were also submitted as fo110ws:

The Peck-Hammond Company submitted an alternate bid of $9821.00 on the
Heating and Ventilating contemplating certain modifications in the system as
originally designed.

Centra 1 E1ec .Co.
Carson-Payhe Co.
F. H. Cheyne E1ec. Co.
W. C. Fletcher
W. A. Watson
Hah1 Automa tic Clock
w. H. Johnson Son Co.
Lew is & Kitchen
Hatfield Electric Co.
Sanborn Electric Co.
Tuec Co.
Peck-Hammond Co.
Bryce Heating & Vent.
Isgrigg & Son
72800
Barringer & Tumi1ty 85316
79077
Dunlap & Co.
Wm. Everly
79937
Pulse & Porter
72646

Bidder

•••

Schedule of Bids Submitted for the Construction of and Installations in
the Greensburg High School.
August 23, 1912 •

N

\.1"/

** These bids were copied from the School Board Minutes: Book 1911-1915. p.44

Central Electric Co. - One sweeper vacuum system, $500.00.
Carson-Payson Co. - Reduction of $100.00 if Crane fixtures used.
Tuec Company - Reduction of $45.00 if vacuum cleaner is operated
from a single point on each floor.
W. C. Fletcher - For magneto operation of clocks instead of batteries,
$1645.00.
Carson-Payson Co. - If awarded contracts 2-3-6, total to be $19600.00
The Decatur County Telephone Company submitted a bid of $1055.00 on
telephone system onlyt*

\...oJ

Vl
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be finished in time for the fall opening of school as
stated in the contract.

Progress was slow through the

wmnter and summer of 1913, and although the building
was still unfinished, classes were first held there in
January, 1914.
The building has three floors; lockers, girls'
gymnasium, industrial arts department, home economics
department, and toilets are in the basement or first
floor.

The second floor contains the superintendentfs

office, principal's office, assembly, business education
department, library,
departments.

~nglish,

history and mathematics

The third floor has the agriculture,

music, science, art, and social studies departments.
To W. C. Woodfill, John F. Rmssell, R.

M. Thomas,

board members, and Elmer Jerman, superintendent)goes
much of the credit for the planning and completion of
the new building.
~tr.

The following tribute was paid to

Woodfill by the school board upon his completion

of eighteen consecutive years of service:

46

Since l,;r. w. C. Woodfill retires from mem
bership upon the School Board of the Greensburg
eity Schools with the close of the present
fiscal yea~we desire to have entered of record
a statement in appreciation of his services.
fftr. Woodfill has served as a member of the
Board continollsly during the last eighteen
years. During that time he has devoted his time
and en~l~~Y unsparingly and without hope of per
sonal reward to the 'V';relfare of the Greensburg
Schools. In his exeruise of judgment he has
been influenced only by his conception of educa
tional interests. Both his work and counsel

46.
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have contributed much to the advancement of school
interests.
During this time many improbements have been
effected. i~. Woodfill always stands for the best
possible in the way of buildings and eqni.pment.
Buildings h2ve been overhauled and put in the best
possible condition. He gave unlimited time to the
construction of the New High School Building which
stands as a model both in ar-chitecture and design.
He is always interested in the personnel of
the teaching force and student body. In the em
ployment of teachers and the establishment of
school policies his only question is - Are they
the best that can be had? He is always an~ious
for strong personalities in teachers and close
sympathetic co-operation between them and patrons
and pupils. Assistance in the development of such
spirit has been one of his main contributions to
school policies.
During his term the schools have moved for
ward in the problems of snitation and medical
inspection, until now every attention is given
to the physical welfare of school children. 0e
partments of Music, Perunanship, Manual '.t;raining,
Domestic Science, Physical Culture, Vocational Home
Economic~, have been added to the school facilities,
all of w~ich are unexcelled in the ~tate. It is our
judgment th2.t he has contributed materia.lly to the
present high standard of the Gity Schools.
In our personal association with him there has
never been the sliGhtest friction. Our meetings
have always been harmonious and our decisiohs
unanimous.
'~e feel that we should be ungrateful for his
services to permit his retirement without some
expression of our sincere cppreciation of his
sympathy and efforts.
No other building projects were suggested for sever
al years.

By 1925 the school had begun to feel the need

for a gymnasium that would seat a basket-ball minded
town

at the schoolTs home S2mes.

Heretofore the home

games had been played at the high school gymnasium which
had a small floor and a small seating capacity.

57
~he

feeling had developed to such an extent by the
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spring of 1925, that the tOWB5people passed a petition
and secured some seven hundred names of citizens and
taxpayers of freensburg who asked that the school board

proceen to construct a building within the ci

that

would be suitable for instruction' in physical educa
tion.

The board decided to investigate the needs of the

school in this matter and to visit other schools to de
termine how they had solved the problem.
The board, which consisted of D.
H. Ewing, and Guy

H~

~uthrie,

\~T.

Weaver, Charles

made a personal inspection

of the physical education buildings at Shelbyville,
Martinsville, Franklin, and Danville, Indiana.

They

were convinced that Greensburg should have a new physi
cal education plant, therefore, at their meeting on
~furch

30, 1925, they invited Wm. C. McGuire of the firm

of McGuire and Shook, architects of Indianapolis, to be
present at the meeting.

At that meeting the board

asked Mr. McGuire to draw and submit to the board plans
and specifications and an estimate of the cost of such
a building.

A contract to that effect was drawn up and

signed by the board and IVIr.

~,TcGuire.

On April 22, 1925, I·Ir. McGuire presented his pre
liminary plans for the proposed building.
be around

47.

~~50,000.OO.

Mr.
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ahead with the plans.
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The board as yet had not decided upon the proper
location of the gymnasium.

In order to save money they

concluded later to build on a plot of ground

cow~only

known as Centennial Park, directly west of the East Grade
School Building and facing East North Street.

The mem

bers of the board agreed to ask the City Council to deed
this plot of ground to the School City and to give per
mission to build such a physical education building.
On

4, 1925, the following resolution was pre
49
sented to the board:
~

I~y

. .. .... ...
...... .. ..

Now, Therefore, it is ordered by the Board of
School Trustees of the schoo1 city of Greensburg,
Indiana, on this 4th day of Way, 1925, that the
bonds of said school aity of Greensburg, Decatur
County, Indiana, shall be and the same are here
by ordered issued, to tha amount of $50,000.00
to pay for the construction of said building and
to pay the incidental expenses connected there
with including the expense of the architect; that
said bonds be issued in the denomination of
~500.00 each, all dated July 1, 1925, (~nd payable
within thirteen years from that date and maturing
as follows:
. 1000.00 due January 1, 1927.
500.00 due July 1, 1927.
500.00 due January 1, 192$.
500.00 due January 1, 1929.
2500.00 due July 1, 1929.
500.00 due January 1, 193 o.
1000.00 due July 1, 1930.
1000.00 due January 1, 1931.
3500.00 due July 1, 1931.
3500.00 due January 1, 1932.
3500.00 due July 1, 1932.
3500.00 due January 1, 1933.
4$.
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~3500.00

3500.00
1500.00
3500.00
3500.00
3500.00
3500.00
3000.00
3000.00

due
due
due
due
due
due
due
due
due

July ~,
January
July 1,
January
July 1,
January
July 1,
January
July 1,

1931.
1, 1934.
1934.
1, 1935.
1935.
1, 1936.
1936.
1, 1937.
1937.

Said bonds shall have attacljed thereto in
terest coupons. Said bonds and soupons shall be
payable at the Union Trust Company at Greensburg,
Indiana, and shall bear interest at the rate of
4~ per cent, payable semiannually.
Said Trustees
are authorized and empowered to sell said bonds
for not less than their face value plus accrued
interest, as provided by law in such cases ••.•.•
At the same meeting a petition was adopted to
present to the Council seeking permission to build the
gymnasium.

The petition read in part:

50

•.•.• The uudersigned members of the Board of
School Trustees of the School City of Greensburg,
Indiana, respectfully state and show to the Com
mon Council of the city of Greensburg, that they
have fully considered the question and proposi
tion of constructing a new school building in said
city for the purpose of physical education; that
in the opinion of the Board a necessity exists in
said city for the erection and construction of
said building; that said School City does not
have the funds with which to pay for such con
struction and it will be necessary to borrow such
funds; that in the opinion of this School Board
it will require the issue of bonds to the amount of

:",50,000.00 .........•...

Said School Board shows to your Honorable
Mayor and Common Council that such building is to
be used for Physical education in connection with
the present high school building and grade school
buildings; that it is proposed to erect such build
ing on real estate owned by the School City of
Greensburg lying immediately west of the East grade
school bUilding located on East North Street in
said city; that said proposed building will be

50.
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103 feet by 140 feet in dimensions; one story
high with a basement under the same sufficient
for housing the heating plant nnd storage; that
the same will be constructed of brick, cement, and
steel.
The Board of School Trustees show that there
is an urgent necessity for the erection of such a
buiiliding; that the needs and attendance of both
high school and grade school children have out
gro~m the facilities provided for such physical
eddcation.
Said Board of School Trustees further show
that the school patrons of said city and the tax
payers generally are demanding that such new
building be constructed, and have filed with the
Board of School Trustees a petition asking for
such construction signed by more than 700 patrons
and taxpayers of said city.

... . .... . . .. .. .

On

r~y

28th final plans were presented to the

Board by 11r. McGuire as noted in the Minutes of the
51
School Board:

Mr. McGuire presented preliminary sketches of
of the building gor Physical Education. The plans
were checked thoroughly. In general the proposed
building is about 103 feet by 143 feet, exterior
dimens ions, playing floor about. 57 by 96 -feet.
Bleachers will seat approximately 2250 - 18 inches
per person, and exclusive of extra seating capacity.
A speaker's platform about 20 by 38 feet will be
erected in one end, below which will be the heating
plant, with dressing rooms on basement level at
either end and coal bin to the rear, all below
~rade.
Dressing room space tmder side bleachers,exaa
lilted some1.'Jhat to secure height.... , Toilet rooms
~nd storage space at the front under the bleachers.
Four entrances, each 16 feet wide at the respective
corners of the building. Seating capacity for games
estimated at 3000 and for public speakings, etc. at
4000. Sugg€3ted raditation at ceiling levels, four
in number near corners of playing floor, each hav
ing fan for ~irculating air.
In general the plans were approved and the
architects were directed to proceed with them as
rapidly as ~ossible.
51.
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On June 30, 1925, the bonds were bought by J. F.
~'lild

and Co. Of Indianapolis, Indiana, a.t a premiwnof

iP 1 365.55.

Notices for the letting of the contracts were
published and the bids were opened on July 10, 1925.
52
They were as follows:
General Construction
~~W

-

_

~,~~~.

Bidder

Proposal

Shelby Construction Co.

41847.00

1.!m. J. Behlmer Co.

55000.00

~icCormack

& Treaster

56121.00

Albert G.

~eldon

Co.

58480.00

Vahle

~onstruction

Co.

53900.00

----------------------------------------------

Barringer and Tumility

48856.00

The Shelby Construction Co. was awarded the contract
for general construction for 11)41,847.00 ':/"lich was the low
bid. The plumbing and heating contract
land and SchwendelJilllann for .n480. 00

'i'J?C;;

r'iven to VJor

Lucas and tinr'le

were awarded the electrical contract forl850.00.

All

other bids were rejected.
The bUilding was comple.ted during the 1925-26
school year.

It has proven a good investment because

of iTs many and varied uses.
been made from time to
52..

~bid .. :

p'! 389.

t~

Minor improvements .t1av
such as the addition of

,()2

bleacher~

in 1947.

After twenty-four years this

gymnasium is still considered by the
one of the best in the state.

co~nunity

Sectional and

to be

re~ional

basket-ball tournaments have been held in tbis build
ing for many years.
At the time of writing dressing rooms, bleachers,
and toilets are under construction at the new athletic
field.

CHAPTER V
mr;~ACHING

STAFF

With the bep;inning of Greenshllrg HiEh School as
an addition of the

p~hlic

school system in

administrAtive and instructional staff

WPS

1$6~the

cornnosed

of three individuals, the superintendent, the princi
pal, and an instructor in

lan~ua~es.

Most of the in

struction was done by the principal with some help
from the sl;'')eri!· ,:,endent.
was the RGTv. J. R.
in the

ne~

the school
classe s.

school.
c.~,s

The first language teacher

~J.qlker,

Miss Rebecca Thomsoq presided over

princip21 rmd

Ivlr. C.

<.

who taught Latin and Greek

conducte(~

the renaining

Harvey, the superinteY10ent from the

founding of the school to 1883, conducted entrance
examinations and formulated the policy of the school.
In 1870 John T. Bliss became principal and con
ducted all the classes in the school.

Mr. Bliss seTV

ed for one year and was succeeded by Alfred Kummer in
1871 who stayed until 1874.
, \vith the opening of the school in the fall of 1874,
Frank Horning took over the
on January 4,

1875~and

principal~hip

but resigned

the position was filled

by~.

P.

Shannon, who rem:) ined in the schools until his death in
1$97.

Pe was considered a good teacher and a great

scholar.

He believed in getting things done as shown

by the announcements in the Greensburg Stand?.rd on
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September 6, 1875, a \<-reek before school started.

The

following program waf, printed:
8:45
9: 00
9:30
10: 00

- 9:00
- 9: 3 0
-10:00
-10: 30

10:30 -10:45
10:45 -11:20
11: 20 -12: 00

1.: 30--2 :.10
2:10 - 2:45
2: LI-5 - 3: 00
3 : 00 - 3:30
3:15 - 4:00
3:30 - 4:00

Forenoon
Opening Exercises.
English ~nalysis 1st
Physiology
2nd
Botany
3rd
General History
1st
Recess
Rhetoric
2nd
Algebra
1st
Astronomy
3rd
Afternoon
Caesar
Virgil·
Recess
Primary Latin
Geometry
Natural Phil.

yr.
yr.
yr.
yr.
yr.
yr.
yr.

2nd yr.
3rd yr.
1st yr.
2nd yr.
3rd yr.

The.pupils will please prepare the following
lessons for the first day of school.
English Analysis, Harvey's Gra~ar - First 4 p~.
Physiology, Bro\m's - Lesson I.
Botany, Wood's - Chapter I.
General History, Swinton's - The Introduction.
Rhetoric, Hart's - pages 13 - 16.
Algebra, Robinson's - Articles 1 - 12.
Astronomy, Lockyear's - First 18 articles.
Caesar, Chase it Stewart - First three sentences.
Virgil, Chase & Stewart - First 11 lines of
Aene.id.
Primary Latin, Harkness Grammar and Reader 
First and second declensions in grammar.
Natural Philosophy, Nation's - Articles 1 - 8 •
• P. Shannon, Teacher.
The school grew rapidly in attendance the first few
years, and in 1876 I"r. Shannon was given an assistant,
• F. H. Gault, who took over a part of the classes in
high school and also helped in the upper elementary
school.

A list of the salaries for 1876-77 shows that

C. W. Harvey received
~900.00,

.~1500.00,

w.

and F. H. Gault received

year's work.

P. Shannon received
~600.00

for that

65
1~.

Shannon was a progressive man for his day.

He traveled extensively ndonly in his
also in foreign nations.

o~~

land but

He spent the summer of 1881

in Europe and brought back to his school a new interest
and vitality.
\~en

he became superintendent in 1883, he caused to

be added the fourth year to the curriculum.

Even as

superintendent he continued the teaching of his favorite
subjects in natural history.

Jot only did-he do this

during the regular school term but also showed his in
terest by opening a strrnmer school in natural history in

1884.

These classes were conducted

El~

excUTs.ions

to

the fields, the woods, and the streams in search of
specimen6

to discuss and to recognize.

Robert Montgomery succeeded
high school assistant.

~~.

Gault in 187k as

He remained until 1882,

The

Greensburg Standard on September 2, 1881 comPained that
i_T.

M:ontgomery had failed to take the teachevs T exam

ination and that it was not fair to the people of the
town to rehire,

bu~nstwithstanding,

the school term of

1881-82~

he served during

Be was replaced by a Vrr. C.

Allison in the fall of 1882.
~~.

Shannon was away on his travels during the

school year of

18e2-~

and this vacany was filled by

C. L. Hottell who remained as principal when

~rr.

Shannon returned in 1833 as the superintendent of the
schools.

66
}'rom 1885 to 1888 there was no assistant to the
princ{pal, therefore, all the classes were conducted
by

b~.

David Curry, the principal.

on November 4,
Roberts.

188~his

\fuen he resigned

place was filled by George 1.

The next year the first of the regular women

teachers, Yhss Ella Rawles and Hiss Nettie C. Gilmour,
were added to the teaching staff.

Up to this time the

only other woman teacher had been Miss Thomson, the
first principal of the school.
Table II reveals that seventy-four men and ninetynine women have held teaching positions in Greensburg
High School since it was founded in 1869.

53

Of the

total staff on record seventy-five have held a Bachelor's
Degree and ten have held a ~IDsterfs Degree.

These

degrees were obtained from some twenty-two different
colleges with Franklin, Central Normal, Indiana Univer
sity, Butler, Depauw, and Purdue in the order of fre
quency.

~~ny

of the teachers have been required to

teach in more than one subject field and in many cases
have taught in one field and then been changed to an
other subject the following year.
Table III following Table II shows the lo.ngest
period of service has been rendered by a woman who has
been in Greensburg for a period of thirty-six years.
Not only has she set a record

bu~

it is expected that

she will lengthen it as liss Frieda Rosenmund is still

53. sahool Record of Teaching Personnel.

1903-1907
1923-1925

1910-1911
1911-1913
1919-1920
1942-1943
1908-1913
1930-1942

1922

1942-1948
1940-1942

Andrews, Ka te
Arbuckle, Marjorie

Baker, R. L.
Bare, John W.
Beem, Dorothy
Beeson, Mary
Bender, Julia
Bennett, Raymond

Billings, Carl

Bird, Clara
Blanford, James T.

1870-1871
-12]6-1937

1919-1922
1882-1885

All, C. R.·
Allison, C.

Bliss, J. F.
Boling, Dorotgz

1907-1908
1917-1922
1937-1944

Date

Adair, Flora
Alexander, Mary
Alexa nder, Paul

Teacher

TABLE II

Franklin, A. B.

I. U.

College of Wooster, A. B.
Central Normal, B. S.

I. U., M. S.

Univ. of Co 10., .A. B.

I. U., M. S.

Butler University, A. B.

Ohio State, B. S.
De Pauw, A. B.

Wellesley College, A. B.
National School of
Domestic Art & Science,
Washington, D. C.

I. U., M. S.

De Fauw, A. -B.
De F~tm , .. A. B•.

Tra ining

Faculty of Greensburg High School
1869 - 1949

,.;;

English & History
Frincipal &
Superintendent
English
Commerce &
Coaching
All
English & Math.

Principal
Latin
Home Economics
Science & Ma the
Penmanship & Art

v

Music
Assist. Prin. &
Principal
English
Domestic Science

Fenmanship
English
Principal

Subject

:':"
-..J

1921-1923
1922-1943

1932-1937
1939-1943
1929-1930
1944-1945
1935-1937
1904-1905
1942-1944
1891-1892
1885-1888
1938-1940
1907-1909
1942
1938-1942

Clark, Ethel
Clerkin, Altha

Cloud, Catherine
Coats, Woodson
CQ11icott, Della
Cosand, Helen E.
Crawl, ~
Crouse, D. W.
Cuday, Geneva
CUlbertson, Belle
Curry, David
Cuskaden, Virginia
Darnell Eunice
Davis, Floyd
Davis. Ga~

Teacher
Date
Braden, :Marie
1916-1917
Brenneman! Wallace V. 1928-1942
Brooks, E eanor
1946
Brown, Lena C.
1911-1912
Carney j Mary
1935-1938
Carr, ean
1937-1938
Christian, Eula
1919-1921
Christy, Rosa
1911-1913
Church, Ja sper
1938-1939

~L

,.

Social Studies
English

Butler, A. B. & M. S.
A. B.

Frank1in~

I. U., B. S.

Commerce
Assist. Principal
principal
Health & Home Ec.

Physical Education
Voc. Agriculture
Home Economics
English & Librarian
History

.11 9th. Grade SUbj.
Social Studies &
Librarian
Home Economics
Music

SUbject
Home Economics
Ms tho & Science
Speech
Language & Ma the
English & Home Ec.
English & Home Ec.

Central Normal, B. S.

Franklin Co11ege;:Metropo1i
tan School of Music; College
of Music and Fine Arts
Ball Sta te, .A. B.
Purdue, li. S.~
De Fa'uw
Central Normal, B. S.

Franklin, A. B.

De Fauw, A. B.
Western College, A. B.

I. IT., A. B.
Ind. Sta te, A. B.

Tra ining

Continued

TABLE II.

OJ..

a

1941-1942
1909-1913
1893-1896
1925-1928

Griffith, Elbert
Grover, E. L.
Harris, Thos. L.
Harrison, Frances
Harvey, C. W.

1869-13~Li

1893-1898
1923-1925
1876-1878
1901-1903
1926-1928
1889-1898
1915-1925

Gallagher, Bernard
Ga ston, Lucille
Gault, F. H.
Getting, D. M.
Gilchrist, Rena 118e
Gilmour, Nettie
Gordon, Lutie V.

Ehlers, L01;1ise
Eward, Frances
Fa shbender , James
Finley, Roger
Foley, Eustace
Frost, Mar tha Lee

1940-1940
1917-1917
1936-1940
1945-1946
1940
1929-1932
1900-1901
1906-1907
1910-1918
1927-1945
1889-1893
1946
1901-1904
1936

Date

Davis 1_ Ka th1een
Day, !iaze1
Dorsett, G. Ross
Downey, Marjorie
Downey!. Thoma s
Doup, .Irene
Eddleman, Racha e1

Teacher
Commerce & History
English
History
Music
Physical Education
Physical Education

I

Subject

Ferris Inst.; Zanerian
College.
Bnt1er, B. S.

Home Economics
Super.1n:tendent

Pe-nmanship & Art
Social Studies
Science

Superintendent
Physical Education
H. S. Assistant

Music
Hamilton; Transylvania, A. B. English & Language
German
Agriculture
Purdue, B. S• .A.
Language
Hanover, A. B.
Art
John Herron, B. A. E.
Penmanship
English & Spanish
Franklin, A. B.

Columbia University
Butler, B. M.
Franklin, A. B.
N, A. G. U~, B. P. E.

Tra ining
Butler, B, S.

Continued

T{!BLE II

0'
\D

Hawley, Pauline
Hendricks, J. C.
Hennon, Myra Jean
Hoffner, Freta
Holmes, o. w.
Hopkins! Helen
Hoppe, carl
Horning Frank
Howe, Allie B.
Hottell, C. L.
Howard, Goldie
Hubbard, Harriette
Hya tt, George
Jenson, M. C.
Jerman, Elmer C.
Kelly, Inez
Kelly, Virginia
Kennedy, Stella
Kinnick, Royce
Kirk, Mary Ca ther ine
Kummer, Alfred
Kyle, Forest
Li t tell, Della
Long, Vertner
Machlan, Sadie
Mahuron, Evelyn
Marsha 11, Sarah
.¥cAllister, R.

Teacher

J.<L13-1920

1925-1927
1921-1928
1942-1945
1943-1948
1943-1947
1926-1930
1871-1872
1874-1875
1945-1948
1882-1884
1922-1926
1921-1922
1924-1948
1892-1893
1903-1937
1915-1916
1948
1909-1935
1921-1927
1942-1944
1871-1874
1915-1917
1918-1919
1908-1910
1908-1910
1948
1928-1929

Da teo

N. A. G. U.

I. U., B. S.

Butler, B. S.
Indiana Sta te
Fra nklin, A. B.
I. U., B. S.

Franklin, A. B. & M. A.

Graduate
Centra 1 Norma 1 A. B.

N. A. G. U.

Centra 1 Norma 1, A. B.

Commerce
Physical Education·
English & La .:..t.::;in:=...... _ _

English
Principal
Physical Education
Languages
Science
Assist. Principal
Superintendent
Language & MEl the
Physical Education
History
Language
English & Librarian
All
Latin
Domestic Science
Music

,Subjectj
---Art
Franklin; Central Nor~l
Math. & Science
I. U., A. B.
English
I. U., B. S.; Central Nor.
Commerce
Indiana State
Science & Math.
De Pauw, A. B.
English
German

:rra ining

Continued

TABLE II·
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1906-4mo.
1942
1933-1937
1896-1903
1912-1915·
1902-1903
1933-1936
1907-1909
1948
1948
1878-1882
1909-1911
1935-1939
1923-1941

McLa ughlin, Della
McMurty, Claudia
Meek, Lucille
Mendenhall, Edgar
Mendenhall, Louise
Miller, Ethe1wyne
Miller, ~~rgaret
rl11 tche11, M. S.
Moeller, Elsie
Moeller, Raymond
Montgomery, Robert
Morgan, Edna
Newgent, H. H.
Newman, O. L.

Ogle, Emma
Palin, Ozark
Peterson Jessie A.
.
Ph@res,- Beulah

1907-1908
1928-1929
1913-1915
1939-:1;942

Norris, Iva J.(Comly) 1921-1924
1940
Oak, Chalmer

1931-1933
1916-1938
1919-1921
1909-1940

Date

,

McCoy, Mareta
McCra cken, A. W.
McGavern , Grace
McGraw, Alva

:reacher.

K:

English
Ma tho & Science
English
Physical Education
Science & English

Franklin, A. B.
Franklin, A. B.

Central Normal, B. S.
Geo. Washington U. ,A. B.

Ie U., A. B.; Ball State

Purdue

M. S.

B. S. I. E.

Purdue, B. S. E. E.

Music
Home Economics
Penmanship & Art
English & Librarian

Health
Industrial Arts

&th. & Latin

De Fa UlV, A. B.

I. U., M•.l.

Home Economics
English & Home Ec.
Principal

Subject
English & Home Ec.
Voc. Agriculture
Language
Industrial Arts

Purdue, B. S.
Purdue, B. S.

Indiana State; U. of
Chicago; I. U.

ining.
De Fauw,
B.
Indiana Sta te

~ra

Continued

TABLE II
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1922-1923
1945

1937-1942
1913
1942-1945

1875-1897

Robertson, Floyd C.
Romans, Bessie

Root, Janith
Rosenmund, Frieda
Scott, Raymond

Shannon, W. P.

Sharp, Nellie
1918-1919
Shaul, Verrollton C. 1943-1945
Sherfey, H. E.
1944

1917-1919
1928-1935
1903-1908
1920-1922
1892-1893
1888-1891
1913-1920
1903-1906
1945-1948
1920-1922
1922-1925
1937
1887-1901

Date'

Pickett, Clara
Pruitt, Frank
Ragsdale.! Cora
Ranard, Bertha
Rankin, Jean
Rawles, AlIa
Ray, J. W.
Rhodes, J. W.
Richey, Erma
Richey, Helen
Riley, Louise
Risk, Geneva
Roberts, George L.

Teacher

Indiana Centra 1, A. B.
Central Normal, B. S.

College, A. B.;
Indiana State,. M. A.
De Pauw, A. B.; 1. U.
Indiana Sta te
Central Normal, A. B.;
Butler, M. S.

W. Ky. Sta te Teacher's

Hanover ,A. B.

Butler, A. B.; I. U.
U. of Michigan, A. B.
Oxford College A. B.

Principal &
Superintendent
Music
Music
Commerce

Social Studies
Language & Ma the
Social Studies

English & Librarian

H.

S.Assistant
Voc. Agriculture
Principal & Ma the
English & Ma the
English
Math. & Language
Phy. Ed. & Science
H~ S. Assistant,
Principal, and
Superintendent

Home Economics

Purdue

Purdue

Physical Education
Physical Education

Subject

I. U.; U. of Illinois

Training

Continued
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I.U.,A.B.

1940-1942

1930-1933
1919-192e
1869-1870
1948
1911-1914
1917-1919
1870-1870
1948

1944

Taylor, Margie

Thoma s, Mary
Thompson, J. H.
ThomsonL Rebecca
Titus, l"lorence
Townsley, Fred D.
Waits, Alice M.
Wa lker, J. R.
Ward, Wm. B.

Warneke, Omer E.
Weaver. Katherine

1925-1~6___

Franklin, A\. B.
Butler, A. B.; Be 11 Sta te ;

1948
1918-1920
1947
1943-1946
1915-1918
1906-1910
1880-1882
1923-1928
1925-1943

Butler, B. S. & M. S.
Mount Holyoke~aduate

M. S.

Franklin, A. B.; I. IT.,

Shepardson College
Indiana Centra 1, A. B.

De Pa uw, .A. B.

I. U.

Indiana Centra 1, A. B.
Purdue, B. S. A.
Purdue

I. IT., B. S.
Central Normal, A. B.;
Arthur Jordan
Hanover, A. B.; Butler

Smith, Carl L.
Srhith, Reba J.
Spencer, Jack
Standley, G. O.
Stewart, Sarrie
Stewart, L. P.
Stohlman John F.
Strohl, Stanley
Sullivan, Alma

Siling, Dorothy
Siling, Flor.ine

N. A. G. U.
N. A. G. U.

Training

Simms, Henriette
Sla ba ugh, Ros s

Date

1919-1921
1916-1917
1921-1922
1930-1935
1936-1943

Teacher

Continued

TABLE I I

Principal
En~lish

Home Ec.; Health &
Safety
Me therna tic s
Science
Principal
English
Principal
Language
Language
History

Science & Me the
Home Economics
:Ma thema tics
Voc • .1gr icul ture
Home Economics
Principal
German & Bookkeeping
Physical Education
Commerce

Home Economics
Music

Physical Education
Physical Education

Subject

-.J
VJ

Date'

-

Wilson, Georgia
1908-1909
Woodbridge, Welouise 1927-1936
WrLght. Maxy B.
1910-1911

Webking, Vernia
1924-1925
Wiley, Everett
1918-1922
Wiley, Guilford
1914-1918
Williams, Birdie Fay 1945-1948
Wilson, Don
1946-1949

Teacher

Training
Commerce
Principal
Principal
History
Music & Science

Subject

Franklin, A. B.
Central Norma 1, A. B.;
I. U.; Indiama Sta te
John Herron Inst • , B • A • E • 1rt
Physical Education
Latin

Indiana Sta te, B. S.

Continued
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TABLE- Ill'
S~rvice

Years'

i

i

Ta b1e of Gheensburg" High School
Teachers
Men

Total

Jl.

1
lL

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
Total Years

2
0
1
3
0
1
0
2
0
8
1
4
10
12
12
14
446

0
0
0
1
0
0
1
2
0
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
7
6
15
24
34
379

Aver. Years

6.03

3.83

36
34
31
27
26
24
22
21
18
14
13
12
10

9

0
1
1
1
0

-Women

].

1
1.
lL
1
2
1
3
3
1
2
1
4
1

9

2
11
16
27
36
48

Sis--
4.77
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a member of the faculty and expects to teach during
the year of 1949-50.

J

liss Rosenmund came to Greens-

burg High School in the fall of 1913 and during her
stay here has tau;:ht a variety of subjects but uEually
in the fields of language and mathematics.
The second longest period of tenure was that of
,tr.

Elmer Jerman vvho came to the school in 1903 as

superintendent and stayed in this capacity until his
retirement in 1937.
Ar.other man, Alva McGraw, served for thirty-one
years.

He came to Greensburg in 1909 and spent his

years in the industrial field of the school.

He did

much during i..corld t:ar I to train young men in nip::ht
classes for ,.rar 1"!ork in the factories.'
TWEnty-seven years ago the present superintendent,
}r. Carl Billings, started to work in Greensburg High

School as its principal.

He served in that capacity

until 1937 when r-r. Jerman retired and

..

.~

.. '

Billings

was appointed superintendent in his place.jecause of
ill health

frr.

Billings was forced to be away from

active school duties for much of the school year of

1948-49.
For twenty-six years

i'.~iss

Stella Kennedy taught

history in the schools of Greensburg.
trained in Indiana State Teacher T S

:.~

She

ollege

h~d

been

c;~_cj 11CJ.S

considered by the students aLl the conoounity as an

77
excellent teacher.

Her tenure of service was from

1909 to 1935.
In 1924 George F. Hyatt came to the local system
where he remained until 1948 when he retired to his
farm at oenham, Indiana.
teacher of great ability.

.'li.

Byatt was a science

He was usu2.J.ly a quiet man

but one who expected and received co-operation from his
students.

He loved to tell little jokes to develop a

point that he had' in mind.
TIfO

men served the school for twenty-two 3

erv different capacities.

W. P. Shannon came to the

chool in 1875 as principal and later served as super
intendent and A. W. McCracken started in Greensburg in

1916 and served until 1938 when illness forced his re
tirement.

i-r. McCracken made his mark in the school

as head of the VocRtional Agriculture Department.

Before

his coming to the department, agricult'ure "las just a
part of the school curriculum.

Durin~

his years of

service it came to mean more than that.

The aRricul

ture students brought to Greensburg numerous awards
from state and national competition.

.u. McCracken

was a man devoted to his classes and liked by all.
Altha

Clerkin served the schools for

years as music director.

To her

~oes

building up the first important music
entire school system.

the

twenty~one
ho~or

pro~ram

of

in the

Most of her work wis with
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voice) but she did CE',use to be organized in the
an orchestra th8t did a fine piece of work.
retired in 1943, she went to work at the

fi

chool

~fuAn ~he

~ub1ic

Library whAre she is still employed.
~10

women and one man have served the school for

eighteen years each.

O. L.

ewman

school in 1923 as a science and

c~~e

~nglish

to the hifh
teacrer.

was an unassuminE individual who enjoyed the
and teaching of poetry.

To

t~ose

He

readin~

of his studODts who

showed a great deal of ability, he gave encouragement
and help in every "",ay that he could.
attending summer school

~reFe

Travelin2; and

his two great loves.

He

retired in 1941J but the memory of his good work still
remains in the hearts of his many stpdents.
Frances Eward

~'/as

the school for eighteen

one of the women who served
yeRrs.~~ter

her

~raduation

she came back to Greensburg High School in 1927
teacher in English and

langua~e.

\~ile

as a

she was teach

ing in Greensburg, whe was the sponsor of The Quill and
Scroll, The Tree City Breeze, and Tbe Tower
became well

kno\~

for her book reviews.

Tre~.

She

She left Greens

burg in the spring of 1945 for Richmond, Indiana, 1,.;here
she had taken a position wit'· the Richmond radio
station.
The other woman teacher with eiFhteen years of
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service to her credit in Greensburg High School was
Miss Alma Sullivan who came to the school in 1925 to
head the year old

Cor;~-'~2rce

Department.

Since the

department was young, it fell to her to set up many
of t1e policies a'::.d to build up a course of study for
the various commercial classes.

She received her Bache+.

or's De,u-ree from i3utler;,"'1iversity and had additional
work from Ball State and illndiana University.

She re

signed in 1943 to accept another position.
Three men have served the school for fourteen years
r. '.

j',?'rvey, George L. Roberts, and

Wallace V. Brenneman.

l'VJr. !T,q,rvey came to Greensburg

each.

They are C.

in 1$6$ as superinte1dent before the high school was
instituted in 1$69.
fourteen years.

He served the high school for

To him goes the credit for pushing

the community until the citizens demanded the establish
ment of a high school as a part of the public school
system.

To him goes the credit for formulating the

first policies of the school and making of it a success.
George L. Roberts was hired as an assistant principal in

1$$7.

He served later as principal and

intendent.

His students

a fine executive.

S&:i

the~:.

as SVTJer

he '1,;;'I.S a great scholar and

';.fallace V. Brenneman was employed in

the Greensburg High School from 192$ to 1942.
an Indiana University

vra6u~te

He was

and had studied at

Indiana State Normal and3utler University.

He taup:ht

science and mathe:..:;atics in the school and was co-sponsor
of the Quantum Club.
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Miss Martha Lee Frost beca.me affiliated with
Greensburg High School in 1936 and is still a member
of the faculty.

She received a Bachelor of Arts degree

from Hanover College and a B. A. R. degree from John
Herron Art School.

She has also taken

~dditional

work

at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts and the School
of Industrial Arts at Philadelphia.

She has been and

still is the art supervismn for the whole public school
system.

She loves the out-of-doors and paints some

very good nature scenes.

Her hobby is horses, and she

maintains a stable with only one
most of her leisure time

~ither

bor~ei ~he

spends

in caring for her pet

or in riding horseback about the countryside.
In 1930 Raymond Bennett was employed as an English
and social studies teacher for the

hi~t

school.

During

his twelve years as an instructor, he sponsored the
Debating Club which won honors for the school.

He con

ducted regular public spea king classes and developed
them to such an extent that they were considered impor
tant enough to be selected as the class that was to
receive the Goddard Awards.

lr. Bennett resigned in

1942 to enter the country's armed forces.

He returned

to Greensburg at the close of the war but decided to go
into business instead of return in; to the teaching
professsion.
Another twelve year teacher is Miss Geneva Risk
who C2'me to the loca.l schools as a teacher in 1937.
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i.iss Risk received her Bachelor of

~rts de~ree

from Hanover College and cc_me to. the local high school
as the !)hysic[',=- :J.irector of all the 'drls in the school
system.

She served in this capacity for eleven .years

but upon the retirement of

:~r.

George Hyatt from the

science: classes, she asked for a transfer to that de
partment.

During the war she spent most of her time in

the physical fitness and the health and safety classes.
';ith the close of the war the phys ical fitness classes
were droppedJand Miss RisN took over the direction of
all the physical education classes for girls.
addition to her duties as physical education director,
Miss Risk gave much of her time to extra-curricular
activities.

She was alvmys in demand for the sponsor

ship of clubs and social gatherings.

She is a tire

less worker in the promotion of her school duties.

She

intends to continue her duties in the local school

dur~

ing the school year o£ 1949-50.
In 1915 it

w~~

necessary to find a new penmanship

and drawing teacherJand Miss Lutie V. Gordon, of Green
ville, •.ichiran, was employed at
month for the position.

ei~hty

dollars per

She was graduate of Greenville

High School and of Ferris Institute

of~i~

Rapids,

Michigan and had received additional training at
Zanenan Business College.

She supervised penmanship

and art in the public school system for ten years be
fore she resigned in the

sprin~

of 1925.
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There have been two women and two men who have
served the school for nine years.

Miss Nettie

Gilmour se rved as an assistant:. to~ the principal
from 1889 to 1898.
Wilouise Woodbridge came to Greensburg in 1927
and served until 1936 as the art supervisor.

She got

her A. B. degree from Butler University and attended
John Herron Art Institute for further study.

~fuile

in Greensburg she helped in the sponsorship of The
Play Shop and other extra-curricular activities.
In 1940 Chalmer Oak, a large husky man, came to
Greensburg High School from Jackson Township, a
Decatur County consolidated

schoo~

He took over the

Industrial Arts Department of the school.

~~.

Oak

obtained his Bachelor's and Master's degrees from
Purdue University.

He had some training at Indiana

Central and Indiana University.

Since he came to

Greensburg ) he has sponsored the Hi-Y Club and acted
as assistant coach.

His coaching duties have dealt

mostly with basket-ball and baseball.

In both of

these sports he has been able to develop some very good
teams.

_r. Oak is still a member of the Greensburg

faculty.
The other nine year member of the local school is
Mr. Tom Downey.

Mr. Downey came to the school in

1940 to take over the general coachinr position and
the physical education classes for the boys.

He also
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taught he21th and safety in the high school.

During his

stay he has had teams in basket-ball, baseball, and
football.

He was instrumental in the Bevelopment of

football as a major competitive sport for the school
in 1947.

He received his early training at Franklin

College "..rhere he received his A. B. de";:cee.

Other

sChools of hi!!her learning which he has attended are
Ball State Teacher's College and Indiana University.
In the spring of 1949

~r.

Downey was made the

director of the new fhysical

~~ucation

that had just been created.

Under the new arrangement

he will not do any

;·~tive

ate the entire physical

coaching but will co-ordin

e~ucation

Louise Ehlers headed the
school from 1910 to 19l9

Department

~j!en

program.

:~siQ

Department of the

she resigned.

charge of the music during the difficult

She had

'~orld

War I

years and through the period of transfer of the high
school from the West Building to the new buildinA.
In all there have been nine teachers who have
soent seven years each in the school system.

Some of

these have contributed much to the development and
welfare of the p>chool.
Edgart~ndenhall

was the principal of the high

school from 1896 to 1903 when he resigned to become
county school superintendent.

4
lister who served from 1913 until 1920

Of R.

little is known.

He tau-::ht English and LG.tin 6uring his

tenure of service.
J. \Jl. Ray

culture.

also employed in 1913 to teach aEri

\"1

He did much to start the vocational agriculture

courses in 1916 and have them accented b" the state.

He

did much to encoura.ge the planting of home r:.rdens dur
ing the period of

'~orld ·~ar

I.

T:e

was hired on a year

ly basis after 1916 with the state paying a large part of
his salary.

He left the Greensburg

ScflOOl

system in

1920.
J. C. Hendricks was tendered a contract in 1921.
The School Board Minutes of that year states the follow
54
ing:
Jessie C. Hendricks of Danville, Indiana,
was present as an applicant for the science
position in the high school. Mr. Hendricks has
had Rn uxcellent training and ext~,sive experience.
His ;Jersona,lity wai; very pleasing and he P""ives
prrnl~se of being an excellent worker.
He offers
to come "'c an 8.r'Ylut!.1 ,52.1ary of .ri1600. His offer
is unanimously accc~ted.
Hr. Hendricks remained in "':"he system until 1928.
In 1928 Frank Pruitt

w~s

selected as coach and a

teacher of physical education classes.

He was removed

from this position in 1935 and the job given to H. H.
>'llgent.

Ilk. Pruitt objected to the breach of contract

and brought suit c:.
54.

',-~inst

the3chool City.

The case 1nlaS

School Board jinutes: 1915-1925. p. 216.
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~eld

up from time to time in the cou.rts byt finally

settled after years of controversy for a small sum
in favor of ·rir. Pruitt.
The sixth of the men 1.• rho h2ve served seven years in
the school was It/Ir. !.oss Slabaugh, the music director
from 1936 to 1943.

He resigned in 1943 to enter the

armed services where he served until the close of the
war.

~'Jhen

he returned to Greensburg in the fall of

1946, he took his old job back but resigned two ".reeks
later to take another position offered elsewhere.

•

Slabaugh received his Bachelor's degree from Central
Normal College and took additional work at Arthur
Jordon Conservatory.
\Then bis term of office as county superintendent
of schools expired in 1937,

F~ul

Alexander was hired as

principal of:reensburg Hip:h School.

He served until

1944 when he took a position at Purdue University.
The last two of the seven year teachers are still
serving on the faculty of i.reensburg Hirrh School.

One

is Floyd Davis who is the present acting principal and
social studies teacher..e received his 8r:.chelor's
and IJ,'Iaster' s degrees from Butlerinivers i ty.

He did

some coaching in the Decatur County schools before he
came to Greensburg in 1942.

He has been an assistant

coach since coming to the local school.

the other

6
teacher is j',liss Claudia Ik.::urty vlho received her,j.S.
degree from Purdue University.

;.iss

~d1urty

is the

head of the:ocational Home Economics Department since

1942.

She has done much in sponsoring 4-H club work in

the school.
There have been two who have given six years to
the school.

Royce Kinnick of Indianapolis began in

1921 and stayed until 1927.
in high school.
Bird Ttlho

'.'las

He tauc'ht Latin and :"rench

The second of these two wa,s

J~iss

transfered to the high school from

Building in 1942.

~tiss

Clara

the,,~est

Bird had taught social studies

for a number of years in the junior high school, but in
high school she taught English and remained in this de
partment until 1949 when she was returned to the West
School.

During her stay at high school, she was active

in Tri-Hi-Y work.
There have been eleven teachers I·,ho have been in the
school for five years each.
and seven were women.
~r.

Of the eleven four were men

Two men are still on the faculty.

H. E. Sherfey came to Greensburg in 1944 as the

commercial teacher.

He hids a B. S. degree from Central

Normal and has taken some advanced work at Butler Univer
sity.
South.

Before coming to Greensburg he taught in the
He has been active in the foun1ine of the club

The Future Business Leaders of America which is composed
of members of the Commerce Department.

The other five

year man who is still i.n the service is Jlflr. Orner -'7arneke,

7
the former principal, and now acting superintendent.
There have been sixteen who have served four years
each in the school system.

Of these only one is teach

ing in the school at the present time.

l-riss Bessie

Romans is the librarian and also teaches

She

~nglish.

holds an A. B. degree from,Gstern Kentucky State Teach
er's College and a Master's degree from Indiana State
Teacher T s College.

She ha.s been the advisor for 'I'he

Tree City Breeze staff.
T"'relve men and fifteen ",ramen have served for thre e
years each.

l~ree

of these were on the 1948-49 staff

with two expecting to remain for 1949-50 while one has
been relieved from his duties.

~rr.

Don Wilson, the

mus ic dire ctor will not be in the system

Fl.-',

.in.

1.is s

Eleanor brooks received her Bachelor's degree from
Indiana State Teacher's College.
ton, Indiana, before she c-ne to

She taupht at
Greensbur~

speech and hearing thera·.ist in 1946 •

Roger

teacher.

~'\inley

beCPI'le the voaational

as the

'he has been

active in extra currj_cular acti vi ties.
21'I.

Washin'~

... 1e same
~

;r(;:,\r

C"ricul ture

Lr. :':iinley received his der-:ree from Purdue

University.

under his direction the Future'!lrmers of

mer-iea chapter has progressed and done some fine work.
Out of the ·l.,hirty-six teachers v,rho h''"'.ve taught tV!O
years,
l~r.

~here

is otlly OL.e

thc~

is still on the faculty.

Jack Spenser has his A. B. degree from Indiflf:a Cen

tral College.

He teaches mathel::atics B.nd is assistant

coach.
h:~ve

Thirty-four women and fourteen men
high school roster but one -,'ear.

been on the

Of this number, seven

1.-:..:re on the 19L/-49 faculty and each exnects to remain
for the school yeAr of 1949-50.

Virginia Kelly has the

girls' physical education classes.

..rs. Evelyn

.. ree from Butler University.

B. S.

lly has a

Miss

'" ahuron has been employed in the commerce field.
"¥raining

obtained at Indiana University where she

1lJQS

got her B. S. (legree.
experience at
Greensburg.

Her

I

1

.J'S.

huron had two years of

'sburg, D1diana, before carninE to

Nrs. Florence 't'itus

ansferred from

y,Ta:;

the iJest Building to th':" high school where she teaches
':nglish.

took her

tr~inin~

at Indiana Central

College '-There she received a B. 3. devree.
J'.1rs.

~-Laymond

Indiana.

Fran

r

l~oeller

~oeller

l~oeller

came into the school from jjllrney,

Both of t
Colle~e.

IvIr. and

have their Bachelor's d

Mrs. Moeller is teaching

teaches

thematics and science.

ee from

En~lish

and

tIT.

was a former DecaDUr County School Superintendent.

Carl L. Smith is formerly from Rush County where he had
taught for many year,s.

He is a Hanover Colle£!e graduate

and has taken some graduate work at Butler
He teaches mathern..,tics and science.

Besides school ,<.'ork

he is interested in the newspaper bus'
much of

~h0

•

s.

To him goes

credit for the 1949 issue of the Tower Tree.

The last nev¥' teacher is

l'~illiam

B. Ward.

arc1 has

9
his Bachelor's degree from Franklin

Colle~6

ter's degree from India-na University.

an

He has had

a wide exnerience in the teachlng profession and at
present tec::ches history in Greensburp; Pigh School.

In 1927 there was employed at the hiJ?:;h school
11rs. Dorothy Gordon as secretary to the superintendent.
Altho

she doesn't conduct

y classes,

Gordon's

~ITs.

work as secretary is as important in coordinating the
worl:: of the school as tha t of any on the teaching staff.
She is a graduat.e of Central Business Colle$1;e.
In all there have

bee~

seventy-four men

~eacner

and ninety-nine '"lomen L.<:-rlCIIers in Greensbur/! Hi-

ThE

ve ave

3.83 vears.

ed

~

The ave

is 4.77 years.

tcCracken, and

s of service to the women's
rvice for both

e

~en

""J

• Hye.-tt,

,

~.1r.

and women

I'~r.

l:i.ss Rosenmund, nT. Jerman,

lir. Billin£s, Miss Kenn

School.

McGraw,

SMnnon,

Ir.

• Clerkin have each served the school

and the community for over

~1enty

years.

In

e lovler

bracket for one and two years of service there are
four teachers and no

~tte~pt

has been

ei~hty-

de in this 'study

to enmmere.te them except as they are lis"t,ed in Table II.

CHAF'illR VI
CURRICULU

IEVELOPMENT

The curriculum of a school is everything that takes
place within the school boundaries that influences or
tries to influence the lives of the students.

Lee and

Lee state in their book The Child (g.nd His Curriculum
that the curriculum is those experiences of the child
which the school in any way utilizes or attempts to
55
influence.
It is the heart and soul of the school and
the final goals of education.
tion is to make a

~iterate

The first goal of educa

people; and when this is

accomplished, it results in a feeling of pride and
creates a desire on the

P2~t

of the student to improve

his condition.
In the

be~inning

the Greensburg High School

Curriculum was narrow, as
subjects

tau~ht

Offerings~

sho~m

by the program of

and also by Table IV, Curriculum

but as the community needs broadened, school

goals changed and brought about an enlarged program.
For example, practical work experience was ooitted in
the first curriculum, but then it was found that learn
ing by doing should go alonG with learning by reading.
In agriculture the boys actually go out and judge cat
tIe, raise plots of corn or other grain, and do other

55.

Lee, J. ll 1urray, and Dorris M., The Child and His
Curriculum. New York: D. Appleton-Century Co.,

1940.

p.165.

1

TABLE IV
Curriculum Offerings of Greensburg High School
from 1869 to 1949
Subjects

Date Taught

·.........

Rhetoric
English
••••• •••••
Spelling
••• •••••••
Writing
••• •• •• •• •
Latin
••••••••••
German
• • • • • • • •••
French
••• ••••• ••
Spanish
• • • • • •• • • •
Public Speaking ••••••••••
Bible
• ••••• • • ••
High Arithmetic ••••••••••
Algebra
••••••••••
Geometry
••••••••••
Trigonometry
•••••••• ••
Mental Ari tho
•••• ••• •••
General History ••••••.•••
U. S. History
••••••••••
English History ••••••••••
Ancient History ••••••••••
Greek History
••••••••••
Roman History
••.•.• ~ •••
Medieval &
Modern History ••••••••••
Civics
••••••.•••
Current Events ••..••••••
Economics
••••.•••••
Wor14 Geography ••••••••••
Physlcal Geo.
• •••••••••
Commercial Geo •••.••••.••
Chemistry
•••.••••••
Botany
••••••••••
Zoology
••••••••••
Physics
••••••••••
Geology
••••••••••
Astronomy
••••••••••
Meteorology
••••••••••
General Science ••••••••••
Senior Science ••••••••••
Biology
••••••••••
Bookkeep~ng
••••••••••
Commercial Arith
metic
•.....•..•
Business Law
••••••••••
Typing
•••••••.••
Stenography
•••.••.•••

1869-1903
1869-1949
1874-1887
1884-1914
1869-1949
1899-1921
1918-1937
1916-1929
1925-1949
1926-1930
1869-1890
1869-1949
1870-1949
1874-1949
1903-1904
1869-1949
1879-1949
1882-1906
1905-1931
1906-1907
1906-1907
1907-1929
1886-1949
1897-1904
1916-1949
1939-1949
1869-1923
1904-1921
1871-1949
1871-1939
1874-1921
1878-1949
1876-1897
1871-1902
1895-1903
1920-1925
1945-1949
1939-1949
1874-1949
1891-1927
1904-1907
1919-1949
1924-1930
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TABLE IV (continued)
SUbjects
Shorthand
••••••••••
Office Practice
••••.•••••
MOral Philosophy
••••••••••
Natural Philosophy ••••••••••
Mental Philosophy •••.••••••
Natural History
••••••••••
Philosophy
••••••••••
Psychology
••••••••••
Physiology
••••.•••••
Hygiene
••••.•••••
Physical Culture
••••••••••
Health
••••••••••
M9.nua I Tra ining
••••••..••
Mecha n ica I Draw ing ••••••••••
Print ing
••••••••••
Meta I La the
••••••••••
Agriculture
••••••••••
Club Work
••••••••••
Domestic Science
••••••••••
Home Economics(Voc.) •••••••••
Sew ing
••••••••••
Cooking
••••••••••
Millinery
••••••••••
Mus 1c
Be nd

••••••••••
••••.•••.•

Art

••••.•••••
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practical things.
ics

The same is true of the home econQm

department and the business field.
Cultural training

W2S

the purpose of the first

curriculum of Greensburg High School.

It endeavored to

prepare one for college or to advance the social stand
ing of the student.

Little thought was given to the

practical needs of the student in the community fol
lowing graduation.
Those who wished to enter the school were required
to take an examination.

These applicants were from

three sources: the local gramrnar department; other
schools both graWJar and high from outside the city;
ahd from a list that the Board of Trustees directed to
be admitted.

The examinations asually required two

days and were given in spelling, defining, penmanship,
grammar, United States History, reading, heography),
arithmetic, algebra, and equations.

The applicants

were required to pass these tests with creditable
marks.
The subjects taught in this first hi

school

were as follows:
First Year
1st three mo.
period
High Arithmetic
JUgebra
E:nglish Analysis
Latin or German

2nd three mo.
period

3rd three mo.
period

General History
Alp;ebra
=n,~lish Analysis
Latin or German

Latin 'or German
General History
lUgebra
Physical Gee.
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Second Year
Rhetoric.
Geometry
Physiology
Latin or German

Rhetoric
Geometry
Moral j;hilosophy
Latin or German

Trigonometry
i:oral Philos ophy
Natural ~{istory
Latin or German

Third Year
~lem. Astronomy
i·rental Philosophy
l'Jatura.l
Philosophy
Latin or German

Mental Philosophy
Chemistry
i,;.qtural
Philosophy
Latin or German

Geology
Chemistry
Botany
Latin or German

In 1883 another year's work was added to the course
with little

chan~e

in the curriculum.

The fourth year

merely gave more advanced study in the regular subjects
of the day.

By 1897 there were slight changes as shown

by the following curriculum:
First Year
English - A general study
Latin
General ~~thematics
Physics

0:·

Second Year
English - Orations and Essays
Latin
Algebra and Plane Geometry
Chemistry
Third Year
English
Cicero
Plane and Solid Geometry
Botany
General History
Fourth Year
- Debating
Commercial Arithmetic
Bookkeeping
Zoology
English History
~nglish

the classics
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Music has lone been a part of the school curriculum
as shown by Table IV.

It is one subject that can be

developed into a program for the pleasure of the public.
The following was given on l\{Iay 18, 1898:
High School Program
!:~y 18, 1598
. 8: 30 A.1·1.

',;'ednesday,

Selection.; he Nation I s Pride March.
by ~. H. Scoutor
H~ S. Orches
tra.
Instru~ental Solo.
Song of the Skylark
by ••..
Dfury Montgom
ery.
Vocal Trio. Dmfll Among the Lillies by Glover
Rena Theis, Jessie Stevenson, Kate ROJ2;,ers
Instrumental Duet. Second iteginent
Sallie Wright, Lizzie Stogsdill
Vocal Solo. ' Ever My Spirit Awakens to Thee
by Williams
Kate Rogers
Selection. Life in the Tropics
by A.E.Warren
H.S. Orchestra
Recitation. How Ruby Played
Brazier Kirby
Vocal Selection. S~eet and LOW
by Barnby
,lJill Davis, l\!Ir. :Mendenhall, Raymond Pleak,
l1;'ill Stout
Instrumental Solo. Dewdrops
by R. A. Ne\'o!land
1.fu.ttie Cunning:ham
Vocal Solo. A Pack of Cards
by Reilley
Jessie Stevenson
Instrumental Trio. March of the Videttes
by Muller
·ffi~gie Cones, Sallie Wright, Lizzie Stogs
dill
'Vocal Selection. Soldier's Chorus by Griffe
Bertha Israel, Rena Theis, Jessie Stevenson~
Kate Rogers, Roy Kenady, ~~. Mendenhall
Recitation. Catching the i-lorning Train by Adler
Sallie ~Tright
Selection. Daybreak Waltz by E. M. Read
H. S. Orchestra
Vocal Solo. 1.Iary Would but I·fury Wouldn't
by Sterling
Stanton Guthrie
Violin Solo. Cavatina by J. Raff Leon Silb~p
berg
Vocal Selection. My Country 'Tis of Thee--Root
Bertha Israel, Rena Theis, Jessie Stevenson,
·ate Rogers, Roy Kenady, ~~. Kendenhall

Cornet Solo. Old Kentucky Home by Foster
Fairy Hollensbe
Recitation. Merika's Conversion by -
Floy Pleak
Selection. Soldier's Fare1;'lell by Kenl~el
Will Davis, Brazier Kirby, Ftaymond Pleak,
ill Stout
Selection. Volney March--Four Leaf Clover
Orchestra
Vocal Du~tt. Fly Away Birdling by Abt.
Kate Rogers, Rena Theis
Selection. Kicker Galop by Laurendean
H. S. Orohestra
This program

VJC).S

somewr. t 0 :ifferent from the one
p2~e

presented in May, 1949 (see

98).

Interspersed

with the music in the first urogram are recitations
that are not found in the second.

The first program

centers more around the individual with one person or
small groups carrying the burden, \,rhile in the second
la.re'e groups carryon the performance as a unit.
A department of music "vas established in 1901,
drooped in 1905,-and intrOduced

ain in 1907 and now

includes band, chorus, music appreciation,a.nd harmony.
In this department voice culture has always been of
great importance with the result tbat choruses and Elee
clubs have always been found in the school.

At present

one of the outstanding groups of t!)is type is the 1\-;elve
Little

I~laids

't"1hich was organized in

the music director d.t that time.
are selected for this group.
chestra and b&nd have been

194~·

by V. C. Shaul,

The best girls T voices

Along with voice the or

developed~6 Although

the

school had had orchestras before 1922, it was in thO
56.

Tower Tree: 1924.

p.50.
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M~IDs-Standlng': Helen Buell. Shirley ShaLer. Ruth Scheidler. Shirley ROss. Jane McGeo.th,
Bokelrnnn, Put Miller. Donna Reddlngton. Seated: Joyce Ross. Jane Cochran, Rita Navarra, Sarah Bewley.

TWELVE LITTLE

Pat
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year that new emphasis was placed on this form of mus
ical training.
method.

A need was felt and was supplied by this

The orchestra continued to be the main instru

ment activity until 1936 when the band was introduced
under the direction of J. Ross Slabaugh.
music

Th'

of

s instantly successful, and the following year

the city was ''lUling to contribute enou.gh for unli-orms,
and the ;Jand
ap~ears

";laS

assured of c.ommunity backing.

The band

at basket-ball games, at public functions, and

at the annual music festival given each spring.
part:~(mt

The de

for the past thp.ee years has been under the

direction of 'Jon. Wilson "',rho has blended the instrumental
and vocal divisions into program

terial.The follow·

program for the 1949 spring music festival was presented
;..::lY 4, at the Cornrnunity Gymnasium:

PROGR
FLU'fOPHONE CHOIR
This is entirely a fourth grade group. The
sixty children participating in this pre-band activ
ity have had fifteen ""eekly lessons, each tl~Tenty
minutes long.
THE JUNIOR BAND

None of tl--.:; members of this band is :.TAt in high
school. Twenty-six of th~ number have played their
instruments less than a yeRr, the remainder only two
years. ~~enty-t~o will be in grades 7,8, and 9 next
¥Bar and will be eligible for transfer to the senior
band.
PROloIOTION :MARCH .....•...•.............•• Chene t te
LITTLE GRAY CHURCH

Bennett

q

.; HIGH SCHOOL

BA!~D

No member of this group is below seventh
grade. ~~o are seniors, six are juniors, three are
sophomore3, thirteen are freshmen, and ten each in
the senenth and eighth grades. Only fourteen of
these musicians have been playin~ their instr~8ents
more than two years.
THE

T~I~ •.•..•.....•..

NATIOr-~AL

PURPLE PRIDE .........•................. !'''Ie sang

THE

~rnISTLER AND HIS DOG .......•....••. Pryor
... It is a pleasure to presant t~lis number
for ~~. Charles F. Risk.

THE GAIETY POLKA
Hartley
Musician Richard Doles appears here as the
soloist. l'hough only a freshman this yer'.r,
Richard has for three years been first baritone Lt
the band.
POL:r:A DOTIS •• ~ ••. " ••••••••••••••••.•••• • Buchte 1
The cornet trio consisting of Gordon snrin~
mier, Richard Stout, and Ermil Johnston used
"Polka Dots U to play their Vla:{ to a T1firstll in
the district contest this year.

M·WARITO ROGA

Texidor
side from its regalar school functions the
Chorus has presented two entire concerts this
year. It has also brought further honors to its
school and comI'11.mi ty by winning "First U in dis
trict competition.
;:NIE LimRIE . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Douglas of Fin b 

land

L1'_'TT

'~

OF MIJ'ffi .•.•••••••••....• BurIe igh

THE VOCAL ENSEMBLE
The numbers of which this double quartet "lJITaS
especially selected are the original composi
tions of two members of the class in Harmony and
Composition.
:.SPERS

"
""""". """"""""
Plat t
Robert Platt of the b'".nd and chorus is
not only the composer of the ~\sical score of this
number, but also the author of t.he poem ~·sed.
tI

"

"

"

"

"

~~lusician

~~UFFERI:i,·.JG. " " " " " " " " " " • " • " " • " " " • " " " " " " " " "Bolcelman

, Po. tsy BO~'.elman a "four yearn member of the
chorus composed the musical score of this song
using the poem b~ Natalia Crane.
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THE HIGH SCHOOL BAN
THE HALL OF

F!~

•...................• Olivadoti

IN THE GARDEN OF TOMORROW ..•...•••..••• Deppin
'l'he soloists presented here are Illlusicians
Tom Batterton, baritone, and Robert Platt,
Trombone.
AT THE

CIR(~US

Jones

THE CRUsADER •....•.•....•.•....•....•.• Buchtel
The oboe solo played by Husician Catherine
Moore represents the people light heartedly
Going about their preparations for the great
adventure of a crusade •.••.••.•
Art was introduced in the school in 1908.

The

present teacher, -' ,.issrartha Lee Frost, ".ras employed in

1916.
pre f

The fundamentals of

~.mted

~'t

and art appreciation are

to all those '·!h.o de ::ire t,raininp;

ment in this branch of fine arts.

"'!.;:Hi.

refine

Practical work in

makinr: posters for advertising school

'~'unctions

is

stressed as well as room decorations for the several
city school buildings.
In 1909 manual training'.lld domestic science were
added.

The manual tr2.ini:",.g course has cleveloped into

the department of

industr~.,.l

arts where boys are

to become cabinet maers and carpenters.
offered in v'Joochorking,
metal lathe.

mach~nical

Jcr~ ~.ned

Courses are

dlrawing, pri'

~inp,

all')

Since the establishing of the Mowrey Fund

in 1913, cash 'lrizes have been made available to be r;iven
to those who have done outstanding work in woodwork.

A

yearly display of this work is made in t"e show windows
of some of the city merchants.

;:eeping in mind the idea

lin

of practical work, the depe.rtrnent does
printing

th~t

ml~Cl"l

of· th.e

is needed for school reports and records.

In this way experience in setting up forms is given to
the :tudents.
Early domestic science included cooking, sewing, and
millinery.

iost of the work in the beginning was theory,

but it wasn't long until the course was broadened and
improved . . I ith the completion of the new building in
1914 more room was available and modern equipment was
installed.

In 1916 plans vrere made to establish a

vocational home economics
1916,

l~.

depill~tment.

On August 22,

Jerman, the superintendent, reported to the

board that the State Vocational Department had apnroved
the plans and had authorized the employment of Miss
Carrie Stewart as the teacher in that department on a
twelve month basis.

The State Department agreed to

pay two-thirds of the salary of the teacher or a sum
of

ei~.;:;ht

hundred dolla.rs U;SOO.OO) per year.

This is

another department that receives a\·.r;rds from the
Fund each year.

,'isplays from this

Lena~~t,ncmt

Sh01'ffi at the eJlTIual .(our-H Club Fair.

~

ovlrey

are

Many projects

have been carried out by the girls takin.c: the se courses.
Another annual event of th is c1 e partment is. Jehe hother 1 s
Day Tea which is planned by the students with emphasis
being placed on pre-planning, serving, and table eti
quette.
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The curriculum provides basic training for home
makers and 'I,,"orkers in home economics.
foods, clothing, home

mana~ement,

It not only provides good basic

Units incl"llde

and house furnishings.

tr~ining

for those wno

go out of the school into homes of their own but meets
college entrance requirements for those who wish to
enter an institution of hi::'jler le ar r . ing for advanced
work in home economics.
In 1916 the

3J~te

Vocational Board approved the

plans for establishing a permanent vocational depart
ment in agriculture.
~chool

'.l'hereupon the Ureensburp; ,it" ,.'

Board employed J. W. Ray as the instructor on a

yearly contract basis.

'.he contract called for three

hundred 'Y'lorkin:': days a.t five dollars per day.

'."he

state was to reiDburse the school one thousand dollars
" on ililr. Ray f s salary.

Later it 1I>J2.S dec ided to allow

twenty-five d?llars per month for traveling expenses
during the months of
vocational

June, July, and ,\u,gust.

l~iay,

a~riculture

The

course provides a Maximum of

basic agriculture training, at the S2me time fulfilling
high s'chool g_'adua t ion requirements.
on rural economics, farm
poultry raising,

is placed

mec?'~nics, ~~riculture.che.,~s~r~

dair~TL~.c·,

and agriculture botany.

l~mphas is

,',-LiE1D.l husbandry, horticulture...

-',0udents from this department

have won numerous S00ce and national 1-)o:1ors.
On IlJlay 28, 1923,

i~.

vv.

HcCracken 'r.s ::,;splo"ed to
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head the

dep8.~('tment.

Juring his stc:cy j_n the

much iJr02TeSS was made.

~

chool

His stw':ents 1:ron state and

national honors in P.:i"'ain and animal shm,lYi. For example,
in 1925, I:.'!-ilman SteT-Tart \;Jas named lnternational Corn
Prince and v-!Qn the Thos. 'lr"'
ductton a'Hard.

. 1'iilson 4-H !¥leat

l'mimal Pro

In 1937 .!illard Bainbridge brought bacl<:

to Greensburg the v;ilson award.

In nine years of

Club ",Jork Bainbridge Hon t"renty-t"lo firsts' and
in saleE
In

:Ul"

191~5

of the de

'iz

~

L:--B

.~7993

.

under the direction of G. C. C\tandley, head
tment at that time, a chapter of Future

Farmers of AmericA. "\-,ms organized "lith Fred Sprinp;mier as

the first president.
sin~8

This or;;::anization has been active

that date and has done much to promote reneNed

interest in f2,rmiwr and farm problems.

By tbis time

there had been a ChEmge from emphasis on beef cattle to
that of dairy cattle.

Each year the classes visit

dairy farms a'd jUdge cattle and see in operation
modern method.s of dairy farming.

The present head of

the departraent is Ro,ge'Y' Finley.

A full time Girls'

_ysical education teacher was

employed in 19101 for the first tin-ie.

Heretofore little

attention had been given to girrs physical education
classes but the need

1~ras

felt and a local Girl, havj_ng

just completed her training at the American Gymna.stic
Union, 'was hired.

~et

up a program tnat has been
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built by her a.nd her successorst.o one of tbe most
proficient in the school.

II'rainine in athletic

sports, posture, hygiene, cmd rhythm are g'i ven.
qirl is

Each

to participate in these during the

re0~ired

ninth and :tenth r'Tades u·;less exc'u:",ed by a doctor's
c~~t"Gificate•

.,:he first full time boyt s physical

e~lt,-ca.tion

director was employed in 1924 in t,he person of ;..1'.
Stanley Strohl.

Before this time all at>,] etic sports

and classes were under the direction of teachers "t'Tho
devoted most of t',cir time to other types of school
work.

The boys r depart! ;e:rt has grown to

:C"

hC?0 of the

department with four assistants each of vrhom takes
care of certain coaching and health classes.

A commercial

dep~rtment

was founded in 1924 and

has contributed greatly to the opportunities of the
students.

This

curricu~um

the requirements for

has been outlined to meet

~raduation

and to include the max

imum amount of training for clerical work.
essentially des:i.'oned for ·t.hoee
clerical type of occupation

\;1'.0

It is

eX::8ct to enter a

L~:nedi<9.tely

upon graduation.

The courses include typing, s'lOrthand, bookkeeping,
junior business,
tice.

busi~ess 2~ithmetic,

and office prac

Bookkeeping has lonr been a subject

Greensburg schools.

It

;~de

tau~ht

in the

its first appearance in

1874 as shown by Table IV.' There have been periods that
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it 'was not offered but it has 2,1'.',",.:Ts returned to the
curriculum.
The collefe preparatory curriculum

h2S

undergone a

great cha.nge since 1869, but even so there are fou,;';d
some identical subjects still being "iven.

General

history was on th2t first cllrriculum and so

itTere e,l~ebra,

Latin, geometry, English, and chemistry.

These subjects

are still a pc:rt of the regular curriculum.

Physical

geography reumined uUtil 1923, rhetoric until 1913,
High ariti'flletic un.til 1890, moral philosophy until 1881,
natural philospphy until 1882, astronomy until 1902, and
geology until 1897.

Latin still doninates the foreign

language field although German, Spanish, c.nd French have
been tau£ht at times in the past.

In the field of

natural science, chemistry still survives with botany
being replaced in 1939 with biology.

The social science

field has broadened since that first class schedule with
the addition of ci viGs, economics, U.
world geography.

~).

history, and

Other courses in thi8 i:i.eld have come

and gone as changes have taken place.
The followine: C01J.rses are novy offered by Greensbur o
High School:

English, pUblic Speaking, vocational home

economics, biology, chemistry, physics, senior science,
woodworking, mechanical drawing, printi"

metal lathe,

band, chorus, music appreciation, harmony, world geog:ca
phy, general history, U. S. history, civics, economics,
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vocational Clp.:.riculture, junior business, typing, short
handi, bookkeeping, business arithmetic, Latin, Caasar,
Gicero, Virgil, algebra, advanced algebra, college
algebra, plaIb:e geometry, solid geometry, trigonometry,
general mathematics, art, physical education, and health
and safety.
In order to graduate from the school, the student
must have sixteen units of work including three units of
(nglish, two units of socia.l studies, one unit of mathe
matics, one Unit of science, one unit of health education.)
and eight units of electives.

The units must be so

arranged that the pupil will have two mE,:ors and tVi/O
minors.

The major is considered as three units and a

minor as two.

In addition each student must elect and

complete one of the several curricula offered by the
school.
There has been a

~radual

of Greensburg High School.

change in the curriculum

As the community has

gro~~

and developed, new curricula have been added to take
care of change.

New types of presentation have been

developed in order to assure maximum growth in the
students.
offered.

In all, five well defined curricula are now
Bn.ch stuc1e!"Jt must choose one of these and

carry it through if he hopes to graduate.
The collee:e preparatory curriculum is designed
especially for those ,.rho plan to continue their education

lOR
in college or in some other school beyond the hi£h
school.

It is not limited, however, to such students.

3usiness education has been outlined to tra:i.n
those who desire to enter a clericnl type of occupation
~fter

graduation.

Vocational home economics curriculum provides basic
trainL:p; for home makers and ",rorkers in t.his field.

The

course is so designed as to meet college reauirements
for those who desire to continue their studies in
institutions of

hic~er

learning . and give those who do

not information which they cc:'.n use in home makiu,...,.
Vocational agric'-lt:-.re courses B.re planned to aid
those ',"ho wish to

)!1~'.<e

farmin r , a career _ e i t;ler upoh

graduation fODm hifh school or agricult",.ral college.
It covers the basic ;i.elds of agricultural

trainir~.

The general curriculum is not intended to meet the
re quiY'!~rents for e.
learninc.

t.C8.ilCe

to an:;

hj!~jer

L1S ti tuti on

of

It is eEgecially designed for those who de

sire from the high schbol,'·-.c,inly, a course that v-Jill
prov·:.de them with

'eneral iI.,;:'orma tion.

CHAP'rER VI I

ATHLETICS
Football
~he

not

athletic records of

complete~and

GreensburgHi~h

School are

if omissions are made in this report l it

is because the material was lacking for 0he necessary
information.

BeDore 1924 no school

records were kept

of athletic contests and before 1921 very little can be
found in the nel,'I!spapers relat:.r.£,: to the athletic vic
tories and defeats.

Athletic contests had not reached

their present day importance as far as the cownunity and
school were concerned. as shown by the lack of newspape!,
comment.
Football had its start in

1893 and rema.ined until 1903.

Greensbur~ ~i[h

School in

It was revived i',,:"in in

1947 through the efforts of Lir. Tom D01tmey ;'.nd a football
conscious community.

At the time of its revival H. G.
wrote in the

Stuhrenberg of the

Gre~nsburg

colunm !!The Twirr,s

from the To'V'rer Treen which is edited

by Murray L. Gordon the following discussion:

57

f;Te'~ will be stirred tonight 1N'hen Coach ','om
Dmmey's charges carry the blue and T,:Jhite standc.rd
of Greensburg High §chool onto the gridiron apainst
University high school of Bilioomington to mark the
return of football to the school! s athletic prO,QT2i1.

57.

liThe 1.. .w ies from the TOI,rer
Tree".
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For among those l."Jho will be se~ted in the
bleachers are many vrho carrj_ed those colors in other
years. Every thudded Dunt 'will be an echo of boots
made with Charley Dalmbert t s ball; every play "t!.;ill
recall the quarterbacking of such former year lum
inaries as Da Batterton and Gale Pohlman; every
forward pas~ "",rill bring reminiscences of those
game5 at the turn of the century when forward pass
ing waS' an un](T'LOI'minnovation to the game and a
team was given three downs to make five yards; and
the lighted field,~esignated officials and splendid
ly-equioped team will be a mau~ked co~trast to those
squads who furnished their m,m gear and scrambled
about on the team-constructed field a.t the old fair
gr ounds - TlO\>J' the site of the Indiana Odd FellOl!"fs'
ome •
lJ

RGANlZED BY HUNTER

Cort Hunter, who later was captain of the
freshman squad a.t Indiana University, was one of the
motivating forces behind the first football squad
here in the fall of 1893.
Allan Clark, edi'tor
newspaper, who had pl~_yed collep'e foot
"s coach of the squad. Many are th
~mong the ont-standing feats of this team tnelr rec
rd against Shelbyville which they rna
erfect. And this l,'faS despite the fact that in one
'~t - so the oldtimers recall - the 3helby crew
brought down a team literally sprinkled with "ring
ers" to inslITe a victory.
Included on the roster of this squad \;'"ere lV'lT'.
Hunter at. fullback; Bernard Gallaeher, center; Herb
een, guard; Orville Skeen, guard; George House,
tackle; Ernest Lemmon, tackle; Fred L. Thomas, end;
Bert Morgan, end; Odle Pohlman, ~uarterback; Harry
Sa.ndusky, half-ba.ck; and Frank Bell, half-back.

1887-1889 SEASONS
.'·ootball continued in the high school pro~ro.r:
and during the seasons of 1897, 18981 and 1899,
teams T'ere fielded \'illich included such players as
Carl Patton, Berd Davidson, ~reeman Mowrer, and
Latta Porter, ends; Add Magee, Cliff Meek and
Frank Henry, tackles; Revel Nani.ster, Walter Crisler
nd Raymong Pleak, guards; Cord Turner, center;
Hershel Sm.i18 Y t "hll Lanham, Charles Dalmbert, Bill
Davis (colored), Harry Braden and Orville Skeen,
backs; and Harry Batterton and Neil McGuire.
laying in the falls of 1902 and 1903 was a
team which broke about even with teams from Col
us ,Rushville , and Shelbyville, according to Herbert
Hunter, who played £ullback and tackle on the squad.
Other members of this squad were Clyde Willard, full
back; Ike Isgrigg, halfback; Da Batterton, fullback:
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and l1uarterba ck; Lou.is Stout, ce.nter; l/Hlliam
Orville Thomasn, end; George Parrish, e.nd; ~all
iam (Picky) Hood, (colored), halfback; Robert
(Bricks) McKay, guard; and Ghatles Dalmbert,
tackle.
Yes, it will be a different year and a
different team and a different game tonight, but
who doubts that this popular renewal of football
will provoke memories of yesteryears.
According to the Greensburg Standard, ohe 1903
team was light but gave promise of being fast.

The

uniforms of this team 1,'Jere m<1de by the mothers of the
boys who were playing.

One of the number lJIlas thA ovmer

of a football w;' ich Tr:.'.s used.

l,pte r

in the season the

merchants were solicited and contributed enough to pur
chase some needed equipment.

Because the game

H::~S

con

sidered very rough and because another sport, basket
ball, began in 1903, football was

discont~nued

at the

end of that season.
At the time of the revival of football in 1947,
Jack Spenser

\'laS

football SQuad.

elEplcyed to assist Mr. Downey with the
Mr. Spencer, who had

ch~~rge

of the line,

and Mr. Downey, who had charge of the backfield, started
teaching the boys the fundamentals of the
August.

:~ne

early in

The boys progressed rapidly as shown by the

record of three wins, two losses and one tie.

Ihe sched

ule and results were as follows:
Greensburg
Greensburg
Greensburg
Greensburg
Greensburr
Greensburg

12
18

o

7
7
6

University High, Bloomington 25
lJIartinsville
12
Aurora
o
Greenfield
o
i',.art ins ville
o
Aurora
13
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'rile 1947 home games It,!ere plElyed on the Coltunbus
and Rushville fields as Greensburg had no football
stadium al thou~h one

V,'::l

s in the process of construc

tion.
Football had been planted well in the hearts of
the Greensburn: boys as shovm by the 1948 results.

With

only one year behind them the boys finished the season
",ith six tJictories and

tl'lO

defeats l,lfhich gave the school

a third place rating in the strong South Central Confer
ence.

Greensburg scored 147 points as compared to 91

by her opponents.
squ~d

Two of the 1940
Conf(~rence eleven.

were placed on the All

L;harles Smith was chosen as an All-

Conference a.uard and John Bill fJi:oe11er
choice of all

~.C.C.

half-back position.

\'laS

the unanimous

coaches for the All-Conference
Moeller scored eighty-four points

of the tei'm's hundred forty-seven.

F'rank i'f1B.nus received

honorable mention in a guard position.
The team built up some impressive victories b¥t
lost one game by a point after touchdovm and another by
."1e results were as follows:

seven pointE" that year.
Greensburg
Greensburg
Greensburg
Greensburg
Greensburg
Greensburg
Greensburg
Greensburg

12
13
6
12
26
19

25

34

Coltunbus
Shelbyville
Univeristy H'g
Rushville
Franklin
Martinsville
Greenfield
J\l orth Vernon

13
12
0

19
12
7
9
19

11.3

FlrSL row: Budd~' Lawrence, Nell O'Erien, John Vander!:"lr, Jim Burkert, RObert Rieke, Jack WllJiams, Louis Wen
nIng, Ora Bowers, Jim Phllllps, Marvln Hltehcock, Herschel Colson
Second row: Lewis Cruser, Dale Hurst. William Baumgnrtner, Ronald Eckel, Jim VanderllUr. Charles Smith, John
Moeller, Muck Fultz, Rolland Barron, Gene Best, Dale Mount, Gilbert Ha.rmon.
Third row: Wayne Gordon. Don Maudlin, John WestinghoUSe. Gene PatLerson. Conrad Kress, Carl Wenning, James
Abbott, Bill Abbott, Robert Platt, Weldon Stephens, James Madln, Howard McGuire.
Fourth row: Eddle LitLle, Dale Heger, Richard G"rdner, Carl Kiene, Earl Borden, Jerry Westhafer, Will1a.m Wooden,
Frank Manu". Carl Overpeck. Dee Borden, Tom Downey. J. C, Spencer.

00

lll"

Since the playing field liaS not completed, the
home games of the 1948 season
Columbus field.

we~e

all played on the

The home field will be ready for the

1949 season.
Basketball
Basketball came into the schools in 1903.

Little

is ImO\!lTn about these early games or teams before 1921.
It 'is knovm that the first indoor .8;e.mes were played on
the third floor of the old t1lest School Build.ing i'lihich
is now used as a museum or rather a collection center
for the Decatur County Historical Association.

The

floor h2s been conQ('mned and vis:i.tors are not C'.llovled
in that section of the school building.

In order to

play in this room the seats were pushed to one side or
out into the hallway until the game was over and then
the seaT,S and benches . . ..,rere replaced.

Later Alumni Hall

was used as an assembly for the high school students and
the old assembly used as a gymnasium.
-ith the

openin~

of the new high school building in

1914, the athletic contests 'i-Jere moverJ to the gymnas ium
in that structure and still later to the Cownunity
G}~asium

when it was comnleted in 1926.

In the gymnasi

um at the high school there were no seating facilities
and the spectator", stood around the edge of the floor
to watch the

~~Mes.

Later bleachers

~rere

placed around

the edge which resulted in a ['Teater cO:')J7lunity interest

11(-,

~lhen

in the llames.

the Community Gymnasium 1lTith its

twenty-five hundred seating capacity was opened,
basketball became the most important sport in the
school.
The 1921 basketball team played

t"'ilfO

games in the

sectional tournament whj.ch 1.oras made up of Decatur County
tec.::-ns.

"'he first "arne Greensburg beat Letts by a. score

of twenty to four.
defe.t.ted by

I~)

::',an(~nsky

participated in the

the second game Greensburlr l'ms

24 to 12.

In tha.t year Greensbure;

;ri-Sta.te Tournament at Cincinnati.

,he defeated';ighland,

i~f'mtucky,

in the first l2:ame

twenty-two to six but was defeated by Athens, Ohio, in
the second game seventeen to seven.

Hr. Jerman, the

superintendent, and llr. Kennick ""ere the coac;les of
these early teams.
the 1922 team did not have a very successful

ye~r.

During tha.l, season the school lost eL-ht.een out of the
twenty-four games played.

'I.he sectional was held at

Rushville where Greensburg lost.
The team showed some

im~rove~ent

in the 1922-23

season ':n8n it "ron tl':elve ganes and lost nine.

The

team scored 536 points to 4a2 for its opponents.

.rr.

J. C. Hendricks was the coach for the local team.
,-,·tanley
and athletic

l

•

Strohl

~irector

be~-?n

his first year as coach

of the local

te~n

in the fall of
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1923.

,[e had :ttellded franklin College 1.'crhere he "Tas a

student of

~Grizn

t\'fel ve <:md lost

We3ner.

During the se&son the team von

games.

ejn~ht

'1he sectional ,vas held r.t

:3helbyville Hhere ., orec:,sburg ',on ":er

Vla~:r

to the f:iJ'ctls

when 8he was defeated by ;hclbyville 33 to 32.
',:ith :'i[h hopes the

1925-26 season.

reensbur("

out the hopes

'00'7S

enteC'ed the

l"re re c1.:.shed

ltTLX l:.he

team winning only four games during the year.
sectional

North

V~rnon

Tn

defeated Greensburg twenty-

nine to ,twenty-three after Greensburg had gotten by

~t.

Paul 3 4 "c p 13.
The 1926-27 season vias
wij',ning eleven and losin

ine of their

mes.

or the

Tl,ron the sectional which was held

first tim
on her m-;n floor.

"

ch better with the team

In the Columbus regional Greensburg

beat bates'Vlille thirty-eir:ht to twenty in the first
game but lost to Waldron in the second

e twenty-

five to thirty-four.

in 1927-28

The school returned to its
vJith

lost

but six wins out of
1:'

t~oJ'enty

games olayed.

She al:;:o

first f1'ame in the sectional.

Frank Pruitt came to Greensburg in 1928 fo taKe over
the team.

fhe regular season's results were not too

gTa~ifying ~s

thev won eight ana lost twelve.

burg took Dart in the

~iXUl

(1reen·'"'

Di2trict tournament for the
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first time and

\qas

defeated by Donnersvi11e 2[1 to 17,
ning

the sectional Greensburg came th.rough b
r

"'ames by a

"Jr

e of

th~

row rnarvi

Pira.tes

s.

ree of

I

•

e loccllteam

regional Coluobus defeated

43 to 27.

In

atthe name of

s seaso

s selected as the name for all Greensb

H.

Varsity squads.
The 1930 season was better with the team

even in the ree;ular .e';Ulles.
was defeated by Rushville

breakin~

In the Sixth District she
~3

to 22.

i~are

nas little

difficulty in the sect:i.onal but Greensburg, met Franklin
n ner first regional

rr

~ame

1930-31 season was

and

lf$S

800V

,·tins a.nd 5 losse s in the

defeated 30 to 16.

.h

yr.

schedule.

with 14
The tea.m. v.,ron

the sectional and defeated Vevay and Columbus in the
their way for the first time to the

resrione-l to
final sixteen

0.

the 5tate.

In their first Eame at

-·utler Field House thePir.r tes lost to Wiley of Terre
eute 31 to 18.

The members of this 'team were Dal

,illiland, Robert Oliger, Fred Earhart, Paul SmitL,

Richard Hall, James Carney,
and

~rnest

~au

river, Emmert Oliger,

Wallace.

The PirAte basketball tee

1931-32 schedule.

ad a very successful

The team was small but were fighters

d usually cQrne through "Ti th a victory.
ular season the team 'vwn t1'lel ve

In the ir reg

d lost eieht games.
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They

TtlOn

the fotl.r games of

competition.

tI:1.8

sectional over strong

They d.efeated. Scottsburg t:m.rty Co twenty

nine in an overtime ga.me in the r,egionc:,l b1.1t were d.efeated
by Columbus t"llven ty-four to ni.neteen in the fin21s.
The f'ollowing
tl,Helve during the

ear the t e

t and lost

VIon e i

eguls,r season but

,,'as

the sectional with only one difficult

')1'8 to win

~ame w~

ieh wa

won by a score of 21 to 18 over North Vernon.
beat the Pirates in the regional 26 to

Franklin

2~.

Again the 1933-34 season was a poor one for the
Pirates as they were able to ''''in but six gAmes.

After

Greensburg had defeated New Point and St. Paul in the
sectional, they in turn were defeated by NRrth vernon
with a score of 25 to 21.
The followinE season found the record of the Pirates
even worse than the year before with but five wins for
them.

In the sectional Greensburg was

a~ain

defeated

by North Vernon. -.
A neli" coach anl.Jeared in the 1935-36 school ve::-.,L.

H. H. NeWf4ent was described as a calm, jolly, and tact
ful coach - a good loser, and a gracious winner.

For

the season the team won eleven and lost nine games.
Greensburg won the sectional without much trouble and
defeated Eeilitrat of Madison in the first game of the
regional

but lost to Franklin in the final game 34-23.
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'The 1936-37 team
as a dark horse for

given se·rious consideration

V'l2.S

title.

the~tate

high ratinE by Bob Stranahan,
Indianapolis Star.

It wa,

5port~,

iven a

E'.crj_be of the

The Pirates "Tere vi ctors

u~~r

Rich

m.ond, Greencastle, Newcastle, and Connersville "t-rhich
were considered to be SO;18 of the stroD"8st te·'·l'1S in thp
state.

For the season the Pirates

h~d

fifteen wins and

five losses, t\,;ro each to Columbus a.nd Norti1 ':T2rnon and
one to Franklin.

The:,T l.'p-:re victorious in the; sectional

and then WE. t on to aven

~e

three of the season's losses

by capturing the regional over Franklin and. Col11.P1ous.
In the semi-final game 'L i,e Pirates were d.efea ted by
North Vernon

thirty-ei~'ht

to seventeen.

In the 1937-38 year the l)irates proved to be a
strong team and were &o],e to compile a record of sixteen
'wins with only four losses.

After completing the fine

season, the Pirates advanced throuvh the sectional and
on to the regional where they "",e;.'e eliminated by Colul11bus
who went to the state finals.

"'lis was the first season

for Greensburg to be a member of the South Central Con
ference.

Her record placed her in second place in the

cOEL eTence paGe.
'.ollo"J~

The team was weakened by graduation for the
ing sesson.

The record for 1938-39 r.;:owed ten 'i:::i.ns and

ten losses and the cellar position in the
Conference.

In the sectional the

Vernon Lorty to twenty-nine.

~irates

!~outh

Central

lost to

~orth
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\'7i th but three v.ictories during the yeCl,t'

1939-40

the season was aRain a poor one for the Pirates' record.
It also found Ross Horsett taking over in the middle of
the season as coach.
uart of the season

Th~

team improved during the latter

but lost to North Vernon in the sec

tional in a hard fO\Htht
battle 32-20.
,-.

The Pirates finish

ed at the bottom of conference play.
The yec"'r 1940-41 saw a new coach,l'frr. Tom Dm,mey J take
command of the squad.

The team was ei"hth in conference

y with a two won and ei.ht lost record.
up to tourn2ment time their record was
and eleven oefeats.

For all gameS

ei~ht

victories

In the sectional the Pirates lost

the final ?ame to St. F'uul 33 to 24.
The Pirates improved in 1941-42 and finished fourth
in conference.

They opened the season by losin8 the

firs t five ;'"C'.mes.
was eliminated.

:.'hen the 1,'Jar came on and prac tice
The team won seven out of nine during

this period and finished the season with a fifty per
cent

averL~e.

Greensburg took the sectional with de

feats over Zenas, Sandcreek, Sandusky,

an~.orth

Vernon.

In the regional ¥Bdison defeated Greensburg 32-29.
The 1942-43 edition of Pirates had speed and snirit
but lacked he ight.

They ""on ten of the ej.o'h.teen .n:,'''.mes

played during the regular season.
ents

Four sectional oppon

were overcome by a total score of 218 to 101.

In

their regional Greensburg defeated Center Grove in the
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afternoon game but were OVGrcome by J;1a.dison in the niiZht
game.

Bill Cherry wes the outstanding rnan of the season

with 270 points to his credit.
In the beginl':!.irr:: the 1943 -44 s en.son looJ<ed bad.
armed

~o:i"ces

The

took Bill Cl,prry and Grover Lowe before the

season started.

Bill Theobald sustained a broken foot

in practice and L.ichard DeMoss. broke his knee-cap in the
Il.~artinsville

g:une.

The r€lt!ular season ended in an even

break with nine won and nine lost.

In a four-team

tournament at LavJrenceburg, Greensburg lost to Batesville
but beat

~,'lrora

in the ,consolation :";:"me.

In the sectional

the Pirates dOvmed Jackson, Sandusky, and North Vernon to
Wln

but lost to 'hiteland by one point in the Shelby

ville rer:ional.
In the 1944-45 season the Pirates again broke even
with a nine ';Ton <'.TId nime lost re cord.

A holiday tourn

a ment with 2fuel byville ,?,ushville , Connersville, and
Greensburg participating was won by Shelbyville.

Greens

burg lost to the Rushville Lions in the afternoon game.
The Pirates became sectional chanps for the fourth
straight year by defeating St. Paul in the finals but
were defeated in the

re~ional

by Hope.

They finished

in fourth place in the South Central Conference.
The team slipped during the following season and
won but five of the eiE:hteen Eames in re;'ular play.
The noliday tournA.ment was continued ann

~',i'"

s held ;,t
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-ushville with Greensburg winning the consolation fcme
against Rushville.

The Pirates advanced to the

fin~ls

in

the sectional where they were defee.ted by Sandcreek h3 to

40 in an overtime game.

Gre~lsburg

finished next to

the bottom in conference play.
The team of 1946-47 ltfaS a well balanced "l,e.J.Fi 1'Jhi ch
had both speed and height.

There were

-;~ive

lettermen, Neil Solgere, li;d Scheidler, John

returning
~~oeller,

Roger Welage, and John Hellmich, who formed the nucleus
of the team.

Alt,hough \ovith

an

~,l..--eir

hej=-ht (-!.nd speed

the team won but six of the t,enty games played clilring
the rep'ular sec-:.. ·on.
ment

·"el?G

lost.

30th games at the holiday tourna

At

sect~_onal

time the Pirates Hon from

St. Paul in t.1e first garm but lost to Clarksburg in the
second.

In .conference play the team

r~nked ~eventh.

The Pirates of 1947-48 surprised everyone as they
proved to be much .C:L,"('>onger than '.·"as expected.

They not

only returned the ,. , 2ctional crown to ."}reensbllrg

H~g

School after its absence of two years, but also tied
with three other teams for

~'ird ~lace

in the South

Central Conference.

In accomplishing these two fents,

the team compi} ed

over-all re cord of fon"tcen

and eleven losses.

?Y'

':'~ns

Their four \-von a,d i'our lost record

in conference was the

hi~hest

since 1944.

The team made

its best bid for t.he holidar tournament trophy as they
defeated Connersbille in the afternoon but fell before
Rushville bv a

tNO

point margin, 31-29, at night.

In
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the re£:ional

d an eRsy time wi

].~adison

in of

65 to 35.
The 1948-49 record was one of the best in the
history of the school.

For the first time the fir

ates won the South Central Conference championship with

D

seven wins and one loss.

the

r8~ular

season the

team won fourteen and lost four of their l!ames.
sectional
came

wa·~

won without

ch trouble but

·rne

irland

1n the regiona.l to del'eat Greensburg 52-46.

:'ou

In the sectional and

re~ional

Uohn Bill Moeller and

play two Pirate players,

Pratt were assigned to both

the all-sectional and all-regional teams.

The same two

boys were placed on the All-Conference five.
'(las also cho2en as a

membe~

!~loelLer

of the Indianapolis StarT s

basketball team vrhich plays a like Kentucky team in
June, 1949.

NOR SPORT
Baseball
Baseball :1as been a hit anrl miss sport in the his
tory of the school.

ihere always been a few individuals

·Yho have been interested in pleying
here have been periods 1;lhen no tee;.
ple for a few
was

2hm~

in the

Y~~iS
g~me

~he

game although

'" ~ nevc.u.ope.:-

nrior to 1923 little iPterest

but in the sprins of that year a

team was developed under the leadership of lvir. Jesse
Hendrj.cks.

For

The te 'm \'raf? ha!1dicapped by the lack of
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seasoned plaYers but "vas
six played.
retu

s out of the

Ie to 'lin two

The following ye 2,T with most of the boys
~tronger

team was develope

Baseball lpst out ag2in until the school vear of

1928-29 when another t

Ive e-ame

d.

l'lere scheduled for this sec1son with Greensburg \'linni.n
six of the
alter

K~rling

battery.

Garl Tichenor

tw~lve.

pitcher, with

RS

on the 'receiving end, comoosed the

The team did better the following year and

won nine of thirteen games played.
ifbe sprlllR of
two.

A

of 19;3.

5c~eiule

19~9

the Pirates won nine and lost

of seven Eames was 'pleved in the fall

Of thes

tes lost but one and

mes "(,he

that to Batesville.

The battery for all the

comDosed of Dow Layton and Dick Hall.
was

rnad.e

unique by the fact

tions every game.
tent catchers.

es

\\!aE"

'his combination

at they alternated posi

Both WEre s"(,eady pitchers and compe
aseball remained

Jrominent part of

the athletic program until the school year of 1938-39
when softball took it.
jaseball was,2ck

lace.
0:~in

by the 1946-47 school sea

son "hen the Fir".tes ,"!on five c,Dd lost eleven of the
e::c:',mes played.

During the sea5mh Greensburg

\-'Ton

two '::;outh

Central Conference games anrl. fini:::;hed :,p.venth in the
conference race.
In 1 ~!)~ season the boys

~."lnroved

before the end of

121')

the yeer but ::')}lOv.fed little interept in the r"ame.

?he

team won only three of the twelve games nlaved.
In 1949 the team was very successful with nine wins
in eleven games.

The Pirates ended the season in a tie

for first place with Shelbyville in the South Central
Conference.
The game has never been a financial snccess in the
school.
19~L9

'The attendance has ahm

een small, and up to

the ,[!'aJJ1es have been played at 'the North Ball Fark

where it was almost impossible to ch

a

ssion.

In

the spring of 1949 the games were played at Cardinal
Field l!Jhich has facilities for changing admission.
Track
Track like baseball ha.s had a hard life in the ?-Dort
activities of Greensburg High School.

Lack of an athletic

field, and, therefore, no place for trac :: facilities 11.as
Green~:JlTg

ah!C'c:Ts hindered the team.

For

team

That year.,) for the f.i.. rE:

v,i[Cr:

ve~C'r

successful.

t,hp. 1';?8-29
-

time

in history of the school.,)GreeY's0'Tg was rsnresented in
the 2tate Track !8et.

~illiam

Joseph Hazelrigg won the

right to go to the 2l;.':,te meet by placing second in the
half-!:ile run at

The following (U.otlJ.-i.,ion c-j.ves
5g
an idea of track at Greensburg High School:

5g.

Tovler Tree.:

~·'~,:,hville.

1949.

Pi' "'t IV.
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The G. H. S. tracY team, under the supervision
of J2ck Spencer, had a ~ore successful year than
usual as- they finished second in each of their three
scheduled meets. Although finishing last in the
South Central conference track meet at Rushville,
Coach Spencer said that he considered the season a
success/for all members of the squad ~ained valuable
experience which will tend to improve next year's
team. Considering the lack of facilities for track
and the sme.ll amount of enthusiasm displayed for the
sport, the hoys performed as well as can be expected~
The first meet saw Rushville Lions vlinning the
trian~ular affair with Batesville and Greensburg tied
for second 1,vith 17 points each. Columbus swamped
the Pirates in a dual meet at '.;olumbus, but the
local thinlies managed to capture second pla.ce in a
four-way meet at Batesville, involving Rising Sun,
who won the meet, and Lawrenceburg, besides the
host school.
Outstanding track athletes were Earl Borden and
John lloeller.
Golf and Tennis
Golf and tennis have been of very little iW.lJortance
as compE't,:5.\;ive sports in t,>e history of the school.
--either rTOUp

hD.S

had much coaching and has broH?;ht

but few wins to individu.als
school.

i"~ld

few laurals to the

Their import2.nce has been in the pleasure t'(l,at

has been derived from the sports by friendly competi
tion within the school itself.
Girls Athletics
The

~irls

in Greensburg

are required to take physical education
School.

Class competition ha5 led

to class basketball, volleyball, and softball teams.
Intra-mural contests among the classes constitutes the
bulk of the activity, although tbere is some inter
scholastic competition throUfh the Girls Athletic

12,g

Association "Dlay dr:7StT.

On Honor Dav the girls re

ceive awards based on their achievements.

Besides the

three major sports m8ntioned, the girls participate in
soccer; tumbling, track, tennis,

and(~ymnastics.

Greensburg }:igh School's athletic program has been
developed until every boy and girl can participate in
some sport if he or she desires.

The most

prO!~:i.)l0nt

of

all sports is basketball with football appe:- ring at the
~

time of \"1riting .J to become as popular.
are of minor importance.
teams of Greensburg

The other sports

Through the years the athletic

qi~h ~chool

have run from poor to

excellent in their showings in competition with other
high schools.

CHAPTER VIII

TIvrr

.JON

ROGRAM

Activities, social and scholastic,

h~ve

been very

much in evidence during the history of Greensburg High
School. Although the number of clubs, societies, and
various organizations has never been large, as shovm
in Table V, they have supplied a well rounded extracurricula program for all
;l.'able V

ShO"fS

s~udents.

that music clubs were not only the

first of the extra curricular activities orEanized in
the school but also the most freauent.

~ore

students

have participated in this form of activity than any
other.

With organized music being placed in the

school about 1879, the development of glee clubs,
choruses, orchestras, and

b~nds

has been a prominent

part of the work of the school
.~,ut

it

1T2S

not until the

earlyT19~OTs

school really became activity conscious.

that the

The Tower

Tree of 1924 comments in this manner:
Activities r social and scholattic were very
much in evidence during the past :Te'''',r. The
ber of clUbs, societie$, and various orga izations
in Creensburg High Schbol has never been large,
but the past year has seen much more social activ
ity than has ever before been evident.
:.i.ecords show that in
was ore:anized.

bCDtc'-~.ber,

1922, an orchestra

For several ye,',rs there had been no

1922-1928

1922-1937

1923-1926
1923-1927
1924-1949
1924-1949

1925-1949
1925-1949

Jolly Stitchers

G. H. S. Orchestra

Girl's Glee Club
Language Assoc ia tion
Sunshine Society
Annual

The Play Shop
Band

Allegro Club
Melody Girls
Boys' Chorus
Classical Club

1925-1928
1926-1937
1926-1949
1927-1928

1925-1933

1922-1949

Hi-Y Club

Club

1922-1949

Tree City Breeze

~uantum

j]"79-1949
1916-1949

Activity
Chorus
Agriculture Club

Date

Purpose
To develop voice.
To create and maintain interest in
activities related tin agriculture.
To serve as a news medium and to train
students in journalistic work.
To discuss problems of concern to boys
and to promote spiritual growth.
To promote the social life of its
members.
To furnish music and to promote school
spirit.
To furnish music and musical programs.
To learn to a pprecia te our own language.
To bring happiness to others.
To publish the work of the school and to
give practice in publication.
To develop appreciation of drama.
To create a love for music and to furnish
music for school and public.
To create a desire for the study of
science.
To promote music activities.
To enjoy vocal music.
To enjoy vocal music.
To further the study of the Romance
Languages.

Organizations and Clubs of Greensburg High School

TABLE V

I--'

o

\.U

1944-1949

1945-1949
1947-1949
1947-1949

Delta Sigma Delta

F. F. A.
F. B. L.A.

....

1943-1949

Tri Hi-Y

G-Club

1943-1949

1927-1949
1929-1949
1929-1949
1931-1938
1933-1949
1938-1949

Date

Twelve Little Maids

StuQent Council

G. A.A.

Activity
Home Economics Club
Boosters Club
Quill and Scroll
Deba ting Club

Continued

TABLE V'

promote a desire for better home making.
promote interest in school activities.
promote interest in journalism.
aid in pUblic speaking.
promote athletics for girls.
provide a means of association and
cooperation between students and faculty
on mutual problems.
To give girls of good voices a chance to
develop in vocal music.
To develop the moral and the spiritual in
high school girls.
To train in conducting public meetings and
to cultivate a more perfect manner of
effective public speaking.
To create interest in farming.
To ir.t~rest students in the business world.
To, improve the schola stic and mora 1 standards
Qf athletes.
~~~_

To
To
To
To
To
To

Purpose

I-'
'I-'

\,)J
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c Ibn "Ehe schooJ.,

i l"I.Clt
~

~._D

ltha Clerk'
oped.

~roup

tudents
us~c

a

lc, t
exnerience to

instruments and provided

'file orchestra remained a vital pRrt of t

orOErram

to the band.

tmtl.l .lY-·n

",hen emphasis was transi'erred

The band was organized in ·1925 l,lith

rry Robhins as the director.

The group c.lre",.r frow

vacancy created by Mr. liilson's retir

nt in the

spring of 1949 was filled by the appointment of
L.

de

for school functions which added to the school

spirit.
mus1.C

or of

It .c:ave uractic

g orche

e

t

Nil~.::

of llon

o

fo

~en

sville.
of llluEical activities include the

wU

J

rllhe old prO?TamS show that usually vocal music took,
up a part of the time as illustrated by the one on page
t.:

of this report.

One of the first girls

was oreanized in 1924.
loIelody Girls.

t

;g;lee clubs

It took the name in 1926 of the

It was very active as shown by the 1938

Tower Tree:
Terminating an active year, Mrs. Altha Clerkin
and .~he i\lelody Girls boast an unusually productive
song season •.•...• and blue choir robes.
Between concerts and public engagements, they
whirled p~dly through varied money-making campaigns
to finance the distinctive uniforms and in January
they took the (·reensburg High School "best dressed
organization" title.
The Spring rtecital brought ~ublic applause for
their appearance. Here is a group practical as well
as artistic.
In 19LyO a mixed chorus \;::l.S orP"PY'iized unn p r the
tion of "TS. Clerkin.

dir~c·

This organization hr'.s continued

throu,['"h the school year of 1948-49.

It has been in re

cent years under the direc·tion of Don Wilson who has been
trying to coordinate the work of t:.e music deuRrtment.
the most recent of the l';usic

orr~:.~nizations

high school is the 'I'vlelve Little IVlaids '·;'''.ich

',T 0.3

of the
orp;an

ized in the fall of 1943 by'.• C. Shaul, the music
director at that time.
all the chorus groups
~his

They became the best
?>~~

1,-;ell as the

uP 5

t

::~Y1own

vOC::.l ists

of
•

is one group that has placed first consistently in

local,

sta~e,

and district ncets.

1'here has been but one music club organized for the
sole purpose of studying the subject

(1S

an a.rt.

'['he
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Allegro Club was organized in 1925 by a group of students
and teachers interested in musical activities.

It had a

,"'c;mbership of more than fifty members in 1928.

It 'was

open to a.nyone in the high school who desired to join.
One meetiup.: each year was open to the public.

At these

onenine: meetings the club sponsored some program that
'~ould

be of

in~erest

to music lovers.

At their regular

meetings the club studied the mllsic of various nation
alties and tvpes.
J)omestic science was

est~blished

1909 and with the found im·- of the

~

in the schools in

:owrey Wwar6 s in 1914,

as discussed in Chapter L'{ of tt,:i.: studY,domestic science
took on new importance.

The sirls that were entered in

these classes carried on several outside activities as a

class and not as a club.

'Il,'To of t,he:'le events were the

dinners for the basket-ball team and the Hi-Y I-lother and
Son banquet.

In 1927 th'e lTunior ,orne Economics Club was

or2anized and 2.ccepted. by the

~enior

HOlne Economics Club

of the Gr<;ensbun;: Department Club as a :iunior member.

he

~lrrpose

better

of this new club was to give the girls a

understar.din~

styles.of dress.

of home

and the correct

managen~nt

Monthly meetings are held

thro~out

the vear under the sponsorship of the head of the home
economics department.

~acn ·~ar

for the women members of tb . . .
how in the

sprin~

for

girls'

the club gives a party
d

er.., •

ee

style
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ricnlture

c

Thi

ed in 1916.

esta

depal't~me

Various outside activities RO hand in hand

with the class work and

om

e very beginning corn,

pig, potato, and pOli}try clubs were formed.
and the students have

been interested in stoc'

al~

the

jUCLg

e school

have taken part in county,

district, and state meets with great

success~

In 1939,

ert Nl:oeller, the president of the club, browrht
f8me to the club and to
judginG competition.

elf for his excellence in

Moeller was awarded an all-expense

two veek trip for himself and lu'.ir. Coats, his agriculture
teacher, to the Dairy
in San

ShOlll

at the Golden Ge-te Exposition

~r~nc~$co.

In 1945

boys of

riculture deDartment or

ganized a chaDter of Future Farmers of America with Fred
o~ri~&IDier

1947~48,

as its

esident.

s

__r

In the school

the club was host to a district III F.

F~

A.

meeting at ,,,hich Robert l,'filli

a Greensburg memtier,

won the

Five of the members

blic

spe~king

attended the state

co~v

contest.

ion at Purdue 1.·rhere t;',Tilliams

was elected district director and was also awarded the
Hoosier Farm Degree because of his outstanding
shin ability and co-operation . in his

01~

le~der

club and in

district affairs.
In 192?
or~anized.

g'irls T club ca1.1ed the Jolly .';tichers
It was

'!P.S

important factor in the social life

13(1

of Greensburg High School for a few years.
vras entirely social as

~hmm by

Its ptrrpose

its numerous dinners,

teas, bridge parties, dances, theatre parties, ha .....1.." '...
fries, and other entertainments given.

There is no

ntion of the club in any school records 2fter 1924.
A school paper was inaugurated on October 2, 1922.
The first year of the bi-weekly publication was very
successful and encouraged the school -t.o publish a big2:er
and bet t.er paper the follo'Vling yea.r.

A contest

I'JaS

held

to find a name for the paper, and Georg,e Forster, of the
class of 1924, won a year's stloscriDtion bv his
tion of the name The Tree
·:uch of the

eEl

rly

f3UC

~-~J

su~~es

-~~~-

cess of the paper r:oes to Dan

A. Edkins who was editor-in-chief during the first two
years.

f<lemoership \'Jas held in the' Ce:ntra1 8inters cho18.s

tic Press Uosociation, later knolJm as the
l<~

Scho

""tic Press Association, and the Indiana High School

Pre ss

Assoc~. ?t,ion.

In 1927 the

~()er

was

place in the state in a contest sp0:'"l0ored
~

~.,,"::~jional

igh School Press Association.

~ble

mention in a similar

In

conte~t.

19?~

G.~·T8rded
~')"~T

first·

th3 Indiana

it gained honor

~n 192~,

also, the

paper was av:,rded an Al1-AmericE,n rating by the National
Scholastic Press Associetion in the All-American Critical
Cicrvice

1it~~.. ch

is the highest rating given

I)y

that

orr~2.ni

zation.
The first se"IP,.ster of 1945

Th~

Breeze VTa.s a war
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casualty due to lack of

~anpower

in the 10CRl printing

shop, but ir the last semester of th2t ye2r the paper
was revived.
hroue:h the years the paper has had four main pur

poses for its publication.

First, it has endeavored to

further school interests; second, it has been used to
publicize school clubs and other school organizations;
third, it has furnished a school record of school activi
ties for future classes, and fourth, it has provided
students \'lith some pnactical experieLce j_n journalism.
The Greensburg Hi-Y Club was organized by

i'·jr.

A. F.

Mills, secretary of the Greensburg Y. M. C. A. on Sep-
tftmber 1, 1922.

The club, vmen organized, consisted of

seven charter members but by the end of the first year
had grown to forty mern.1)ers

'.·rho·',~.d

and had been regularly initiated.
ed

to belong to the Y.

to be at least a

l~.

sq~homore

ood moral character.

been chosen by vote
Each member was reaUlr.

C. A., to be a church attendant,;
in

hj~h

school, and to have a

At the meetings of the club, dis

cussions were held upon problems that concern boys in
general and were led by a local pastor or the sponsor of
the club.

The organization took an

acti~e

part in

shurch activities and endt:=>vored to better the social
life of the comnunity.
In 1923 a gospel team was organized and did some
valuable

~ork.

Other social services of the club in

138

clude the .e::et-to-gether feeds, r.lother- and-Son and Fa therand-Son banquets, and the Hi-Y Best Girl b4nquet.

The

club also does charitable work from time to time.
The Hi-Y has r-:1V'JrlyS planned its progrrun to cul ti vate
body, mind, and spirit.

From the Tower Tree published in

1941, the following statement is tcken:
;~eeting each Wed :8sday night, sponsoring occasion,
al parties, and suppers, speaking before church
groups, and attending conferences have composed Hi
Y's program of cultivating bod v , mind, and spirit.
Ihat more does a life need tha~l these? A body,
strong, stalwart and ro::mst; ;;; miDd, keen and lmder
standing; a spirit, true and unfaltering •• ..•.••.•••
•............ The Hi-Y ideal - "To creClte and extend
throughout the school and community hir~her 13 tL'.:'dards
of 'Christian ch8.racter"- reminds Hi-Y boys that
they are one of the foundation-stones of America 
that Christianity and democracy are closely inter
related - that if one falls the ot>er is doomed.

·In 1943 a sister orrrQnization to the Hi-Y was founded
knovm as the Tri-Hi-Y and COT:1-:Josed of t'·'Tent y :drls

'\IoTho

banded to[ether and f'Jdopte- purposes and pledges com
parable to those practiced by the Hi-Y Cl
project was carried out each year.

49 club prepared

f

For e

Some worthy

•

ple the 1948

packages to be sent to Germany and

collected school supplies which were sent to a school
there.
The desire for oreanization
the founding of the Greellsburg
Association.

It "las

orf,~nized

membership of t'."!enty-nine.

~ontinued

in 1923 with
Language

in October ,..:·ith an initial

The PTOUp included

studer~ts

from the En,r::r;lish , French, ';Danish ,".nd Latin de:02rtment,s
'who eWleavored through their prop-rams to stimula.te inter
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est in lanr:::ua2:es other than our o\,m.
In 1927 the L

e Club was succeeded by a new

organization called the Classical Club whose membership
was made up of forty foreir;n language students interested
in studying the civilization and history which
of Latin and the Romance Languages.

I;'.\!

back

Little interest

was shown in the club in 1928, and at the close of that
school year it was disbanded.
The High School Annual, The Tower Tree, c.nnecTed in

1924.

It v,res prepared by the ser'ldlor class w1der the

sponsorship of lI!r. Billings, the principal.
volume

1:'l8.S

dedicated to

~.r.·lillings~

r~td.s

first

59

illings, PrLDcipal of
Greensburg High School the class of N~ineteen
T'W!1ety-Fpur respectfully dedicates this initial
volume of The fov·rer Tree ••.••••••••••••.••• by
his constant exa.mple, he has set for 1.1S a standard,
a goal, to which all ltrho aim may work on, se cure
in the belief that by their efforts success will
await them.
'·'he name, The Tower

chosen by the editor

Tre~, v-TaS

and his assistants as a distinctive title for the annual
bec2use of Greensburg's famous tree on the court house
tower.
Dan. A. Edkins was selected;
first annual a.'1d

VIas

6

the editor of this

to be assisted by

.)[>:,:,C't

L01'jse Dille

and Adaline Deiwert, associate editors, and a staff of
denartmenteditors and reporters.

59.

'l'he Tmmr Tree: 1924. p. 2.

Edkins was recognized
- - - - - - - _..• _-

IhO
as a cc..·.oable

',TO

60'

un ('; man of UD'll.su::'.l ,:.bilitv who had "'TOn
~



En;l:lish contest prizes in "lis freshman,

the i:owrey

sophomore, and junior years.
The 1924 Tower Tree served as a model for future
annual publications.

It

~ave

informF.tion about the

teachers of the school, the school board, supepinten
dent, and the principal.
turp-s of the

me~.bers

It contained individual pic

of the senior class with a list

of the activities in which

e~cb

participated.

Group

pictures of tJ,.() othp.r classes \'lere shown as \'1ell a ~
the pictures of the members of the various clubs and
other organizRtions.
extr~-curricular

It presented a history of the

activity program up to and including

the year 1924.
To be helpful and kind to others was the objective
of a club started in 1924 called the S

-ine Society.

15 club was introduced into Greensburg from

ville.

l~rtins-

It did. not become a forceful organization until

1926-27 ,,;hen the c·lub
proP.'ram set up.
a custom of

vIaS

reorganized and an i;;ltere sting

The Sunshi.ne Society Uirls have formed

~iving

a Christmas orrty for t

unfortuna.te

children of the community vlhich is C'.lw8.ys enjnyed by a
number of them.

The girls also spread cheer by sen

bas1:ets of food to the poor and needy at Thanks£ivincr
net ca
60.

of svrnpathv to the s

-ins.

l'lowrey A"mrds as discussed in

and A1,·:ards.

The club also

anter

, Honors
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sponsors social gatherinEs for

t

elves and others.

The Quantum Club was organized in 1925 for the pur
ose of jmcreasing interest in science.

Its members

ere from the chemistry and physics classes,
sponsors were the science

te~chers.

, its

TIle bi-weekly rneet

ings were held in the physics classroom, and the

pro~rams

consisted of scientific demonstrations, d.isc1tssion,s and
eXplanations of scientific prirciples, and bio;:;raphies
of important

scie~tists.

3ach member was reauired to

e Dart in at ler'tst one meeting a year. The science

students in

t~his

way were .e:iven

opportunity to ga

a greater knowledge of applied science than \vould have
been possible, otherHise.
number of years but

Ie club orospered for a

because of a lack of interest in

this typ€ of club, it was not reorganized in the fall of

1933.
''-'he Play Sijop grew out of a desire by a

~roup

of

young people in 1925 to develop their talents and to
broaden their appreciation in the field of dramatic art.
'rhe 192

OloTer Tree gives the follov.ring discussion
-61
regarding the activities of this group:
The Play Shop made another stride in the march
of its development during the 192$-29 season. On
December 20, these one-act plays were p\.blicly pre
sented; 'T\';rllis·tle, 11 a modern burlesc:ue '..:ritten like
an old English rnumming; "He Said and She Saidl!, a
clever gossip farce; and "Santa Claus", a serious
Christmas play.

61.

Tower Tree: 1929. p. 28.

14,.2
he first puppets to .!l}'>pear in Greensburg\\fere
those of 'n Sleepin[ Beatll.Y, rt which l'Jere ID2.de, dre'3sed,
and operated by students •.......•...•

... ..i'ionthly
..... . . .program
...
meetings

held at the nembers'
homes furnisbed profitable experience and entertain
ment. At the last meeting of the year will be
announced the names of those meriting Thespis J.U~Der
ship. This signal recognition will be a~arded only
to those Play Shop members who have received a r~ouir
ed nwnber of credits given for participat~_on in plays
and club programs, for making; costumes, paintin
scenery, and serving; as property managers. This hon
orary distinction for seniors is much coveted, and
everyone strives to earn it.
The. Booster Club is the largest of the Greensburg
High School or(Tc?nizations.

It was oreanized at the be

ginning of the 1929-30 basketball season by a group of
~riate

Boosters with Al Stier as president and Miss

Helen Hopkins as sponsor.

Its purpose was to encourage

school spirit dnd good sportsmanship in the student body.
During the war the organization lapsed but vms re
vived in the school year of 19/.:.. 5-46 with Miss Geneva
Risk as the sponsor.

The main purpose of this reorgan

ized club was to organize the high school students into
a single yelling section at the basketball
each Fridc:n

. ht basketball

dance at the Armory, selling
defray expenses.

~aille,

~ames.

After

the club sponsors a

nawiches and cold drinks to

The group is so large that the business

has to be carried on by representatives, one fnom each

home room, formed into a council.
The Quill c.nd Scroll was organized in Greensbl.U'g in

1929.

It is journalistic in nature and the only national

43
honorary society in the school.

One re2son for its pop

ularity is its high standards for admission.
must h2ve had two years of outstandi
school paper or the annual; have a

ork on either the

nett

average on his

class work; be an upper classman; and have
his

mffi

A student

niece of

creative ",-fork approved by the society.

Recorn

mendations are made by the faculty advisor o.nd bo be a
member of this group is considered a

~reat

honor bv the

stUdents.
Debating work was established in the school in 1931.
This was the only group in the school where the students
~i'!ere

t2_ught to argue.

The team ,-ras a member of 'the Ind

iana High School Deb2ting League and took part in its
annual tournaments.
The Girls' Athletic Association v·ras organized in 1933
and not only sponsors athletic contests among themselves
and with other schools but also carries out a social pro
gram as well.

It has been a tradition that the G. A. A.

sponsor a Pirate Dance l,1ith work and. arrangements to be
done by the girl initiates.

The girls select a Pirate

King from the boys who are able to
rrirls receive
for their

~n'rards

and varsity

accompli~hments

ualify.
1"bb ons

during the

the G.

n.

on H
. onor Day12

ve~r.

These honors

are determined by points built up by participating in

62.

Honor Day at hiph school is held durinr th~ final
month of school and at that time the winners of the
various honors and awards are nar~d.

•
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orts and activities.

school

Student Council

1,-la.S

orl!anized. in 1938 and has Dean

quite active since its found"

The council is formed

by representatives from each of the home rooms.

The

constitution explG.ins the organization and its ;)urpose:
C

leN O.L

If

63

iiqT COUNCIL OF' GR.1mN'SBURG
IGH SCHOOL

Preamble
the students of Greensburg Hi.gh School, in
order to provide a medium of association and coopera~
tion with the principal and the faculty on matters of
school importance, encourage and promote a better
school spirit, create respect and ambition for a
higher schol::tstic attainment and promote the General
welfare of this High School, do ordain and es£ablish
this Constitution of Greensburg High School.
Article I
The name of this organization shall be the
.:Jtudnnt Council of Greensburg Senior !-ligh ~)chool.
Article II
Student Council members shall be chosen from
each home room by mei3.l1S of election. 1'11io5 repre
sentative shall be chosen for his or her ability,
leadershj.p, fa,irness, and such other quali tiesa.s
'will in the future make the good American citizen.
",8,

~rticle

III

The election of officers of the Student Council
shall be conducted by placing all the eligible
embers' names on a board tchart). The officers
must be .Juniors or Seniors and are au·tomatically
nominated. Election shall be by s~cret ballot.
~~e electj.on of the PresideJnt sha,ll be held the first
:'londay in I'lay, thus making the President independent
of all home rooms. Election of the other ~tudent
Council officers shall be held at the organization
meeting of the new Louncil.
Section I. All officers shall be elected for
one year and sQall "101d thpir Dositions until the
neVf election is held the first _~onday of the second
month of the next s chool ·~lear.
Article rv
The Execlltive connnittee shall consist of the
:'resi.dent, Vice-Fl~esident, Secretary, and 'rreasl1rer,
or, in an emergency, it may consist of the President

63.

and Book:

1945.

pp. 26 and 27 e'.nd 28 and

146

only.
Article V
of the Student Council sha.ll be eld
every 110nday during the school year at ~~ ho
decid
ed upon by t. e C01.U1cil.
Sec. I. ~pecial meeting:s mav be called v the
-'re sident.
Sec. II. Tne
Committee
all consi.st
of all memb~rs of ~
IIeetin

To amend the
of Greensbur
be reouired
ment must be
after first
if passed it J
li'acul ty of the

f~

1

AIJ_ mone.
jects shall be
convocations fo
c onvo cat j_or.s
Council.

cil by various pro
rovide education_~l
udcnt hody. Such
y the ,tudent

d
e

r'

i

ent Cou. cil, a pupi~
not lower than C in all
be dis
t

be:
rnanshi
for
t-

e Gaunci
To
by

v

the

c;

e

-LAl'm
.L.

'-,
r

---e':1di
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By-La\'rs.
Sec. III. A
,jority of the members of the
or~aniz3tion shall constit:.lte a (l'.1Orum.
rrhe Delta

Delta was an

::iJ. L >

or~anization

students that vlere te.kine or had taken sDeech.

of

It start

ed in 194.h p,nd sponsored the public snealcing CO.:1tests.

e G.

Club is a

"comer to the school.

It ue.s

initiated in 194.6 by l'1r. Tom DO\;rney, the coach.
membership is limited to Greensbur
men who nave

igh School letter-

ed scholastic and moral stand'

set un by the
nother

The club's

s

organiz~tion.

or~anization

instituted in 1946 was the

ruture Business Leaders of America under the sponsorship
of H.

herfey.

nharles Rood, Jr.,
elected

sta~e

t~e

During

1947-4~,

member of the Gree

~

president &nd

member, state secretary.
Lowe of Greensburg

school year of

l\TaB

Harily~

club.... 'llfas

Gill, another local

To add to .these honors, John

elected state president for

19h8-49.
reenSbUrg
of

Qctivi~ies

~igh

School recognizes the importance

other than class room drill and discussion

and has provided for its students activities that would
fit the desire of any boy or

~irl.

These activitie

should help the st

nt to

discover and

his canabilities.

~Telop

~iden

his interests

d to

They ,£;iv6 oppor

t unity for social training and i1;ive the stl.ldent a cnance

Student Council

Standing: HarOld Menkedlck, Bill Koors, Tom Batterton. Gene Patterson, Bll! Wooden, Earl Borden, Mack FUltz,
John Westlnl::house, Betty Weisner, Sarah Bewley.
Sitting: Dot KOOrs, Bob Scheidler, Mr. Wa.rneke, Jack W llllams, Na,ncy Rozell.

(

:~

+

1L~9

to make friends of those 1.,rho ha.ve the
dislikes.

52-me

IH;:es 2nd

Much of the 2.ctivities pror::ram has become a

must, by the studert body, instead of an extra-curricu

lar acti.vity.

GHAPTE,R IX
HONORS

DE:

Public spirited individuals h2.ve seen fit to 'oesto""
upon Greensburg High School students the oppo'rtuni ty to
work for and receive Elw8.rds and honors in ;:-evcral fielcls
of endeavor within the school by

establishin~

trust funds

and g"i vine: R":ifts from ""'hich the incomes are divided. as
cash prizes for the best in the several specified divi
sions.

At present there are four funds held and con

trolled by the board:

The [,Telson Ii im-;r0'y and Carrie F.

l'-1owrey Fund; The Class of 1921 Athletic Fund; The Robert
A. Hamilton ;\o:ricultural Fund; and The John F. Goddard
Prize

j;~ndowment.

The Mowrey Fund
The Mowrey Fund
IVIo'l.rrrey and his wife

'·';:l.S

established in 1913 by Nelson

~jarrie

F. Mowrey.

This f2,mily had

shown their interest in the youth of the city by

aidin~

other worthy projects such as the building of the

Y.~.C.A.

On FebruRry 22, 1913, the board and the superintendent met
with B. F. Bennett, an attorney, at the request of
Bennett.

At that time he presentedon behalf of

1r. kO'.'jTey the f 011 owing be que s t :

64

1~.

~r.

and

To the School City of Greensburg, Indiana:
,
I propose to give to the School City of Greensburg,
Indiana ~ the sum of Four rfhousand Dollars (:~hOOO. (0)
in trust for the follmvll1g uses and purposes.

64.

School Board Minutes:
73.

1911-1915.

pp. 71 and 72 and

1'11

Your Trustees, and their successors in office,
shall keep said trust fund of 04000.00 invested, at
all times, if possible, in safe, conservative in
terest paying bonds. The annual income so derived,
your Trustees shall d~vide into three ~arts.
The first one-third shall be distributed
annually in prizes to the English Department of your
High School, to aid in the acquisition of good Eng
lish and to foster originality and facility in
~nglish composition.
The second third part shall be dist~ibuted,
annually, in prizes to the I"ia.nual Training, or In
dustrial Department for boys of :701.11' High School to
encourage the training of the hand and the eye, and,
to assist in the better eouipment of the boY for his
life work.
The remaining third part shall be distri bu.ted,
annua~ly, in prizes to the Domestic Science, or In
dl..1.strial Department for girls in your High School,
to train them in these qualities "Ihich 1IIil1 make of
your girls better home-makers and better home
keepers.
The prizes distributed to the English Depart
ment whall be knm-m as liThe Nelson Kowrey English
Prizes."
The prizes dist.ributed to the r·1anual Tre.in·
or Industrial Department for boys, shall be known
and designated as TIThe I\Jelson f-1:owrey Manual Training
Prizes. 1I
The prizes distributed to the Domestic Science,
or Industrial Department for ~irls, shall be kno"m
and designa.ted as the "Carrie F. MO\\rrey Domestic
Science Prizes. f1
These prizes to be distributed to the three de
partments named shall, for ea.ch department, be divid
ed into two first prizes and two second prizes-
four in all.
ose students in the first and second years of
your High School, in the three departments named,
can compete for two o£ the four prizes, being those
prizes smallest in amount.
.
ose students in the remaining years of "[our
High School, in the three departments named, can cor:l
pete for the remaining two prizes, being those nrises
largest in amount.
e first prizes to be competed f~ in the said
first and secondye~s of your High School, in each
of the three de~')artments shall, be a su.m. of money
equal to twenty (20) per cent of the prj_ze fund for
each year due that particular department; and the
second prize~ in said compet~tions, shall be ten per
qeut of the pr:i_ze fund for sU.ch year due that oarti9
ular department.
The first prize to be compete·d for in those
years of your High School above your second year, in
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each of the three d.epar·tments ni::noed, shall be [l sum
of money$qual to forty (40) percent of the prize
fund for such ye2.r due this department; [md the
second nrize in said conroetitions, shall be thirty
(30) pe;' cent of the prize funds for such ye·:".r dU~
that particular department.
.
In the awarding of prizes, hm'rever, in the de
artment of Manual Training, or Industr;.C!l deDartment
for boys, the annual prize fmid due such 0.epartment
for award, may, if desired, be aru1ually divided be
tHeen tbe departments of mechanical dra.l/dng and 1",rood
"'Jorking, thllS doubling the number of 8.\1fards and cut
ting by halves the mOTIey value of the several prizes.
d any of the three departmeu'ts named P,U3S
your school, the !Jrizes provided for s1.wh fail
epartments, ''lith its present nmlle changed to
meet the conditions, shall attach to some other de
p~rtment of your High School, which nmy need enC0ur~
aa-ement and strengthening, to be selected by the
erLntenclent of your schools.
Should any particular br
'1 and pass .from its depar
have been eligible to contest f
vided by that dE:partment; the ri
pass to any other branch of such depart
be added from time to time to take the
ailing branch.
Each competi"tor
e a regular ful course
.-:l
student of sfl.id Hizh enool and mu~t
~·I 0 st.udent, ho
standing in his c
petition during
enter more than on
y r.
I direct your
lace these prize
funds in
ent of your
1: J each
.ence
exer~

oaid
intende:nt.
Superintendent of your schools shall have
sole charge of the cont;ests in the .r'espectj:\,re de
partments. He shall detQrmine all rules and regula
tions for the contezt in each department. He shall
post such rules and regulations in his (,f'fice and in
the assembly room of yOHr :1'igh '3chool, at the begi1" l 
ing of e~ch school year, at the same time calling
the schoo~~s attention to the cOllteL~ by verba
armouncemeJlt.
11 pupils desiring to enter any contest shall
apply to your Superintendent not later than February
1st, of any school year, (e:;:cept the present school
year) for the privilege of contestii
Your Superintendent shall appoint three compe
tent Judges for each contest. Such Jtillges shall not
be conJ"l.ected lldth t.he or.e:a.nization of the school nor
T118

1 "'3

e parents or guardians of any pupil upon 'Hh03e
1.'10rk they shall pass judgment. All vwrk s\.J.bmittec
in contest 81;,","11 be listed and numbered by t
Superintenr.,ent, personally, and in no C2se shall
name of tbr.> contestant be knolm to the Judge".•
All dacisions' of all Judges shall be in ~,.rritj_nCJ'
signed by .them, and delivered to your Sup-erint.endent
in a se:~~led envelope. In each decision a majority
of the Judges Sh~Ill rule.
ch envelopes c ont2dni
aid decisions shall
be held by your Superintende
d shall be ope~ed
by him not more than three d
prior to the an
nouncement of the results 0 -the contest at the an
nual commencement exercises.
Such contests, however, shall be held on do,tes
betlrreen thirt,y and t'\,renty days previous to '-,he hold~
ina, of such annual High School Com.mencement •
aid Trust Fund shall remain inviolate dnd
shall never be diverted or used for cmy other or
diffArent purpose, than that herein stdted--to pro
cure an annual fund to be ~iven in prizes to stimtl
late education.
Should the apportionment of income to any de
partment for any ~iven year fail, for any reason,
to be used by that department, said unused income
shall become a part of said trust Fund, subject to
a.ll the c ondj.tions of sb!hd T'rus
I require your Trustees to give, at this time,
a bond \I.'ith sufficient surety or sureties ,payable
to the State of Indiana, in the penal sum of :11l4,OOO.OO~
conditioned for the £.aithful performance upon their
part, of this trust. Such bond shall cover the
period between this date and the first Monday in
,gust, 1913, and annually the reafter such bond
shall be given. All said bonds when and as executed
shall be deposited with and be approved by the County
Auditor of Decatur County, Indiana, and he is re
quested to deposit and keep them safely in his County
Office.
This fund shall never be carried as a reguLar
school fund. nor come under the control of any school
lenT passed and enforced in t~he State of Indiana, but
be govern:ed by the terms and conditions set forth in
this ~~iting, solely.
At the High School commencement of' your schools,
in the year 1915, and each annual co lencement there
after, your Tru,ste es shall report P" licly the condition of the Trust F
The acceptance of' this bequest by your Board
makes said trust effective and hinding. Upon such
acceptance the beouest shall be set out in full in
the regular minuteE' of your Board.
Your bequest shall be recorded in the miscellan
eous Records in the Recorder's Office of Decatur
1_

15L:.

County, Indiana.
A cop:r of this b80uest shall be kept on file
permanently in the office of the Superintendent of
your schools.
I subscribe my n<?,....rne on this February 2J.:.th.
1913, in duplicate.
(0 i{?ned) Nelson Il'Im·lrey.
~he

/.

school board consisting of

~!oodfill,

John

F. Russell, and R. M. Thomas accepted the bequest and or
"ered the bequest recorded by the Recorder of DeCi:ltur
County in the Yuliscellaneolls

Records and directed

,uperintendent Jerman to assemble the schools on
February 24, 1913, for the purpose of
announcement and aclmowle

r~londay,

aking a ;pu.bl ic

-

65

ement of the bequest.

At 10: 00 A.M. the follovdng ].lOnday, the boa.rd met in
the assembly room of the West School

ildL

to par

ticipate in the announcement and celebration of the
event.
present.

1~any friend.s and relat i ves of the Em'rreys yJere

A short program

VTU,

gi ven.1 and He. Jerman

annov.D.ced the p:ift and pe:i 1":1 tribute to t.he givers.

Nr.

owrev 'iras ill '-'.nd could not attend so a committee \·-r2.S
appointed "co call upon . Jr. and fJlrS.
the

sL~cere

l~'O'vrrey

and e:;c)ress

gr:.tit,ude of the school for the rdft.

In 1913 the four tho1.lsa:ad dollars
Indianapolis, Columbus;Gn

\'la

vested in

outhern Traction Company

securities of one thousand dollars each with interest
at five Der cent.
were paid in full

65.

Ibid.:

All of these securities matured and
jus~

p. 75.

prior to the threatened deDre

l~

ciation of the trClction sec"llrities.
reinvested in

fir~t

The principal ·...ias

mortgage real estate bonds, par value

fbe hundred dollars ea.ch, and paid five 'per cent interest
collected on r''larch first and September fj.rst.
bonds matured in 1936 and 1937, the fund

l'laS

When these
invested in

bonds of the School City of Greensburg, Indiana.

These

bonds "IrJere five hundred dollars each and paid four and
one-half per cent interest.
1941 and

19~.2,

~~en

these bonds

the money was imrested

j_p'

mature~

in

United States

Bonds, Series G, which bears 2~ per cent interest.

'rhus

the ihcome from the money has decreased from two hundred
dollars per ¥13a.r to one hundred dollars per ye;'lr.

The

awards, therefore, have been cut accordinely as shovm
by "able. VI, Table VII, Table VIII, Ta.ble IX, : ;~.ble
Table

~\,

and

XI in Appendix A.
The first awards vrere given in 1913 from the interest

for

one-l,,~:lf

year on the fund.

The follm·riIlg year the

fund ymelded two hundred dollars and the Bb
dOll~)led.

s 1:mre

The tables in .l'l.ppendix A, Tt:lblEB VI through XI,

shm·r the yec.rly winners and the arflount of each al,,';ard.

In

case of a tie for first place, the awards for first and
second were pooled and divided among the tied contestants.
In some cases a third contestetnt was chosen for second
place but "las

~~i ven

no money a

found in 1929 in the Carrie F.

d.

This is the

,~m,;trev
.1

ards D.Or 9th and 10th years, Table. X,

omest'

sitl~tion

Science A.

Helen Bottorf,

and Lillian Doerflini2:.er tj"ed for fi.n,tplace and each re

156
eived a tr.m dollar m·rard.
second

'[)lc~c-e

Lillian Pool "ras selected in

but received no money for her placement.

Class of 1921 nthletic Fund
is fund . .· laS formed from three
of 1921 .donated the proceeds

sOl~rces.

'.i'he cl2.sS

its class funds, 2nd to

this was added the Schuck funa, and a small amount from
the

hi~h

school athletic

fun~.

e amount of each as

shown by the records is as follows:
..> 99.08

32.50
1.79
13.19

146-.55
The Schuck fund Ivas a2:ift from

rah
66

Ii'

ljuck as

shm\Tl1 by the school records as follm·T.
,qUI of

'}re
~~Item

F. Schuck
, Inel": ?na

29, 1909

(3)

I Eive anti bequeath to tho School City of
Greenshurg, Indiana, the stUD of one hundred
($100 .• 00) dollars, to be used bv the trustees
thereof in their discreti
cat
tv Cir
Court
Jill hecord 6- PaRe 58$.
uDuary 2, 1920
~chool City of '
ensburg, Indiana, legacy
no) •
E
'~3? 50.
~~
~~ ~~~~~~+~ legacy.
?\jeaver, Se c.
School Eo
ecatur County Circuit Court Orde"'"
robate ~32 - Pa~e 201.
s for t

T11
edB.l eRe

to be

JUrcnase of an athletic

esented at commencenent time to th

1 ~)7

own the bfn;t Llentc;,l :.:,ttj.tude in ?tj letic

s

athlete

~ood

contest c;nd for maintent:tnce of
nner a

T

scholastic record.

ection of the athlete is left to the
.tic

h

unerinten(jent, the urincipal" an
/...,

dir~ctor

1..)(

with the

followD~£

excentions:
rlv '::iver:.'.':p of

t
t

1

"ent

co

~he

subjects;
t"TO conse Cll

tive

Each medal bears the inscription TTG. H. S. - awarcled,

by the Class of 1921".

In case interest iP at.hletics dis

appear q J the Greensburg School Board is clllthorized to
transfer the fL.'Ud to some other activity.
The money

''13S

invested on November 18, 1921 in U. S.

bonds, one of one hundred

doll~rs ~nd

one of fifty dollars.

The bonds were purchased helm"! pa.r with the sum of

;~146.50.

The first medal was presented in 1922 as sho\in in Table XII.
From that year un't-il 1935 medals were pflid for from the in
come of the bonds.
On May 6, 1935, the bonds were ca shed and thF: money in~,
veBtea in stock of the Greensr

Green

rg, Indiana.
1'"

ers of t
.thletic F

67.

Ibid.

XII

lass of 1921
Medal

and Loah,

lr:

TABLE XII (continued)
Year

T-

N3mS

on

192"2
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
192
929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935

g

ar

Name

1930
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
19l1- 2
19h3

Duell Best.
;Iarvin StUl:.Z
James iuIe.ndenhal1
Ross Davis
Ha.mes Nj.ller
Robert Stutz
Art.hur Eineman
Wa.lter Bolin

1945

I.!ax R. Kelly

Richard'Trob~uEh

194L~

Robert Link
eil Solgere
Ricbard Barc.e,s
John l'\~oeller

I,

1947

19L~8

1949

Robert A. Hamilton Agricultural Fund
e Robert A. Hamilton
ed in 1926 by James
Robert A. Hamilton.

A~ricultural

Fund w

extablish

1 Ha.miJ.ton in honor of his father
A thousand dollars w

~

iven in trust

to the 502.rC of School Trustees of the Greensburg High
School.

The proceeds of tld_s flilld were to be distributed

ea ch ye2.r to the wi";i.ers of an annual essay contest.
In addition to the fund donated,

I~.

Hamilton

~ave

check for fi1!ty dollars to cover interest for the first
year in order that alpjards could be g;i ven in 1926 ~
In a letter to Walter Bonner,

6

repre~entative,

~ir.

Harnilton t s legal

he sByS:

I have decided to send yon a checl< for $50- to
be awarded to the student who renders the best report- of
the field work- as outlined by mr. McCracken- conies of
68.

Robert A.

milton A'\IIrards.

10:-9

the same to be given to the local press - tllese re
ports to he ,judged by some one selected by
l~IcCracken 
And at the same time - I
~e~ding you a per
sonal note to be taken u
option during my
life time •••.•••• and any unpa~d oalance to be a
charge against my estate 
I will ~~ke this out to the rrustees of the
rEensburg High School - whom I would wish to serve
~!i thout bond 
I am doing this to avoid any complications in
cc,se of my death and nave the matter in lega.l status.
You will note that I have decided to make it
one
ize - and for pupils of agriculture only 
!'·ly purpose is to make it definitely and ent,irely
- to encourage agriculture - which I am sure would
have been my father's wish - and I prefer a single
prize - in the hope that the rec i.pient will find it
an encoura,rT,ement to extend 1::j_s studies in this field

...... ...

Yours faithfully,
(Si,g:ned)
J-Emes H. Hamil.t.on

The a\'iards "1ere to be c-iven solely to stimulate in
terest in 2?riculture
the school.

i

IT.

amon~

the

&~riculture

students in

EcCracken, the h'.;\P..d of the agriculture

department, '·;';.s the leader in:ettin.::. up t>e ;:>·:'?rds.
James Hal H':--;lilton, the donor, wa.s born and reared in
Decatur Co,.,,.-ty but spent much of his life away working in
educational lines.
ye~rs

[8

filled a chair for a nloober of

in Syracuse unj.versity

RS

professor of sociology.

;e was head worker several years in the University Settle
ment in ;·.. ew York City.
Government to do

He was seet by the United St,r;t.es

re~~:~,rch

work in Ala'3ka 1:'lhere he spent a

year, the only \;illite ma.n on the Little ·:)o'.'lede Island.
is the author of
lo~:ical

subjects.

s~v8~Rl

works on

econom~c

and socio

He

11')0
'1'he liift of one thousand dolle.rs 'was inve sted in
1926 in stock of the Grepnsbur
Greensbur~,

Indiana.

ilcli

and

10,-,

For a number of years the flmd

ielc1ed etlOltgh to provide fifty dollars for the ai'l2rds.
By 191.J·2 t.he rate of interest ha,d decre3.sed

<;:0

much that

the yield per ye<7.r on the investment brought in about
thirty dollars so that the cash awards had to he cut to
that amount and then still further reduced in 1945 to
t 1:lenty-five dollars.
awards were

~iven

From the very be rTinning three

rather than just one as previously

suggested in ll11r. Hamiltonfs letter.

'l'he red_pients of

these en-lards are b.sted in Table XIII.
John F. Goddard Prize Endotiffient

T"w annual contests are provided for by the John F.
Goddard Prize Endowment -- one in Citizenship and one in
ublic Speaking.

The prizes are oaid for with the in

come from a 200 acre farm in Winneba.e:o County, Iowa, in
which a h31f interest is ield by the Trustpes of the
Grennsburp: ':ity Schools.
ber"~.eathed

and the

~'!as

Thp ;Y'.(,;E'rest in this farm

to the board b:: the \'IIill of Anna C. Goddard,

endo':~ent

God'~8rd, "'~ho

I!l.:".de in honor of her husband, John F.

was for

~_~u.ny

years a prominent Greensburg

a ttorne~T.
The

\:-~ill

of rrs. Goddard

l;-JaS

made on December

1932, and :orobated on December 9, 1935.

u,

The first in

come from this farm was received in September, 1936.

On

1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
19 4 3
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

Year

First Prize
Leonard Neina ber
Al Reth1ake
Fred McCoy
Gerald Robbins
Roy Robbins
Stuart Miller
Paul Henderson
Gilman Steward
Stanton Shirk
Morgan Miers
Morgan Miers
John Stewart
David Shirk
Dewitt Wewee
Paul Dibble
Paul Dibble
Donald Heger
Alfred ~1eyer
Alfred Meyer
Arthur Nieman
Fred Springmier
John Hellmich
Robert Williams
Dale H~ger

$25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
·25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50

Am It
Am't

Third Prize

Amlt

Andrew Willia.ms
$15.00 11 Rethlake
$10.00
George Co11icott
15.00 Andrew Williams
10.00
George Co1licott
15.00 C. Oesterling
10.00
Anthony Ernstes
15.00 Valentine Hahn
10.00
Gerald Robbins
15.00 Anthony Ernstes
10.00
10.00
Robert Miller
15.00 Paul Brooks
Roland White
15.00 Harold Storms
10.00
Harold Storms
15.00 Stanton Shirk
10.00
Gilman Stewart
15.00 Frank Kitchin
10.00
Gilman Stewart
15.00 Leo Leising
10.00
10.00
W. Bainbridge
15.00 David Shirk
15.00 Elmo Redelman
MOrgan Miers
10.00
Earl Barnes
15.00 Elmo Redelman
10.00
David Shirk
15.00 Elmo Rede1man
10.00
Norbert Moeller
15.00 Paul Smallwood
10.00
Donald Heger
15.00 Thos. Ernstes
10.00
Paul Smellwood
10.00 Thos. Ernstes
5.00
Cornelius Krieger 10.00 l~urice Moeller
5.00
Cornelius Krieger 10.00 Walter Moeller
5.00
Maurice Moeller
7.50 Maurice Nieman
5.00
Arthur Nieman
7.50 Maurice Nieman
5.00
Robert Williams
7.50 Maurice Nieman
5.00
James Hellmich
7.50 Rollin Hahn
5.00
James He1lmich
7. 5Q__ u:Harolg Stier
--.5_.00

Second Prize

Winners in the Robert 1. Hamilton Agricultural Essay Contest

""TABLE XIII

I--'

c~

I-'
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January 21, 1942,. the Joh:
. . " as set un by t;he Board of

Goda.ar

riz

mlJIDent

stees of the Greensburg

City Schools.

e be

6gest

copied from th

chool records reads

as fo110v;5:

"ill
g,

Godd
Indiana, December 8, 1932
tly
be
d

:~

11"·em

Helen Gla.rk
8al-ed an
WhO,

at

ce
~1i

Daniel T,'l. Wea
e Peat..,.

e

~cbool

Board ¥dnutes of fmrch 31, 1936, we find.

that Rollin Turner, attorrtey. met with the board
cussed the will of Mrs. Goddard.
go to 1m-fa to
ire

lool~

an

SinC'8 it was n( cf;s3ary to

after thB °Jropertv. the boa

']'Ilrler to make this trin and act as their atto

- '3
Board of Sehgol

Tr\~stees--Gity

of

oard, I

......................

• • • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . under the IO'1a law, we ~
,-,oing to have an executor appointed under
Goddard's will, who will hold the propert
transfer or later sale. We als 0 8.rrangerl il'i th T,\,& •
lIen Loth, attorney at law, Ft. Dodge, Iowa, to look
after the school's interest in this land. He is also
looking after the interest of Miss Ida Goddard, ~mo
t.he other undivided one-half (!} interest in
d.
The manager l'/ho has been looking :ifter the .land,
l'iIr. Erne st Os
e st f or the school
relative to i
and we hope to be able to
free .from~ inherita.nce tax
for charitable
school board's
tion to Section 28-51i6, Bm~ns Revise
together with Section 28-5120 of the same statute~.
It is not the desire of Ida M. Goddard to sell
any of the pro~erty at this time and I recommend that
we co-operate \'lith her, holding the real estate. I
also was advised both by ftr. Loth and Mr. Osmlmdson
that it is a poor time to sell farm land in Iowa; that
land ordlllarily worth a good price is now selli
cheap. 'this land is priced all the .w.y from 'Ii,) 5.00
per acre, but everyone feels sure that if land prices
come back, it 11'fill be \'forth cOl1siderabl v more 'than
that.
aespectfully submitted,
(Signed)
~ollin A. Turner
Alan Loth of Fort Dodge, IoVlA., an nt torney, 2."c3. I\iir.
Erl1est Os.mundson, of nhompson,

IO~·.T.~.,

took care of le,.,-.?l·

m.atters pertaining to this will forL,2'''? Ste.te of Iowa, C',nd

164
tOEether represented the Goddard interests in this urop
erty.

B~t

mutual consent of Ida. 1i1. Goddard and the Board of

Schbol Trustees of Greensburs:, Indiana, tbi!'3 manageMent of
the property
will

"rlas

WSQ

continued until final set'cl

t

of the

macte.

A quiet claim deed from Helen

d William fuitchell was

given the Greensburg Sch901 City on January 21 J 1942, and
made a matter of record in \!innebago COlmty, Iowa.
all administration expenses l'lere paid and a
ance credited to the Greens

'~TOrkin.z

After
bal

City Schools ,the Board of

Trustees of Greensburg set up the John F. Goddard Prize
'(,0

ndm-mlent:
In accordance with Item 11 of the "rill of Anna
C. GoJdard, made in Greensburg, Indiana, on December
S, 1932, which provtded that the income from the 200
acre fa.rm hear Thompson, IOiil'a, o\,·med jointly by I
M. Goddard and the Greensburg School City, be ap
lied annually for prizes in departments and studie
most needing encouragement and advanceMent, the same
to be recommended by the school board, ..•.•• in a
re~ular meeting at the high school builoing on
uary 21, 1942, hereby(~he school board) sets up
the John F. Goddard Prize Endowment, as follows:
The sum of fifty dollars (.~50. 00) sb.all be used
nnually for awards in :'itizenship and in Pub1ic
Speaking, said ~w&rds to be presented at the high
schOOl co~nencemPllt exercises held at the close of
ach school ve ar', be,i:1'inning "'i tr, the 191+2 f.Jomnlencement,
Citizenship Awards
.he citizenship prizes of twelve follars end fif
ty cents (~,,12.50) each shall be :"'lre:::; nted - one to
the boy and one to the girl of the senior class who,
in 'the judgment of a committee of teachers, appointed
by the ~uperintendent of the Greensburg City Schools)
is declared to 1l,.:ive made the best citizenship record
J.rluring his or her high school course. Only stu.dents
1:1ho have been enrolled in the Greensburg High School
or at least two complete years will be eli~ible for
70.

Ibid.

5
these prizes. The cOD'l.!'Tlittee, in making its ch';":iices,
shall consider these marks of citizenship: ~tten
dance and punctuality, participation in school activi
ties, cooperation, leadership, moral character, scho
lastic ct~ility, general condnct, and patriotism.
lhese aVlards shall be lmolrm as the John F.
God.dard Prize Enriowment Citizenship /l\I<1j<ards.
'he :pu.rpose of these awards is to rec og.Tlize and
encourage creditable school citizenship in the belief
t.ha.t it will carryover lll-tO a stronger adult citizen
ship and a more ready assumption of responsibilities.
Public Speaking Awards
Three prizes ~ first prize of twelve dollars
and fifty cents (11~.12. 50), a second prize of seven dol
lars ,:~nd fi:fty;~c~irEs (~7.50~),oan.d-'a: third prize'of
five do11ars (,~5.00) shall be awarded to students
of the Greensburg High School vlho are declared wim1ers
in a public speaking contest to be held annually u..."lder
the .supervision of the principal of the Greensb
High School, said principal to determine -r,he nature of
the contest, select the judges, and see that the conest is carTied on under proper conditions.' Only
students who have at some time received cI~edit in the
public-speaking classes of the high school or 1/1ho are
embers of such classes at the time they participate
in the contest shall be eligible for these prizes.
these awards shall be knoW11 as the John
Goddard !.!indowment Public Speaking AMards.
he purpose of these awards is to foster an in
terest in public speaking .:md impress upon the minds
of our youth both. the advantal?;es and the limitations
of the right of freedom of speech.
The

followin~

tables, Table XIV and Table XV, list

the winners and prizes given in Citizenship and Public
<"1peaking contests, s:1-nce the institut.ion of the John F.
Goddard Prize

bndOl','ul'\7oou.I.I

TABLE XIV
John F. Goddard Citizenship
Girl

Awarrl~

----------p:m' t
.'";12.5"0
12.50

12.50
12.50
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(continued'

ear

It is tn he noted in Table XV that in 1943 there
a tie for fir.1t D1a c·e. and so t..he amount of

~p12.,u

was

awaraed to both the first and second contestants.

01 t-l'le

tied.. there have been seven rio •.

recognJ,.zea - one wicth a f'irst,
'th

2

third prize.

t"'fO

with

Cl.

second. and to

The recipient of the third nrize in

945 was roiarded the second prize in 1946 and first
s~udQnt

in both 191,,7 and 1948, the only

~rize

thus far to attain

ch honor in this
from

The ineo
more than three
in 1936.

~housa

After

ncome ha

o

\'dth

Pl"'S

!€come

la.a3

emained a surplus for thnt

of

ts

first re

-,

deductin~ ~?lQ3 ,,.90

50.00) for nrizes

a su

dollars

Duringt.he first fe

but by 1947 th
year.

e larm nas

c.S

e lund

lOlrl1~,

ft ••~

ip85~L 63 a

cb.

for taxes and fifty dollars

for other

ye~r

exne~ses,

of 1695.90.

ther

'This f

gives nromise of becoming quite large.

Ther
L

·to

stand'

re sever
ose havinf-l:,

,

other honors and EMard
-·~ecop:nized b~T

iven e!:

the fac

bility in yariotls fields of en

vor.

out-

Tne

-First Prize

Josephine Musgrave
Nancy Lewis
Cynthia Lewis
Mary Cradick
David Hadler
Joyce Kammer1ing
Joyce Kammer1ing
Kathryn Meyer

Year

1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

Am't

Evelyn Tatem
$7.50
Jo Musgrave
12.50
Mary Ann Koors
7.50
Lillian Lynch
7.50
Joyce Kammer1ing 7.50
David I~d1er
7.50
Jack Hungerford
7.50
7.50
Joyce Thurston

- Second Prize

$12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12,50

Am't

'm't

Paul Hamilton
$5.00
Rosemary Moeller
5.00
5.00
I~jorie Stier
5.00
Joyce Kammerling
Jack Hungerford
5.00
James Overpeck
5.00
Louise Levenstein
5.00
Rob~rt Frensemeier
5.00

-Third Prize

John F. Goddard Public Speaking Awaras

TABLE XV

0"

L
American Legion Auxiliary gives a citizenshin award: th
Psi Iota Xi.a music ,Award; the D

i'

A. R., a medal; the

appa, a medal; the Athletic Association, an
victorv a\,,?,rd; the Ki1ilanis Club. atr,'ards to
ior boys of

l1i~hest.

se'

ol~stic

~he

tnree sen

aVera,E!:e2 for the four years

oi' hie:b school; and nl.lIDerOUS other awards D.:ivan by th

several departments and which

rr~Y

vary from year to year.

These honors and cJ.w'cTds are all givon to encouraP.:6 the
tudents in
of the

Gr~ensbur~ Ri~h

er.iuc~tional

School to take full

opportlIDittes offered by the school.

"HAPTER X

Sm·rr.ld.RY

Greensburg High.School was establiihed in Ig69 as
an addition to the elementary school.

It sought to

pro~

vide the best of educational opportunities for the boys
and girls of the city and surroundLng community.

In

addition there was a selfish point of view as some
thirty students were attending school outside the county
who should have been accommodated in a high school at
Greensburg.

Since these students were spending some

nine, thousand dollars annually outside the county J the
business men of Greensburg were anxious to institute a
school in order that this sum of money would be spent
in the local stores.
the leaders who fought for the new school were C.
W. Harvey, the school superintendent. when the school

was instituted; Caspar McLaughlin and John L. Wooden,
school trustees; and many educationally minded people
of the community.

After its founding the various

members of the school board have contributed to the
development and continuation of the school.

A few

other outstanding people in this respect are

]!J.r.

Elmer Jerman, school superintendent for thirty-four
years; 1'1iss Frieda Rosenmund, a teacher for thirty
six

years~ ~rr.

Alva McGraw, the industrial arts

instructor for thirty-one years; lifr. Carl Billings,
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principal for fifteen years and superintendent for
twelve years;

~r.

A. W. McCracken, the vocational

agriculture teacher who developed the department and
made it an important part of the entire curriculum;
IJlr.

W. P. Shannon, principal and superintendent vIho

was instrumental in adding a fourth year to the three
year course, and others who have given much of their
lives to the growth and development of the school.
The first high school was housed in the elemen
tary building.

As the school grew in enrollment, new

facilities were added to take care of the student body.
The first addition was made in 1377 when a two-story,
brick structure was added to the West building.

This

new section contained four classrooms for instruction
and a large auditorium for the social gatherings of the
school and community.

By 1912 the school had outgrown

these facilities and a new building was proposed which
was completed in 1914.

This new building was con

structed on Walnut Street, two and one-half blocks
north of the old West School.

It took care of all the.

high school needs until 1925 when the Community Gymnasium
was built on East North Street to care for the physical
education classes and house home

bas~et-ball

games.

Although this building is called the Community Gymnasium,
it is under the control of the city school board but is
used for most large community gatherings as well as
schhol athletic activities and other school functions.

7'
The latest development in the building program has been
the acquisition of a football field and the present con
struction of bleachers at the field to care for home
football games.
Not only has the school expanded in a building
In 1869 a classical

program but also in its curriculum.

course was given to all students, bilt in 1948 five disc
tinct curricula were offered from which the individual
could select the courses that would seem to best suit
his needs and desires.

the five curricula offered at

the time of 1'JTiting are college preparatory, vocational
home economics, vocational agriculture,
general.

co~mercial,

The general curriculum provides

and

oourses in

general education that endeavors to fit the student
for his place in society upon the completion
school but does not fulfill the usual
requirements.

colle~e

of high
entrance

The other curricula are self explanatory.

Since agriculture has long been the chief source of
income in the community, this curriculum was added early
in the history of the high school.

The extablishment of

the commercial curriculum has filled the need of the boys
and girls who are going out into the business world by
providing them with basic training in this field.

l'·lusic

and art have added to the cultural life of the community
and school while the athletic program has provided
recreational and health bUilding opportunities for

al~.

'l'he vocational home economics curriculum has presented
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an opportunity for the girls to increase their know
ledge of home making and to prepare themselves for
work in this field.
There has always been some type of activity program
in Greensburg High School.

At first these activities

were unorganized and in some cases not entirely backed
by the school officials.

Nus ic, hO'ltvever, 'lJOuld seem to

have been a part of school life since the institution
of the high school and the same is true of sports, for
some kind of athletic program has been in evidence since
the school's earliest history.

~he

1920's saw the rapid

introduction of clubs, athletics, and school publica
tions into the school system.

lh.ief of these were The

Tr?-e City Bre,eze, the school pa.per, in 1922; The Hi--Y
Club in 1922; The Sunsbtne Soci.etY,in 1924; 'l'he Tov.Jer
Tree, the annual, in 1924; The Play Shop in 1925; and
The Quill and Scroll in 1929.

Various other clubs have

been organized from time to time until the activities
have covered almost all fields of high school endeavor.
In the athletic field basketball came to be important
in the early 1920's as the most outstanding competitive
sport and has remained as such up to 1948.

Football was

reintroduced in the fall of 1947 after a lapse of forty
four years from the field of sports in Greensburg

Hi~h

School and promises to be of major spectator interest.
The school administrators appear to believe that extra
curricular activity is important for they have set aside
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a special time each day for this program which is broad
enough for every student to have opportunity of taking
part in some activity.
The community has shmvn its interest in the school
program by supporting financially the academic, musical,
and athletic programs of the school and by their attenQ
~nce

at school sponsored gatherings of all types.

further grmrth and to arouse interest in school

To

activ~

ities, individuals of the community have set up trust
funds from the incomes of which awards are granted for
the best in several fields of endeavor.
these was established in 1913 by

Er.

The first of

and I1rs. Nelson

owrey who contributed four thousand dollars (.. :4000.00)
to a trust fund.

The income from this fund was to be

distributed annually in prizes to the English, Manual
Training, and Domestic Science Departments.
a thousand dollars

(·:~1000. 00)

In 1926

was given in trust by

James H. Hamilton in honor of his father, Robert A.
Hamilton, for the purpose of encouraging students in
agriculture to extend their studies.

In 1Jq36 the school

received a half interest in a two-hundred acre farm in
Iowa from

~rrs.

Anna C. Goddard.

The income from this

farm was to be used by the school authorities for some
specific part of school work.

After study the officials

decided to offer two citizenship awards, one to a boy and
one to a girl, and also give three awards in public
speaking from this fund.

Other awards that cover almost

17,4

every field of endeavor are given by civic and social
clubs in the eommunity.
Since this study is historical and sets up no
criteria by which to make a comparison with other
schools, the exact rank of Greensburg High Schbol in
this respect is not determined.

On the whole the

school has held its own in competitive activities with
other

~chools

of the state.

Its credits are accepted

by schools of higher learning and its standards are
sUfficiently high to merit a first class commission
by the Indiana State Board of Education.

...PPEl\!D IX A

LE VI
inners and Prizes in the l~el
Contest for the 9th a
Year
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
191$
1~l19

First
Marian Oakley
Donald Davidson
Lorna Golven
Edythe TJordmeyer
Ira ~,'onn
Carol Jerman
Carol Jerman
Elizabeth HdT.unn
Sara Louise Dille

1920
1921
1922 Dan Edkins
1923 Frances E1-1ard
192):- Hargaret A. LOtTe
1925 Ephriam Schreiber
1926 Irene I\lorgan
1927 Evelyn l'>kDermit
1928 Loren Hartin
1929 1:artah Sarnue Is
1930 Ned Lenigar
1931 Paul Henderson
1932 Betty Stevenson
1933 J~avern Sf}arks
1934 Harry 'L~il1iams
1935 Richard Morrish
1936 Sara \'lilliams
1937 r~rijean l"ieyer
1938 Sally Lou Zoller
1939 Virginia Hiers
1940 Virginia Miers
1941 Joan Taylor
1942 Margaret Sanders
1943 Donna HcHenry
1944 Jane Barley
1945 Jane Barley
1946 Jo Callaghan
1947 Glenna Rucker
194$ 'l'om Batterton
1949 Betty Jean Weisner

AmTt
~$ 6.67

13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13 .:~ 3
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
la.OO
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.UO
10.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
10.00

Second
Dorothy B. Croft
Helen Knowles
Nellie Lathrop
Majorie Gilham
Nellie Lathrop
CatheriIle ~'l~aver
Adela.ide Mendenhall
rwgar,et. Turner
Itl'argare t Tllrner
Frcmces Ew-ard
Kathleen Sanders
Ephri.arn Sehre iber
~rgaret Jliller
Marie Boone
~rgpret Donnell
I·Iartha Samuels
ljlanche Walke
Helen Oliger
~liz. Ann Stewart
l·~ave:6n Sparks
Helen Stockhuetter
John Ste\'Jart
Sara ''''illiams
I-ia.ry L. ~ Dry
Sara Jane Link
Mary Ann Stapp
Betty Hummel
William Turner
Joan Hatfield
Joan Hatfield
Ea.I'"Y' Cradick
RoselllB.ry Moeller
Barbara Westhafer
~avid Hadler
Tom Batterton
Rita Zoellner
Rita Navarra

Am't
I,;;) .33
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.b7
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.6
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6,,67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.67

6.00
6.00

6.
6.
6.

6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
8.00

8.
8.0

5.00

TABLE VIr
"inners and Prizes in the I' elson Mowrey Emrlish
f:antest for 11th Clnd 12th Years
st

Year

1913'
1914
1915
1916
1917
191
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
194C
1941
42
1943
944
194
1946
1945
194$
1949

Am't

D.OO

il1 3.33

26.67
26.67
26.67
26.67
26.67
26.67
6.67
26.67

20.00
20.00
0.00
20.00
20.00

20.00
20.()Q
20.
20.00

es

6.67

6.67
26.67
26.67
26.67
26.67
26.67
26,67
26.$7.
26.67
26.67
26.67
26.67
26.67

-, l1e

20.00
20.00

0.0
20.0

20.00

20.00
20.0
20.00
20.00

21... 00
24.00

1$.0

18.0e
lS.0

2l.j-. 00

18.00

2J+.00
2l~. 00

.00

18.00

24.00
2.00

~

.00

12.00
12.00
12.00
15.00

.00
$.0
.1)0

.00

'li$.00
12.0

20.0C

20.00
20.00
20.0

s

VIII
wards
or

Year

FTrst

m't

!

,;00

5.00

\.

.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6167

13.33
13.33
13.33

13.))

13.33
13.33
13.33
3.33
13.3
13.33
13.3
la.33
13.33
3.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.3J

6.67

.\. 7
6.6
6.6

6.67

6.67
6.67

.67

6.1'7

• '7
6.67
.67
6.67
6.67

3.33
.3.33

6.67
6.0

13.33

12.0
12.0
.0'-'
12.0
12.00
12.00
0.00
10.00
• '0
10.
2.00
12.00
10.00
16.00

...er

TABLE IX
Nelson Mowrey Manual Traini~g ~warU8
for 11th and 12th Years

Am't

Year

19T3

1911;.

r

1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
19/+0
194.1

26.66

2) .66

26.66
26.66
26.66
26.66
26.66

RO.OO

26.66
26.
26.66

20.00
20.00

24.00
2LI-- 00

18.00
lS.00
18.00
18.00
18.00
18.00

24.00
24.00
2L1_.0

19h6

r1.rT

20.00
20.00
20100
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

20.0
20.00

26.66

1944
1945

•

20.00
20.00
20.
20.00
20.00
20.00

26.6r)

26.66

19h2
19L1-3

1947
1948
1949

"p13.3J
26.66
26.66
26.66
26.66
26.66
26.66
26.66
'26 ~,66
26.66

24.:Jt
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
15.00
1$.00
12.00
12.00

20.00
20.00
')(1.00

0.00

8.00

$.00
8.00
8.00

8.00
10.00
$.00

8.0

1, .

BLE

Carrie F.
~~rd5

:~

I·~ovrrey Domestic Scienca
for 9th and 16th Years

-----

ft

b:67

1918
1919

~920

1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929

1930
1931
1932
1933
193L}

1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
19hO
1941
1942
1943
1941+
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

13.33
13.33
13.33
10.00
10.00
Leah Braden
13.33
It!Jaud r.icMillen
1,3.33
Elizabeth McLaughlin 13.33
Della. Collicott
13.33
Goldie ria.dler
13.33
Loualrna Zinser.
13.33
hildred Rolfes
13.33
Elsie Leo
13.33
lfury Collins
13.33
Ruth Nelson
13.33
ruth l' el~ 011
13.33
Helen Bottoroff and
10.
ger 10.0
Ruth l'mrtin
13.33
E the 1 I-Tart in
13.33
Doris Hiller
13.33
Virginia It!cCoy
13.33
llarf!;are t Sh oemake
13.33
Na:rgaret Shoemake
13.33
Joyce Konzelman
12.00
.ti.achael Ste",rart
12.LO
12.,0
Laura Kindrick
12.00
Laura Kindrick
Henrie~ta ~oeller
12.00
12.00
Wilma Bushman
J1..larcia Moore
10.00
Jessie Pohlman
10.00
10.00
~~ry Lou Rathburn
10.00
Rosemary Pool
12.00
Joleen Strasbur~er
12.00
.'4C.ry Louise Vogel
Kathryn l-leyer
10.00
':sther Vogel
10.00

Della Showers
Louise Gilmour
'Thelma Rolfes
R.ose Kabey
':vely'Tl Kennedy

Hildred Rolfes
Elizabeth ioICCoy
LO'Jise Bnttoroff
Elsie Kramer
Edythe Gheek
nelen Scriuture
L. Link
Kathryn Nelson
Anna Smith .
Dorothy IO:elch
Louise Beg,e:s
Marcille Dodge
Dorothy Stephenson
Dorothy Stephenson
Florence Swegman
Louise Craig
Delores ~'Tennin,g
l\Tannetta Borden
Paul Barclay
Lucille ~;e~ming
Hilda Doggett
Patricia Tumilty
l\~r jorie I.Ieyer
Physllis Joerfling8r
Rosemary PickeT,t
rlonnie Coy

1 Jary

6.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6. ~
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.6
6.67
6.00

6.00
6.00
6.0
6.0
6.00

5.0
5.00
5.00
5.0C'
g.O

~.OO

5.00
5. Of

J

TABLE
Carrie F. Mo,~ey Domestic
wards for 11th and 12t

~~.OO

ert

0.0
20.00
20.00

20.

t

er

926

1927

20.00
20.00

20,()

92
1929

_-3

20.00

20.00

l~

193,
1933
193
193.5
--.936
1937

.i'-t

20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.
'~o. 00

8

191+9

.
'

eck

_.0
12.00

Q

•

•00

Pub
L'=O,,_ ......;

1-1

Indian

. ..

ee, J.

Editions of 1924 to 1949.
Rditions of 1868 to 1924.

~

~

.. ~.~ _oak:

Greensburg High School PublicaLio.. ~.
-econd Edition. 1945.
·i

The

Tr

chaol

1924 throu

947.

School Paper, 1922 - 1947.

s

c
John

Annu8~,

01 Records.

School

l' •

11

of the Bo

cords.
1947.

School Record.....
Robert A. Hamilton Agriculture Awards:
School Boards:

School Record

Teacher Record Book:

School Recol'"

Boo~.

School 1i.ecorClS.
laneous

Book:

Carnegie Public Library, Greensbure. Indiana.

